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Localagencies
to help drivers
on New Year's

I•

Units 2 and 3 of the Canterbury
subdivision and an adjacent
trailer court development were
annexed into the city Tuesday
night in the Murray City Council's
lone action.
The move now puts all of
Canterbury in the city limits,
along with the Henley and Homra
Development Corp. trailer park.
There are 130 families in
Canterbury Units 2 and 3, along
4'74,1211 shine tbideVeloped lend. Ttin!
taller park has no residents but
sist accomodate approximately 30
families. The action covers approximately 66 acres of land.
The areas now will be given city
police and fire protection and
sanitation services. Mayor
Holmes Ellis said street lights will
be installed in the spring. The
areas also have base included in
the city's long-range paving
schedule.

Paper announces
holiday hours
The Murray Ledger & Times
office building will close at
noon Friday in observance of
the New Year's holiday.
TV WEEK, containing next
week's complete television
listings which normally appears in Saturday's newspaper,
will be included in Thursday's
edition. The section again will
be distributed with the Saturday papers starting next week.
The newspaper will not
publish New Year's Day and
will resume printing on Monday.

•

Dropping interest rates could
revive suffering housing market

Efforts by three local agencies
may keep more drivers who have
been drinking off the roads this
New Year's weekend.
The Calloway County Attorney's
Office, Murray Police Department and Calloway County
Sheriff's Office have set up a program where cars will be dispatched anywhere in Calloway County
to take home persons who have
been drinking. No one will be prosecuted for public intoxication.
This offer is good from 8 p.m.
Friday until 6 a.m. Sunday.
"Our purpose is to keep people
who are intoxicated off the road,"
County Attorney Max Parker, who
devised the plan, said. "We want
people to use the service, not
abuse it."
"I think this program shows the
good faith of the police, sheriff and
mayor."
Those in the city needing use of
the service should call 753-1621
while cowitians should call 7533151.

Council okays
second reading
of annexation
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By The Aasociated Preis
Business borrowing costs are
falling again, and some
seenemists expect the lower interest rates also to spark a major
rebound in the beleaguered hausingindustry.
Chase Manhattan Bank, the nation's third-largest commercial
bank,cut its prime lending rate by
one-half point to 11 percent Tuesday. That was the lowest level for
the prime rate since August 1910.
But the move by Chase had no
positive effect on Wall Street,
where the Dow Jones average of

30 indatrial stocks tumbled 11 II
points Tuesday to 1,11611.117, after
having soared more than 25 points
Monday to a record Len 56
While other banks did not quickly follow Chase's lead, economists
said they expected the lower rate
to spread nationwide soon. Not all
businesses pay precisely the
prime rate quoted by a bank.
some pay more,some less. But the
fact that it has dropped a notch at
Chase is a good signal to business
executives.
The prime rate has no direct
link to consumer loans, including
home mortgages, but does in-

&cab, the general direction of interest rates
Many econoenista expect all
typos of Interest rates to continue
dropping in the weeks ahead dim
to slack demand for commercial
credit and a draper in banks' cat
of acquiring money
George A Christie. chief
economist at the F W Dodge
sion of McGraw-Hill Information
Systems Co said he expected
home mortgage rates to fall further The result, he said, is likely
to be a sustained pickup in housing
activity

One killed, several wounded during
violence sparked by police shooting
.RECEIVES APPOINTKENT — Dr. Howard H. Keller, aimGelato
professor in the Foreign Language Department at Murray State
University, has been named director of the Russian Language Program at Indiana University in Bloomington. He also carries the
responsibility of directing the Indiana Summer Slavic Workshop.

Keller named director
of IU Russian program
Dr. Howard H. Keller, associate
professor in the Foreign
Language Department at Murray
State University, has been named
director of the Russian Language
Program at Indiana University in
Bloomington.
The appointment is as a tenured
full professor and also carries the
responsibility of directing the Indiana Summer Slavic Workshop.
Keller, who fluently speaks Russian, French and German and is
research fluent in Latin and
several Salvic languages, will
move to Bloomington in late May
to spend a summer observing the
Slavic Workshop. The Russian
Language Program is the largest
part of Indiana's Slavic Department and involves coordination of
the six years and several levels of
Russian taught at I.U. Community
outreach and training of graduate
student-instructors also are part
of Keller's new responsibilities.
Dr. James M. Holquist, chairman of the Slavic Department, indicated to Keller that Indiana is a
participant in several exchange
agreements with the USSR and
Eastern Europe, and that Keller
would have many opportunities to
travel to the Soviet Union.
Keller came to Murray State in
1970 after spending a year at
, Southern Illinois University and a

year on a Fulbright Fellowship in
Sofia,BulgariaJan."rve - had sachet('We.'beat
teachers at MSU and Dr.
(Howard) Keller certainly ranks
among the top," Terry Smith, a
MSU Presidential Scholar,
Rhodes Scholar finalist and Russian studies major,said.
"Not only have I had Dr. Keller
as a teacher, but also the
priviledge of working with him on
the Slavic Journal. Through the
work on the journal, I've seen the
many reputable people in Russian
studies who are familiar with Dr.
Keller and respect him.
"The new position will be great
for Dr. Keller in that it's * tribute
to his reputation, but it will be a
great loss for Murray Stale. He
will be difficult to replace, nnt only as a teacher, but as an all-rOund
person. He's a very interesting,intelligent person and one of the
most agreeable people I've ever
met."
"We'll ( wife Helga and sevenyear-old daughter Christiane)
regret leaving Murray very much.
MSU has been extremely good to
me. It's kind of a home for us,
we've been here 13 years," Keller
said. "The community has been
wonderful to us."
Indiana University has one of
(Continued 011 Page 21

MIAMI(AP) — Dozens ot ponce
patrolled a black ghetto early today after rock-tossing gangs
looted stores and burned cars in
violence sparked when an officer
critically wounded a black man
playing a video game. One looter
was killed by police, authorities
said.
Tuesday night's violence in the
rwi-down neighborhood known as
Overtown also left at least seven
people injured. It was Miami's
worst disturbance since a May

clear and cold
Today, mostly cloudy this
morning with gnidual clearing
by afternsaajdkiin diesaid to
upper 30a;WM perthwest winds
5 to 10 mph.
Tonight, mostly dear and
cold_ Low in the upper teens to
low 20s with nearly calm winds.
Thursday, partly cloudy.
High in the upper ns with light
winds.
Outlook for New Years Day,
sunny and cool.
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YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of Tb• Herm Ledger S Times
by 5 30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3 30 p.m Saturdays ore urged
to call 733-1116 between 3:31
p.m. sad 6 p.m., lAesday dm* Psiday, is 3:31 p.m. oW 4 p.m. Sew-

19110 riot claimed 18 lives and caus- Orange Bowl Parade on New
ed 1100 million In property Year's Eve, and the Orange Bowl
college football game en New
damage.
Nine people had been arrested Year's Night
"This weekend, that
on various charges by early today,
said police spokesman Mike neighborhood is going to be •
dangerous place,- said Bill Perry,
Stewart.
An 84-square-block area re- president of the local chapter of
mained sealed off, with exit People United to Save Humanity.
ramps on a nearby highway rim- who said he walked the streets to
ed, and about 50 officers equipped try to quell violence "These peowith riot gear were on patrol, said ple are mad We can probably expect•lot more trouble"
Stewart.
Perry said he thought many
"Now it's real quiet," he said
shortly before dawn. "There's on- rioters wanted to avenge the
ly sporadic incidents of rocks and shooting of Johnson After he was
wounded, two or three officers inbottles being thrown"
The man whose shooting by vestigating the shooting were
police prompted the violence, trapped in the arcade by 88 angry
Nevell Johnson Jr., was reported axe tor abed as dour Wore tbey
in critical condition today at could be trawl with a tear gas
Jackson Memorial Hospt64I with a asestik pace said.
's block neighborhoods
bullet wound in the boa Two
in IMO after an all-white
witnesses claimed the shooting
jury in Tamps acquitted four
was unprovoked.
Community leaders warned that white policemen in the beating
violence might flare again, since death of black businessman ArICesidemsed 0.refs 21
Overtown is near the site of the
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Last total lunar eclipse until
1989 expected Thursday
NEW YORK(API— The moon may turn the color of a sunset early
Thursday as it enters the Earth's shadow in the last total lunar
eclipse to be visible across America until 1969, Aeroflot:niers say.
During the half-hour eclipse, the moon could glow with•soft reddish or copper color because of light scattered from volcanic ash in
the atmosphere, said William Gutach, chairman of the Hayden
Planetarium at the American Museum of Natural History in New
York.
The moon will enter Earth's shadow at 4.50 a.m. EST,and the total
eclipse will begin at 5:56 a.m. EST and end at 6:19 a.m. EST. The
eclipse, which will be visible across the country, is the third lunar
eclipse this year.
The next total lunar eclipse to be visible from most of the United
States will occur on August 16, 19119. A lunar eclipse will be visible
from California on April 24, 1991.
Although no one can be positive that the moon will be colored during the eclipse, Gutsch explained in a telephone interview Tuesday
that the atmosphere "tends to scatter out the blue and the violsi and
allow the reds and yellows and oranges to get through."
"We see this commonly in the sunset, the reason being that we're
seeing the sun through more and more atmosphere as it sets," he
said.

Associated Press announces top ten news stories for 1982
By The Associated Press
The U.S. economy, struggling through its worst year in four
decades, was overwhelmingly voted the top story of 1962 by
Associated Press newspaper and broadcast member editors.
Second place went to the Tylenol murders, a new kind of lunacy
that remained unsolved as the year drew to a close. Just behind the
Tylenol deaths was the 74-day war in the Falklands between Britain
and Argentina. The death of 75-year-old Leonid Brezhnev was ranked
the fourth most important story, followed by the Israeli invasion of
Lebanon.
The Top 10:
1. The nation's economy.
2. Seven die from cyanide-laced Extra-Strength Tylenol capsules.
3. War in the Falklands.
4. The death of Leonid Brezhnev.
5. Israel invades Lebanon.
6. John Hinckley Jr. is found innocent by reason of insanity.
7. Massacre in Palestinian camps.
8. First artificial heart implant.
9. Air Florida crash in Washington.
10. Football strike.
The runners-up were stories about the results of the off-year election, Poland outlawing Solidarity, the defeat of the Equal Rights
Amendment, the space shuttle going operational, the nuclear freeze
movement gaining strength, the conviction of Wayne Williams in the
Atlanta child slayings, the Pan American crash in Kenner, La.,
President Reagan's but victories, the resignation of Alexander
Haig as secretary of state and Reagan running into opposition from
US.allies over sanctions against the Soviet natural gas pipeline.
Votes were tabulated by awarding 10 points for a first place vote,
nine for second, down to one point for 10th place. The nation's

•

economy won handily with 4,220 votes. The second and third place
stories were only 71 points apart with the Tylenol deaths receiving
3,172 and the war in the Falklands 3,101.
1. The Nation's Economy
At the start of 1962, the recession was six months old, and by year's
end it had become the longest business slump in the post-World War
II era. Unemployment climbed steadily from 8.5 percent at the
workforce in January to 10.8 percent by November — the high rate
in 42 years. Factories operated at the lowest level of capacity in the
postwar period and businesses closed at the fastest pace in 50 years.
High interest rates plagued the economy throughout the year,
although a drop of about 5 percentage points in the prime business
loan rate in the second half pumped new life into the stock market.
Other types of interest rates also fell, but the coat of borrowing still
was high.
Inflation was the big exception to the otherwise grim numbers. The
year's increase in consumer prices was held to about 1 percent. compared with nearly 9 percent the year before.
2. The Tylenol Deaths
Cyanide-laced Extra-Strength Tylenol killed seven people in the
Chicago area. They were unlikely companions in death — a 12-yearold girl with a sore throat, a mother recovering from childbirth, a
post office supervisor with chest pains and a stewardess resting after
a flight. The tainted capsules of America's best selling over-thecounter pain reliever were all bought the same day, Wednesday.
Sept. 29.
By that Friday all were dead, including a mourning husband and
wife who took capsules from the same cyanide-filled bottle that had
killed the man's brother.
Johnson & Johnson. maker of the product,spent 0100 million recalling its capsules. Authorities determined the poisoning occurred

locally and not in the manufacturing or dletributissi process.
The hunt for those responsible spanned the Wien. So did incidents
of copycat tamperers,leading to cancellation of Halloween in several
communities. By year's end, tamper-resistant packages of ExtraStrength Tylenol were back on the shelf. Those responsible for the
poisonings remained unaccounted for.
3. Falklands War
Argentina and Britain fought a 74-day war over the right to rule the
Falkland Islands in the South Atlantic, an island chain of boulders
and bog inhabited by LIMO people and 000,000 sheep. Britain had ruled
the archipelago since 11133 despite a decades-old Argentine
sovereignty claim.
On April 2, Argentine troops stormed ashore at Stanley, the
capital, and seized the islands after a brief gun battle with a small
force of British marines. Peace efforts, including an 11-day peace
shuttle by US. Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr.. fizzled and
Britain imposed a 200-mile blockade around the disputed island
chain, which the Argentines call the Malvinas. The largest British
fleet since World War II steamed for the windswept islands 8,000
miles away. The British armada eventually included more than 100
ships and 25,000 men.
The Argentine air force managed to bloody the British fleet, sinking the cruiser Sheffteki and smaller vessels, themselves losing their
largest warship, an ancient cruiser. and scores of planes. For naval
tacticians, the encounter raised interesting questions of the
vulnerability of ships to air power
Before the Argentine forces surrendered on June 14, more than
1,000 lives had been lost, three-fourths of them Argentines.
4. The Death of Breelmwe
Rumors flew that a high ranking Soviet official lied died — a
iCessieued 0.Pew Si
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Many still powerless
after Midweststorm
Thousands of families remained
without power today after a fastmoving storm chucked up to 18 inches of snow on the Midwest and
snapped utility poles in six states
before dashing into Canada, leaving behind snow-shoveling work
for the jobless.
The storm left behind 8-foot
drifts and darkened airports,
highways and city streets Tuesday, as flooding continued in
Mississippi and Louisiana and
Eastern cities enjoyed
unseasonably warm temperatures
— into the 70s as far north as Pittsburgh.
The brutal series of storms that
began Christmas eve claimed at
least 25 lives by late Tuesday,
mostly in weather-caused traffic
accidents.
Winds gusting up to 50 mph and
snow-packed tree limbs falling on
utility lines knocked out power in
Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Kansas and Nebraska,
leaving more than 100,000 people
without power.
Power was restored to many
areas by nightfall, but 35,000
customers in Michigan, 20,000 in
Kansas,150 in Nebraska and 402 in
Iowa were still without power
overnight.
The National Weather Service
called the storm the fourth-worst
in Minnesota history. In Minneapolis and St. Paul downtown
offices were deserted and the airport was shut for the first time in
25 years. More than 470 flights
were affected during the 16-hour
stoppage.
The storm moved into Canada
on Tuesday evening after dumping up to 18 inches of snow in
Nebraska and 17 inches in South
Dakota and Minnesota. Michigan

got up to a foot of sneer and Kanus and Iowa recorded up to 8 inches in places.
"It's over with. The storm moved so fast the low pressure
system's already in Canada. It's
gone," said Alex Koscielski, a National Weather Service
meteorologist.
There were record highs in
some places, including 62 degrees
in Boston. In Illinois, the Windy
City lived up to its name when
winds clocked at more than 50
mph toppled six 150-pound metal
beams from a construction site on
Chicago's Michigan Avenue,
which was nearly deserted during
the 5:30 a.m. incident. There were
no injuries.
Hundreds of stranded travelers
spent the night at truck stops, armories, hotels and motels and
deserted vehicles were scattered
across highways and streets in the
Midwest. Most major highways
were reopened by Tuesday night.
Flooding continued in Mississippi and Louisiana as rivers rose.
There were no firm figures on the
number of people evacuated due
to the flooding, but in Louisiana,
officials said there were
thousands and Gov. Dave Treen
declared 14 more parishes
disaster areas.
In Monroe, La., where 800 people have already been evacuated,
National Guardsmen were called
in to help move more families
after a dirt levee began leaking. It
was reinforced with all-night
sandbagging.
Six people have been killed in
Louisiana, five in Colorado, three
each in Minnesota and Montana,
two each in Utah and Arkansas
and one each in Kentucky, Kansas, Mississippi and Iowa.

Monroe findings released
LOS ANGELES(AP)— A claim
by a private detective and writer
that actress Marilyn Monroe was
murdered 20 years ago is probably
"a fabrication," officials have

concluded after a 31
/
2-month investigation.
The death of the platinumhaired starlet, an international
sex symbol, was either suicide or
caused by an accidental overdose
of barbiturates, according to a 29page document released Tuesday
1Cont1nued From Page li by the district attorney's office.
"The facts, as we have found
the hest Ph.D. programs in—the
them, do not support a finding of
United States, Keller said, and
foul play," said District Attorney
Bloomington. John Van de -Kamp,adding no furthat the.%Mews
represents a unique opportunity
ther investigation is planned.
for him to continue his research
Miss Monroe was found sprawlinterests in Russian linguistics ed nude on a bed in her home Aug.
and literature.
5, 1962. The county coroner at the
The position of director includes time ruled her death a suicide by
teaching two courses in the fall drug overdose.
semester and one course in the
Milo Speriglio, a private detecspring. Keller also will continue as tive who claimed that the actress
editor of the Slavic and Eastern
was murdered, promptly labeled
Euopean Journal and Indiana the report "a cover-up."
University will support the
"We know some of the witnesses
editorial office of that Journal. lied to the district attorney's ofSEEJ is the main American jour- fice," said Speriglio, whose agennal for Russian literature, cy has been investigating Miss
linguistics, and language teaching Monroe's death for 10 years.
and began at I.U. in 1957.
"The fact that I have a book on
In a sense SEEJ will be going Marilyn out now has nothing to do
"back home to Indiana." Keller with it," said Speriglio.
became book review editor of
The district attorney's report
SEEJ in March 1978 and editor-in- said a murder would have rechief in January 1980.
quired a "massive, in-place conThe Kellers have been actively spiracy" of everyone at the death
involved in the Murray Civic scene, including "the actual killer
Music Association and they enjoy or killers; the chief medical
art, music and sailing. Helga also examiner-coroner; the autopsy
has taken part in Community surgeon ... and most of all the
Theatre and the Murray-Calloway police officers assigned to the case
County League of Women Voters.
as well as their superiors."

Keller...

MOTORCYCLE DOG— The Rev. Philip Hamilton,a sociology professor at Loss College in Dubuque, takes his dog, Sus, for a spin on
his Honda. This summer Hamilton and Sus toured Canada, motor-

cycling 4,500 miles in three-and-one-half weeks.
(AP Laserphoto)

Lewis wants to help Tylenol task force
CHICAGO (AP) — James W.
Lewis, having pleaded innocent in
a $1 million extortion scheme linked to the Tylenol poisonings, now
wants to help the task force investigating the killings, his lawyer
says.
Lewis, 36, entered his plea Tuesday and then spent the night at the
federal prison where his wife was
being held on another charge.
"As any good citizen ... we want
to help the Tylenol task force,"
said Michael Monico, Lewis' at-

Clark continues
slow improvement
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Barney Clark, entering his 28th
day of life with an artificial heart,
continues to make slow improveJfient with pa
chlthiges in his
co
stable condition today at the
University of Utah Medical
Center, where the polyurethane,
air-driven Jarvik-7 artificial heart
was implanted Dec. 2.
Clark did limited exercises
Tuesday, including moving from
his bed to a reclining chair, and
was still being fed through a
gastric tube, said hospital
spokesman John Dwan.
Clark's daughter, Karen Shaffer, and her husband, Tim, returned to Seattle, but the wife of the 61year-old retired dentist, Una Loy
Clark, remained at the medical
center, Dwan said.
Dr. Chase Peterson, university
vice president for health sciences,
ended his daily news briefings
Monday, saying Clark's condition
was expected to remain basically
unchanged over the next several
weeks.
He said Clark's family, deluged
with requests for interviews, had
asked to be allowed to get "out of
the limelight."

Top ten news stories...

torney, after the 10-minute court
hearing. But he added:
"I can't tell you what that
means in terms of cooperation."
Lewis was taken to the
Metropolitan Correctional Center,
where his wife, Leann, has been
held since she surrendered two
weeks ago on a charge of misusing
a Social Security card to obtain
work. Lewis' next hearing was
scheduled Feb. 14.
Correctional center officials
declined to say whether the
Lewises will be allowed to see
each other.
Lewis' arraignment marked his
first court appearance in Chicago
since his arrest in New York City
two weeks ago. Details of his
return were kept secret, although
U.S. Attorney Dan K. Webb said a
military aircraft was 1ised to
transfer Lewis.
-

• •

Authorities investigating the
seven Tylenol killings have accused Lewis of writing a letter
demanding $1 million from
Johnson & Johnson, the parent

company of the drug's manufacturer, MacNeil Consumer Products Co. Lewis allegedly
threatened more killings unless
the demand was met.

Herpes vaccine to be tested
SEATTLE (AP) — A vaccine
designed to combat the sexually
transmitted disease herpes will be
tested on 500 residents of Seattle
beginning next month.
The study, at Seattle's Herpes
Research Clinic, will involve the
uninfected spouses of herpes sufferers. It will be the first "clinical
trial" of the vaccine to determine
whether it keeps healthy people
from getting the disease.
It also represents a big step in
the competition among rival

researchers for a market that
may be worth $50 million to the
company that develops a successful vaccine.
"There are 300,000 cases of
herpes a year and the teal
number with active disease is in
the range of 10 million, and certainly all their partners would be
interested," said Gerald Quinnan,
director of the division of virology
at the federal Food and Drug Adrninstration's National Center for
Drugs and Biologics.
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thur McDuffie. That riot was
centered in Liberty City, which is
about five miles from Overtown.
In Tuesday's violence, at least
three police cars and two news
cars for television and radio stations were burned and several
stores looted, authorities said.
A group of about 20 young men
was seen swarming a young white
woman, who was stripped of her
clothes. Other youths were seen
running down a street with hams
taken from a meat store that was
looted after a car was rammed into the building.
"The brothers were throwing
rocks and bottles like terrible,"
said Michael Patterson, a
reporter for the black-oriented
Miami Times weekly newspaper.
"Every so often, a white person
would drive by and they would
throw at them. It must have been

500-600 people."
Up to 200 police officers
descended on the area to quell the
initial disturbance. One police officer was shot, but unhurt because
of his bullet-proof vest, Stewart
said. An unidentified 13-year-old
boy was shot once in the leg.
An unidentified man who who
joined about 15 others in trying to
loot a freezer company was shot
and killed by a special-weapons
police team after he allegedly
pointed a gun at a two officers,
Stewart said.
The incident that sparked the
violence began when two uniformed policemen, both Hispanic,
walked into a video arcade, the
Recreation Establishment, at
about6 p.m. in a "routine check of
a place known for drug transactions," Stewart said.
An officer "saw a bulge" on

Johnson, who was playing a video
game, Police Chief Kenneth
Harms said at a Tuesday night
news c,onference. The officer asked what the bulge was, and was
told "That's a gun," Harms said.
As the officer began to make an
arrest, the man moved suddenly
and "the officer's gun discharged," Harms said. He refused to
identify the officer or his partner.
But other customers said the
shooting was unprovoked.
Marvin Brown, 26, who identified himself as Johnson's cousin,
said the officers approached
Johnson and one checked his
pants pocket while the other held a
gun near his head.
"He (the officer) immediately
pulled the trigger," when the second officer announced Johnson
had a gun in his back pocket,
Brown said.

iconunued

hockey game on television had been replaced by a solemn Beethoven
piano recital, a concert was replaced with a patriotic film about
Lenin and television technicians were wearing black arm bands.
Finally, 261
/
2 hours later, the Kremlin announced that Leonid Ilyich
Brezhnev, 75, had died on Nov. 10, of a heart attack. Brezhnev had
presided over the Soviet Union for 18 years, longer than any leader
except Stalin.
The leadership of the Communist Party passed to Yuri
Vladimirovich Andropov, 68, a former KGB chief who said he would
continue Brezhnev's domestic and foreign policies. President
Reagan sent Vice President George Bush and Secretary of State
George Shultz to Moscow for the funeral.
5.Israel Invades Lebanon
On June 6, the Israeli army launched a massive invasion across the
border into Lebanon.
Prime Minister Menachem Begin said the operation was aimed at
eliminating the threat of Palestine Liberation Organization terrorism on Israel's northern frontier.
Within six days the armor-led forces, supported by heavy air attacks, routed PLO guerrillas from southern Lebanon and pressed on
as far as Beirut. The Israelis also clashed with Syrian troops stationed in eastern Lebanon's Bekaa Valley.
The Israelis besieged PLO-held west Beirut for 11 weeks. By the
end of August, under Israeli military pressure and through U.S.
mediation, PLO chief Yasser Arafat and several thousand guerrillas
were evacuated from Beirut and scattered throughout the Arab
world.
The invasion shifted the balances of Middle East power. Lebanon's
Christians, in uneasy affiance with Israel, gained supremacy over
the PLO-aligned Lebanese Moslems. The Syrians suffered humiliation and the PLO's military power was all but destroyed. Lebanese
police say 19,000 Lebanese and Palestinians were killed, a figure
Israel calls exaggerated. The Israeli death toll was about 500.
6. John Hinckley Jr. Not Guilty,
By Reason of Insanity
A federal jury that deliberated 24 hours over four days found John
W. Hinckley Jr. innocent of trying to kill President Reagan outside
the Washington Hilton Hotel on March 30, 1981. The seven-woman,
five-man jury found that Hinckley, because of "mental disease or

v

From Page

defect, lacked substantial capacity to conform his conduct to the requirements of the law or lacked substantial capacity to appreciate
the wrongfulness of his conduct." That is the legal test for sanity.
The 27-year-old defendant showed neither joy nor relief when the
judge read the verdict on June 21. On Aug. 9, he was committed indefinitely to a federal mental hospital, where he continued to nurture
his obsession with actress Jody Foster.
The verdict produced an outcry over the insanity defense and the
role of psychiatrists in the courtroom.
7. Massacre in Palestinian Camps
On Sept. 16, following a summer-long siege of West Beirut. Israeli
troops sealed off the Chatilla and Sabra'Palestinian refugee camps
and allowed Lebanese Christian militiamen inside to clean out remaining guerrilla pockets. In the two days that followed, hundreds of
Palestinian refugees, including women, children and elderly, were
slaughtered.
By all accounts, Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon gave his approval to allow the militiamen inside. Sharon later reported that the
militiamen were told that civilians "must not be harmed."
The massacre followed the Sept. 14 slaying of Lebanese Presidentelect Bashir Gemayel at his Christian Phalange Party headquarters.
Critics, both in Israel and abroad, insisted that Israeli forces should
have known his Phalangist loyalists would be out for blood.
In October, the Israeli government yielded to a storm of protest
within Israel and abroad and named a three-man judicial commission to investigate the massacre and determine how much Israeli
authorities knew of the killings while they were going on. In
November, the inquiry formally warned Prime Minister Menachem
Begin,Sharon and seven other officials that they might be harmed by
the commission's findings.
I. First Artificial Heart Transplant
A 61-year old retired dentist was wheeled into surgery the night of
Dec. 2 and became the first human to receive a man-made heart. The
patient, Dr. Barney Clark of Seattle, suffered from cardiomyopathy,
an inoperable heart disease. The surgical team of 20 doctors and
nurses was headed by Dr. William DeVries, the only surgeon
authorized to perform this operation. Without it, doctors said, Clark
Might have died by morning.
There were a series of early setbacks, the most serious on Dec. 14

when a valve in the artifical heart failed, forcing an emergency
operation. DeVries said the breakdown may have resulted from an
"overzealous" attempt to make the heart beat too fast.
By Dec. 21, Clark was standing on his feet and joking with his wife
and daughter in the University of Utah hospital in Salt Lake City.
The polyurethane heatt, which is driven by compressed air, was invented by Dr. Robert Jarvik and was called the Jarvik-7. Earlier
Jarvik models had been implanted in calves.
9. Air Florida Crash
On Jan. 13, an Air Florida Boeing 737 stalled minutes after taking
off from Washington's National Airport, clipped a bridge and plowed
into the ice-covered Potomac River. The snowy crash of Flight 90
claimed 78 lives and prompted numerous heroic rescues. ,
One crash victim passed a line from a helicopter to others, helping
five people to safety before sinking. An office worker, driving home
on the bridge, jumped into the water to save a woman who had lost
her grip on the lifeline.
Six months later, the National Transportation Safety Board placed
much of the blame for the crash on the flight crew, for failing to insure that the plane was free of ice and for not aborting the takeoff
while there was still time.
10. Football Strike
From the time the baseball strike was settled in midsummer of
1981, the word was out: "Football's next."
And so it was. The contract between the National Football League
and the NFL Players Association expired on July 15, with no movement at all on major issues.
There was no strike during training camps — the players had tried
that in 1974 and gained nothing. This time they waited until Sept. 21,
the day after the end of the second regular-season weekend.
The strike lasted 57 days. It was settled on Nov. 16. The league added an extra game to make a nine-game regular season schedule and
announced that 16 teams would qualify for expanded Super Bowl
playoffs instead of the usual 10.
The players had demanded a fixed percentage of NFL gross
revenues but later changed that to a fixed percentage of television
revenues. They got neither in the settlement. They compromised on a
demand for $1.6 billion over four years and accepted $1.6 billion over
five years.
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Everyone has
right to seek
U.N.information
•For another example of George Orwell's
"newspeak" in action, consider the resolution approved by the U.N. General Assembly, on a vote of
106 to 13, with 13 abstention.
The resolution, on television broadcasts by earth
satellites, asserts as its purposes and objectives
"the right of everyone to seek, receive and impart
Information and ideas as enshrined in the relevant
U.N. instruments." It goes on to assert that "such
activities should promote the free dessernination
and mutual exchange of information and knowledge
in cultural and scientific fields, assist in educational, social and economic development, particularly in the developing countries, enhance the
qualities of life of all peoples and provide recreation
with due respect to the political and cultural integrity of states."
What noble purposes and objectives, indeed, but
how does the resolution propose to attain them?
It would do so by establishing an international
satellite telecast service "on the basis of
agreements andor arrangements with receiving
countries"—in effect, as American delegate
Charles M. Lichenstein pointed out, giving receiving countries "an unconditional veto over this form
of broadcasting."
In other words, countries that suppress the right
of everyone to seek, receive and impart information
and ideas are given the General Assembly's cachet
for suppression. In the words of Orwell's "1984,"
"freedom is slavery."
The resolution is of a piece with that "new information order" that the UNESCO has been
wrestling with for years. It is not acceptable as a
basis for negotiating an international convention. It
is interesting that the only nations to join the United
States in opposition were most of the Western European democracies, Japan and Israel. It is a sad
commentary on the attitude of most of the world's
governments to freedom of information.

Couple paying for their mistakes
ARGENTINE, Mich. (AP) —
Through a steady snow the man in
the sheepskin jacket hauled an armful of logs into the lakeside house and
shoved them into a big, old-fashioned
stove.
It felt snugly warm near the fire,
more so because of the snow and the
north wind blowing off frozen McCaslin Lake. One week more and it
would be Christmas, and a tinseled
tree scraped the ceiling.
The scene wasn't what it appeared.
There might be no toys for Shannon,
3, and Christine, 2, because Bob and
Wanda Bridges had just moved into
the rented house and the check from
Social Services hadn't arrived.
What money they had went to buy
the stove. Big as it was, it couldn't
heat the entire house, so a blanket
draped across a stairway confined
the heat to the living room. You
couldn't see thhe lake; blankets
covered the windows too.
Bob, 37, a husky, mild-mannered
former autoworker, tiler and
salesman, motioned his guest to an
easy chair with a split vinyl cushion.
"I'd take any job that would enable
me to take care of my family and pay
back those I owe," he began. "I even
went to Burger King and McDonald's
- told them I'd do anything."
He shook his head."I couldn't even
get called there. They probably

thought they'd have to pay me more
than the kids." His voice was
earnest, direct. "I would have warted for leas."
Bob Bridges is bitter at nobody,except perhaps himself. although he's
critical of unions and management,
who, he suggests, balanced off each
other's needs at the expense of car
prices and the economy.
He supports Presicket Reagan,
and absolves him from blame for
unemployment. Instead, he maintains Americans "blew a good thing
by expecting more and more for doing less and less."
He and Wanda, 23, hit bottom late
in 1961, and since then have depended
on date assistance, receiving 2168 a
month in foods stamps and $241 in
cash every two weeks, out of which
they must pay $300 in rent, and bills
for utilities, clothing, fuel for an old
truck donated by a friend, and additional food.
Wanda bakes bread and has learned to cook with beans. Turkey is often
on the menu because, the Bridges
say, it provides meals, then sandwiches and finally soup.
For nine years he worked at an
automotive plant in Flint.
liked to
learn things, and I learned 75 percent
of the things on the line.," He knew,
be said, that the more work he did the
more he'd get.

Gradualiy, he said, "I etr
am
: ed•don "Within soma semithz. be
pace myself." And, he
mid. he wont three* lisuitniptcy
and owed $16,11811 sr 111W1111."rm dill
"after nine years I think I became
not well Named is the ems Imam of
like them" referrhig to workers he
the debts," be said
considered slackers.
He moved to Abeimmen found
"We're paying for our inkitakes,"
wages tee low, came back Raving
he continued. "It isn't just Japan that
created problems for the car coon- ended two years at raft Wayne Hi
hi. College be opened a church in
The reason prices are up is
that people wanted to do lass and less flint, but the congragation, many or
whom had kat their jobs, coukin't
all the time."
He is convinced of this. "I'm not support the bundle mid his apart
meat over
popular with a lot of people for saying
"There were the I said, 'Whet's
this, but Reagan isn't the guy who put
the um.' I lost confidence in myself.
us in this mesa. We are. We've blown
the economy and my ability to work
it. We could have avoided it if we
worked harder."
The mood didn't lad king. "I really
He concedes he didn't we money
think there'll be•change im INS I'd
wisely. "I didn't have a savings seWte to get into sales — go in os a
cant." Why' "It was ignorance. I
really didn't know what to do with small salary and common. That
makes year apartments@ unlimited.
money. When you get plenty you
because it depends ea bow hard you
spend plenty."
work"
He left the automobile plaid to sell
Meanwhile, he said, he leaves
for a brother who owned a carpet and
linoleum store in nearby Holly. He cards at construction sites for a new
relates that he made good money, flooring store in Linden the neat
town, hoping that whatever bminess
quit in 1978 for a similar Job, then
he brings in might lead to a tiling
"got it into my head to begin my own
assignment
business."
"I hope to pay on everyone, but I
Things happened swiftly. He was
can't now," he said "I want to pay
divorced, remarried, had kids (he
has sons 15 and 13 by the previous them more than they want me to
pay." And, he and,"I want to go to
marriage). "I did OR as long as I
Social Services and tall them I don't
worked out of my house," he said.
need them anymore."
"But then," he continued, "I open-

heartiine

Killing of judge
a lesser crime
than other murders
Why is it that murder of a federal judge is not a
capital offense? The question comes to mind following the recent trial of the hit man in the murder of
U.S. District Judge John Wood Jr. of Texas.
Charles V. Harrelson, who was found guilty of the
1979 slaying, faces only a mandatory life sentence
for this crime since there is no provision under
federal law for him to receive the death penalty. So
does Elisabeth Chagra, the wife of the drug dealer
accused of offering $250,000 to Harrelson to murder
Wood, who was convicted in the same trial of conspiracy to obstruct justice. Her husband Jamie'
"Jimmy" Chagra, will not stand trial until next
January.
Federal statutes call for the death penalty as
maximum punishment in cases involving a
presidential or vice presidential assassination or
conspiracy, treason, murder from blowing up a
plane and murders on certain federal properties.
Because Wood was the first federal judge to be
murdered in this century, Congress may not have
felt any need for the stature in the past. However,in
this age of copycat criminals the callousness of the
Harrelson Chagra cases cries out for tougher
penalties to deter any future judicial assassinations.
Chagra is accused of taking a contract out on
Judge Wood because he feared being sentenced to
life imprisonment for his extensive drug enterprises. Harrelson, who had a previous "murder for
hire" conviction allegedly once bragged, "I've
never killed a person who was undeserving of it."
The jury in the Harrelson case is to be commended for having the courage to convict him knowing
full well he's murdered before and managed to get
back out on the street. It's too bad their hands were
tied from ridding society of such a miscreant.
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looking back
Ten years ago
Gary Hohman was named as director for Murray City Park System by
the Murray City Council at a meeting
at city hall.
The Federal Aviation Administration of the Department of Transportation has approved a $4,1346 grant to
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board, according to Congressman
Frank A. Stubblefield.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bobbie Baker, 34, Cilous Higgins, 84,
John Shirley Davidson,67, Mrs. Lois
Waterfield, 87, and Mrs. Louis (Ola)
Butler,67.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Combs, Dec.
24, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Dale
Dick, Dec. 25, a boy to Mr. and Mrs
John H. Davis, Dec. 25, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Duncan, Dec.
26.
Calloway County High lost to Carlisle County and Murray High lost to
Tilghman in opening round of
Paducah Christmas Invitational
Tournament. High scorers were
Greg Howard for Calloway, Nichols
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan's governing coalition seems
to be fraying at the far conservative
edge, but there's a case to be made
that he would risk a lot more if he
catered to the right.
It is made by A James Reichley of
the Brookings Institution. He's one of
those pragmatic Republicans the
conservatives mistrust most.
In Reichley's view, Reagan was
elected as the candidate of a coalition, and while he has turned government to the right, he has held it
together in his first two years, and
needs to keep doing so.
Reichley writes that the frictions
within the coalition were inevitable
because it spans the GOP spectrum,
from establishment conservatives to
the religious New Rigid and supply
side economic theorists to the
moderate and progressive wings of
the party.
Those are the factions Reagan had
to beat to win his GOP nomination,
but they have supported the ad-

for Carlisle, Glenn Jackson for Murray and Keith Collins for Tilghman.
Twenty years ago
H. Glenn Doran discussed the
Murray-Calloway County Industrial
Foundation at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Brent Manning was hired as a new
policeman for the city of Murray by
the Murray City Council.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. William Neal, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Owen Norsworthy, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Oakley, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr., a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Eustis Jackson, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Pitman, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Causey, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Fortner
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.L.
Walker.
Patsy Larue McClure, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kynois McClure, and
Richard M. Grogan, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Melvin Grogan,
Sr., were married Dec. 15.

by waiter r. mears
ministration, because of his popularity, because they see it as important
to the party, and, Reichley says,
because they agree in large part with
his programs.
The conservatives complain that
Reagan has spent too many appointments and tailored too many programs to the liking of the Republican
center, instead of doing what his real
friends want done.
But according to Fteichley, the programs came first and the more
liberal Republicans came along
because they agreed on goals."Many
of Reagan's initiatives expressed
elements in the moderates' and progressives' own philosophies —
though he often carried these beyond
what they would have preferred," he
writes. "Moderates and progressives, like most other American
conservatives, believe deeply in the
Ideas of federalism and the market
system. Both ideas have been given
new life by Reagan."

Calloway County High beat Symsonia and Sedalia beat Fulton County
In games of Calloway Invitational
Basketball Tournament. High
scorers were Whitlow for Calloway,
Youngblood for Symsonia, Gillman
for Sedalia and Sheehan for Fulton
County.
Thirty years ago
The home of Chester Perry was
gutted by fire today. Perry was at
work at W.D. Shoemaker Seed Co. at
the time of the fire.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Marvin L. Whitnell,64.
Elected as new officers of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons were Ila Douglas, John L.
Williams, William Solomon, Robert
Outland, Vernon Riley, Charles
Mason Baker, Red Willoughby,
Leonas Wyatt, Guthrie Churchill,
Zelna Carter and the Rev. R.A.
Slinker.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hale, Dec. 21,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Coffins,Dec. 22.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Beware My Love" starring Ida
Lupin° and Robert Ryan.

thoughts in season
The following exercise, culled from
the teachings of several religious and
metaphysical traditions, is designed
to help you overcome ethical
dualism; it may also make your head
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be inchicied for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.

Heartline Is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
anrwered in thaw columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Si. West
Alexandria, Ohio 411311. You will
receive a prompt
MIris
itaniega
iimig..........
include a self-teddlIMIMS.
envelope. The most ofW
will be printed in this alms.
HEARTLINE. I draw railroad
retirement benefits and was notified
recently that I had been overpaid.
They said that " a portion of my
MOORS would be withheld every
month until the overpayment is
repaid. Well, they are the ones who
made the error in sending me a
higher check than I was entitled to
receive. Now that they have corrected the amount, I must adjust to a
lower monthly payment, which will
be difficult enough without them
keeping a portion to make up for the
overpayment. Is there any way that I
can keep them from withholding this
from my check' It will really hurt
me financially if they do this. L.Y.
ANSWER: A person's obligation to
repay any erroneous benefit
payments may be waived if both the
following conditions are met:(1 )The
annuitant was not at fault in causing
the overpayment; and (2) recovery
of the overpayment would cause
financial hardship to the extent that
the annuitant would not be able to
meet ordinary and necessary living
expenses, or recovery would be unfair for some other reason. If an annuitant requests waiver consideration, he or she will be asked by the
Board to complete a financial statement.
HEAR1'LINE : What is the average
cod of a good Medicare supplement
Insurance policy' M.F
ANSWER It is normally between
$250 and $500 per year per person.
(This estimate is based upon the
policies which Heartline has examined. This does not mean that any
policy that costs less than $250 per
year is not good.) Remember, insurance is in one way like anything
else — the better the coverage, the
more it coats. Beware of nationally
advertised mail-order policies which
promise the world, but cost practically nothing.
By nee Won
hurt.
Imagine a perfect triangle. The
lower left angle is Goodness; the
lower right angle is Evil. At the apex
is God. Now imagine any of the three
angles without the other. Tough, imi't
it.
You may now take an aspirin.
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Community calendar
Thursday,Dec. 30
Activities by Senior
Citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.

Friday,Dec 31
at Woodmen of the World
Hall.

Grace Baptist Church
will have a watch night
service with music by
Golden Aires starting at
Parents Anonymous 7:30p.m.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 759-1087
Knights of Columbus
or 753-6089.
will sponsor a dance at 8
p.m. at Gleason Hall, St.
Friday, Dec. 31
Prophets Quartet will Leo's Catholic Church.
host a New Year's Eve
Mass will be at 6:30
Singing at 8 p.m. and
Chili Supper at 7 p.m. at p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic
Coldwater Baptist Church.
TO SING — The Prophets Quartet will host a New Year's Eve Singing and Chili
Church. Other groups will
Supper on Friday, Dec. 31, at Coldwater Baptist Church. Members of the group
Youth in Church Trainbe Gospel Echoes, Kings
are, left to right, Willard Carr, Marie Manning,Frank Paschall, Marge West and
at Memorial Baptist
ing
Sons and Decendents.
Bobby Manning. Chili will be served at 7 p.m. followed by singing at 8 p.m. Other
Church will have a New
groups featured will be The Gospel Echoes, The Kings Sons and The Decendents.
Oaks Country Club will Year's Eve Party at 7:30
The public is invited to attend,a spokesman said.
have a New Year's Eve p.m.
NEW TOOTH
Dance at 8 p.m. at club
New Year's Eve Watch
Alligators can grow a house. Cost will be $5 per
new tooth if one breaks couple with no reserva- for Grades 7 to 12 of First
Baptist Church will start
off.
tions needed.
with leaving from the
church at 5 p.m. to go to
Club
Country
Murray
LIFE INSURANCE
Reidland Baptist Church
Life insurance will have a New Year's for events.
p.m.
to
9
Dance
from
Open 9-6 Mon.-Set - 9-8 Fri.
payments to Eve
beneficiaries totaled $14.2 1 a.m. with music by The
billion in 1981, an in- Brethren. Cost will be $20
crease of 9.9 percent over per couple.
1980, and nearly double
84W-Air Shopping Contof
Square and round dancFoohrons
Chilehon's
amount paid to
the
753-1795
will start at 7:30 p.m.
ing
beneficiaries in 1971.

Wedding planned Jan. 14

SAVE
1 /3 to 1 /2

Mother's Day
every day
at museum

7he Step oeadder

Entire Stock Jr.

Stuffed Shirt

Entire Stock

Sweaters

Tuxedo

25%

Studio City
Blouses

Sleepwear

00
!
4 $1412s3f
13
4

Selected Group
Ladies

Group Of Men's

Does Not Include
Garland Sweaters

NEW YORK ( AP) —
Every day is Mother's
Day at the Museum of the
Mother in Athens,
Greece, according to the
"Sesame Street Parents
Newsletter."
The museum is crammed with the paraphernalia
of motherhood —
homemade toys, feeding
utensils, charms to protect children from evil,
recipes and nursery
rhymes in many
languages.
Its founder, Dr:
Christos Economopoulos,
hopes the museum will
make people appreciate
the role of the traditional
mother and realize "that
motil0g As Amore.,than
g ving Writ to a-beW-1

Selected Group
Ladies Nylon

25%
25%
1•1 88

$

"

Tobygale

Tacoa Tailored

Panties

Jewelry

Bikinis Briefs
Hipsters Reg. 3/54

Sportcoats
Handbags ,
Separates

Reg. $6-$10

illw0 $1 99 2$0
/
Now

0 _.

__

.

Off

iki

,to..

Boy's 8-20

Arrow
Flannel

Sweaters
and
Outerwear

AFTER

Shirts
Reg. $16.00

CHRISTMAS

Sale

259/0

$1088
SALE

Selected
Group Of
Children's

Fall &
Winter
Sportswear

a 40na

Mr. and Mrs. Elvin
Miller of Trimble, Tenn.,
announce the engagement and forthcoming
marriage of their
daughter, Kimberly
Faye, to Hugh Edward
Parker, son of the Rev.
and Mrs. Charles L.
Parker of Obion,Tenn.
Miss Miller is the
granddaughter of
Frances Seats of
Dyersburg, Tenn., the
late John Morgan of
Churchton, Tenn.,
Karnese Drummond and

the late Don Miller of
Trimble, Tenn.
She is a 1981 graduate
of Dyer County High
School and is employed at
Parkview Hospital,
Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mr. Parker is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
H.E. (Jackie) Treas, of
Mrs. Bessie Parker and
the late Lynn Parker, all
of Murray. He is the
great-grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. H.T. Trees and
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Carlin Riley of Kirksey.

He is the great-greatgrandson of Mrs. Minnie
Thweatt.
He is a 1982 graduate of
Obion County Central
High School and is
employed at Steve Treas
Used Cars in Murray.
The couple will exchange wedding vows on
Friday, Jan. 14, at 6 p.m.
at the First Assembly of
God Church, Trimble,
Tenn.
All friends and
relatives of the couple are
invited to attend.

Down Concord Way...

Writer enjoys young neighbors

both he and Beth dPeam- prevailed in miny
• homes. Vacant chairs
ed of other future trips.•
Concord needs young, were left during the
Another year has end- ambitious workers as holiays by former
ed, and I needed the Robertsons.
friends, Mrs. Durwood
friendly visit of our young
The Christmas season Edwards and Mrs. CorNICK NOLTE
neighbors just across the of 1982 surely broke the nell Cook, of this com4 a cop
road, Joe Pat and Beth record for unsurpassed munity and others.
EDDIE MURPHY
is a convict. ,
The Oury Lovins' with
Robertson, to assure me manifestations of the true
that youth still dreams.
Christmas spirit of love beautiful Christmas
Pat, employed at Ben- and generosity by chur- decorations and dinner
ton's Consolidated ches, organizations, tried to dispel the gloom
Aluminum Plant, had clubs, business, other in our dwindling family,
recently flown to Pitt- agencies and individuals. but ever present was the
sburg on business, and
As always sadness absence of loved ones and
the dread for illness of
others.
Many last 1982 events
will go unrecorded such
as the bravery of Mrs.
Berline Lovins who on a
rainy December day rose
from her bed to attend the
last 1982 church service
central center 753-3314
at New Concord Church
of Christ on Sunday.
Sale Mon., Dec. 27th thru Dec. TIst
And one local couple
returned to a Murray
church where they had
7 15,9.00 2.00 SaL,San
married in 1958 and this
time enjoyed church services with their three colrck
:
t
04
111
Pier I offers a great selec0For the
lege children.
ride ol
The Bernice Wiseharts
tion of gifts and decorative
your Ilte...
of Murray enjoytd
accents that just missed
Christmas with their two
• NO PASSES•
daughters, Marilyn of
them
Santa's
find
bag.
Now
7:111,5:15 .2:1111Sat,San
Clay and Martha, home
at big savings!
from Oklahoma.
DOW=
Though I did not send
worries,"
Sale prices good one week only.
out many Christmas
America's
hottest new
cards and cannot
limited quantities of some items
actress. 292
describe family gatherings, I can express
• NO PASSES•
gratitude to everyone for
Mon Fri.
every kindness shown in
7 05,2 10 2 ((Sat .Sun
Bel Air
10-6
anyway since illness has
overtaken our loved one.
Sot 10-5
Center
Ecclesiastes 11:1 says
"Cast thy bread upon the
PIA Wray
Pier
waters, for then shalt
thou find it after many
days."
*NO PASSES*
May all of you find this
chestnut St. 753-3314
true.
SPICELAND
.—LLE

2O% off

All Holiday
Kitchen
Accessories
and
Holiday
Linens

i

Kimberly Faye Miller to marry Hugh Edward Porker

STORE WIDE

CHERI 3

Fine quality
furnishings and gifts

••••••1•0•01,
••(,uall

1/

02
AO

lid"
Pr"

"

all

Price

Is

All Children's

Sweaters

Downtown Ct. Sq.
Murray, Ky. 753-3614

1/
3

"
477

'

'4 Irki,k

Happy
New
year!

•

• C....•
PoC,01.•f,[•lf

The new

collectieras

THIS IS IT LADIES—THE SALE YOU'VE WAITED FOR! M I
ENTIRE STOCK OF LADIES FALL MERCHANDISE I ldit PRICE
All Separates 112. Price
•Sweatels 'Blouses 'Pants
Ann W Pronto, Rafegut,
Regina Porter, Oleg Cassini

All Coordinated Groups
1/2 Price
Intuition John Meyer, Villager
Evan Picone Jr., Potty Woodard

CORN-AUSTIN

112 price
All Esprit
50 to 75°0 off
All Dresses
Outerwear
All
1.2 price
Leather & Suede

THE STORE FOR LADIES TOO'

LADIES_
DEPT.
ONLY

1 2 price
All Party Wear
1 Group Acc. Bogs, Belts
1/2 price
ond Jewelry

Sale Starts 9:00 A.M. Mon.
Ct. Sq. Murray

No Elichanges
No Alterations
No Rcfunds
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Calloway woman
helps in tobacco

he IsAirvere."
What an insole Dent beget. Ablry. the peer sod Mem*
have ask pride My mince "weld be Never invite moons
whe NeesIre ewes he lellievene If you deal west to ask
the lamely penmen he "the weal tJeeog.- !Isiah row leftevers
yourself — er lied them te yew dee
UVING ALONE IN HUNTSVILUE ALA

Woodpeckers
problems
for resident

FLAGSTAFF, Aria.
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from the treetops, but the
DEAR ABBY My towhead be as may shill! and his
kind that turn water
motlier
is • widow, so when my mothereniew iirelted es
black and mash winto peck up our Ws (we have Wee — ogee 1. 4,
4 and di
dows.
and come for Thanksgiving we thought it woad be •
Khmer got the first
groat ides We drove IBS males to get there
DEAR ABBY: My mother died three years ago after
inkling of Ms bird proGraltdY. Yoe should know, is very well-was has we
being happily married to my father for 36 years Pour
Man when woodpeckers
ivied all over the world end is • collector Her home is
months
•
lovely
ago
my
father
nianied
woman
near
his
kept ramming
cliettared with treasures etbs's collected from all yrs* the
age (60ieh), and they cam. from New York to spend the
themselves into windows
world. It looks like• museum!
Thanksgiving holidays in Connecticut with my husband,
In his home.
The wheat' WIlit she watched the kids Mho • hawk for
children and me.
fear they'd break scienetkuig I upset MINN if mg time
Woodpeckers, being terIt was • wonderful three days And although it was
the kids to be sere they wesidn't leech
Marital birds, seemed to
strange to see my father show affection to• woman other
ag
ren't deliberately destructive er aimless —all
be trying to chase aft
iZte
.
e
than lay mother, I am honestly thrilled that he foiled
normal, canoe. children Needless to say. I wee • Mal
what they saw as insomeone eo
wreck and my nerves were shot by the tura* we emit
truders on their turf.
After they left, I went into the guest room they had
home.
Then, the water in his
occupied and I noticed that my mother's picture had bees
When we left. Granny said. "hussies you will come
borne turned purple and,
turned toward the wall! At first I felt anger and regentagain next rose' Abby, no way will I brims those kids to
later, black.
roent. Then I felt thoughtless and guilty for not having
her bootie until they're grown
realized it was there and taken it down. In • way I feel
"The water tank had a
What should we say when she invitee es
hurt and outraged that either my father or his wife would
wooden top, but the birds
STILL MEMBLING
turn
my
mother's
picture
to
the wall. I can't seem to get it
drilled boles in it and
out of my mind, Abby. My husband says I am over.
stored their acorns,"
DEAR STILL: Thitak her, and toil her It, her turn
reacting and to forget it. But I can't stop thinking about
Pfiueger said. "I pulled
to cones to visit you!
it.
Should
I
mention
this
to
my
father or his wife? And if
about a hundred pounds
so, what should I say?
•••
of acorns out of there."
MIXED EMOTIONS
Several days after the
DEAR ABBY: How long is "always"!
acorn caper, a power
DEAR MIXED: Don't mention it. They will probDISILLUSIONED IN PETERSBURG, VA.
company meter reader
ably haves few mixed emotions of their own when
noticed
that
Pflueger's
they
realize
that
they
left
the
picture
turned
to
Mrs. Gladys Williams
the
DEAR DISILLUSIONED: Jest • little abort.(
living room window was
wall.
Mrs. Gladys Williams of near Lynn Grove doesn't
"forever."
smashed.
If I were you, I would find another place for that
believe in just sitting at home and waiting for the
The meter reader callpicture.
•• •
Opportunity to help a person.
ed police. When officers
At the age of 92, she recently walked to the tobac'Se
responded with guns
Problems? You'll fool bettor if you get them off
co stripping house near her home and helped strip a
drawn,
they and Pflueger
your chest. Write to Abby, P.O. Boa IMES, Hollyfew hands of tobacco belonging to her grandson,
DEAR ABBY: In your Thanksgiving message you sugentered the home looking
wood, Calif. 90036. For • personal reply, please
Chuck Williams.
gested that the surest cure for post-holiday blues is to
for a possible prowler.
enchant•stamped, self-addremeed enveispe.
Mrs. Williams who will be 93 on Aug. 6, 1983, still
"call someone who lives alone and invite him or her) over
State Game and Fish
maintains her own home doing her own laundry and
Department
workers said
cooking.
the hawks normally eat
She is the oldest member of the Salem Baptist
rodents, but the hawk
Church and still attends services when the weather
NEWPORT, R..I. (AP) food, according to scienprobably strayed into
permits.
Pfleuger's home while — Discarded plastic bags tists.
Mrs. Williams is the former Gladys Key,
"Autopsies of leatherlooking for woodpeckers eaten by endangered
daughter of the late James Key and Mattie Humfor a change of diet. leatherback sea turtJes backs have revealed
phreys Key. Her husband, Charlie Williams, died in
Pflueger said the hawk are killing the giant rep- stomachs and intestines
1963. One daughter, Mrs. Crawford (Rubena)
left his home when he tiles who mistake the blocked by plastic sandMcNeely,is deceased.
opened a window behind floating debris for Trick bags, potato chip
Another daughter is Mrs. Carlos (Rubye Mae)
jellyfish, their favorite bags, trash bags and
It.
Jones, Murray. Her two sons are J.W. Williams who
other plastic items," said
Of *id Yahoo Or Wu
is married to the former Oretha Ford and Hilton
Robert C. Schoelkopf,
Williams who is married to the former Sybil Simdirector of the Marine
Ow Fall & Winter Allercliewdlee
mons, both of near Lynn Grove.
Mammal Stranding
She lpfeed Ye She 7
Center in Atlantic City,
Mrs. Williams has 13 grandchildren, 27 greatSpring Alerelmulles Arriving Dolly Ilp To Nes 14
N.J.
grandchildren, one step great-grandchild, and
The International
seven great-great-grandchildren.
Blood River Baptist Church will have a youth led
Center for Endangered
revival starting Friday, Dec. 31, with a watch night
Species has asked plastic
service and regular service on Saturday, Jan. 1.
manufacturers to
Both will be led by Tim Allred starting at 7:30 p.m.
601 S. 1216 Next To Sowilosiew MA 751-1010
cooperate in publicizing
The pastor, the Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, invites the
th_Lmbism.
HARTFORD, Ky. ( AP) such appearances a public to attend.
toetht4iiiirsiweirregdpir
month
sandwiched
— They probably won't
.7;
.7 -be confused with the around caring for the
.--Gatlin -Brothers, Carter farm. The three are all
Square and round dancing will be at the Woodmen
Family or Mandrell bachelors.
Though not profes- of the World Hall at SouthThird and Maple Streets,
P4Otit°
Sisters in the minds of
sionals, they give the ap- Murray, on Friday, Dec. 31, and Saturday, Jan. 1.
country music fans.
G‘eS
'
The Montgomery pearance and sound of a The dancing wW start at 7:30 p.m. both nights.
S0
Brothers seldom venture veteran group. Their
UNNIeV/VVCI
e
outside of Ohio County stage clothes — matching
99
with their own brand of ensembles that feature
<0 AS
.99
pure Bluegrass music. sparkles and string ties —
The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
IVA.11
But their local following are another legacy from Without Partners will have a dance at 9 p.m. at NaVieskets
is fierce, and besides, country music great Bill tional Guard Armory, 18th and Clark, Paducah, on
ksoc\es
6
who needs all the Monroe, who grew up in Friday, Dec. 31. Admission will be $8 in advance or
ands 3
headaches that come western Kentucky.
2499 ,ti 99
St‘ek\
$8 at the door. Setups will be available. For more in"Bill Monroe taught us
to
with stardom?
to
formation
call
1-554-0222
or
1-224-2674.
fkeg.
99
The Montgomerys are to dress up when we per,A5
Gosid;;Iss,:eoos;:s.
?SiNl8
cOos
quite content to tend to form," said Jim, who
c‘o•le\l'%es,
the family farm in the plays rhythm guitar and
Matanzaz area of Ohio sings lead vocals. "Bill
Walter Mason of Kirksey was dismissed Dec. 15
s‘i‘oes,
County, raise some corn, inspired us to be more
from
the
Community
A999
Hospital,
Mayfield.
DoN,
soybeans and cattle and professional."
ko
maybe pick a little guitar
Van also sings and
99
at night.
plays lead guitar. NorP.eg.'15 OW,
943s,1100V4
One recent evening, woad adds his voice and
Jennifer Pace of Murray has been elected as ad00050
Jim, Norwood and Van plaxs the fiddle.
ministrative
assistant
for
1983
for
the
Alpha
Phi
Montgomery were playBeing professional
A2.00
500s,
ing at the Centertown doesn't mean giving up social sorority at Murray State University.
coldoloys,
to
I:keg.
Senior Citizens Center. their music roots,though.
90613
During the two straight
I400vt‘ends,
"We don't like modern
0
0to Al4°0
hours of their concert, the ci
," the brothers
Susan Crass, Lula Darnell, Louise Gould and
group took 12 requests.
a
Randy Hahn, all of Murray,are students at Murray
"Play the one that
"Pesle like Willie State University who are new members of Beta
22.00 l0
sounds like a train a- Nelse
and Kenny Alpha Psi, the national honorary accounting society
P.eg.
coming," someone asked. Rogers,.. they do what at MSU.
s‘,1\eis
0%0580S
With that, Norwood they're \told to do for
44‘otet
limbered up his bow and money purposes," Jim
sod
his fingers and broke into said.
F a\\
2599
"The Orange Blossom
"'They're not carefree
Army Pvt. Charles M. Pratt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fkeq
Special."
musicians" Norwood ad- Charles W. Pratt, Rt. 2, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, has comtoes
After finishing, the ded. "You might sing a pleted basic training at Fort Dix, N.J. During the
torte
brothers collected their song that you didn't want training students received instruction in drill and
ireece
pay — all they could eat to, just to make money. I ceremonies, weapons, map reading, tactics,
at the pot luck supper think you do better by do- military courtesy, military justice, first aid and
Arprepared by members of ing what you helieve in."
my history and traditions.
the audience.
Van said,' "You just
His wife, Bonita,is the daughter of Mrs. David W.
"We have to absorb the need to stay. with what
Snow, Rt. 1, Benton. He is a 1972 graduate of
expense," Norwood said. you like."
Their schedule usually
And the Montgomery Highland High School,Sparta, Ohio.
Includes three or four Brothers do just that.
SS"
,tiocA oozes ftec4
co

Photo Out of Sight
But Not Out of Mind
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Eating plastic bogs kills turtles

Buy One Item &
Get The Second Item

FREE

datebook

Church plans revival

PATTY-CAKE FASHIONS

Montgomery brothers prefer
farm life to the music world

Dancing to be at hall

90

PWP chapter pions dance

94a
6

Patient dismissed

Jennifer Pace elected

sokkor‘

Students new members

Pratt completes training

SALE — SALE SALE

1 /2 PRICE
SALE SALE — SALE

Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 49
Nith Garlic Bread
Salad 59 E oro
r1,-; Only

FrP{

Refills On Dtall.s

99 Special For Kids
WiAriesday 11AM 10PM
%MVO Ses.-Ther. 11... 2....
H. 11 e.m.-1 a.m. Now Tsar's Day 4 p.m.-1 a.m.
See. 4 .m.-1

Zile

99
10 '‘29
99
?mg.59

m19.*
OS' 3

t4col
tida'clasts•st
ss,c,Ntelis

King's

al161.
:
tio00,\sies 5°43
0°
10
to 6
NceessOt‘e

.12400s.
&oaks,

6

?ant

Don't Forget... Your
Film For Holiday Photos
I Day Film Processing
At
ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
111 S. la SI.

Mei

kot‘ess
Control Shopping Center
Hwy641 N., Murray 7S3-7991
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

PRICES GOOD WEDS. DEC. 29 T

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

WEEKLY

WEEKLY SPECIAL
BLUE BONNET

DAWN
DISHWASHING LIQUID
BLUE
BONNET

REG., WAFFLE, SOUR CREAM,B.B.Q.

Margarine

SUPER-MEIJI

PLASTIC TWO LITER

SUPER Ifcr •

suFEi

TION FIGHTER

F.A1

ro

12 EM•41.01.( fl

UN'S

MEANIE BABY
•

4469

MST 32 OZ.

11_

M
_
MAYONNAISE
KRAFT 18 OZ.

FRIED CHICKEN
$259

$ 1 09

MAXWELL NOUSE INSTANT

COFFEE

FORMULA
CHARINEN BATEROOM

Get0 MEDAL

$1

FLOUR

5 Li.

MIXES

oz.

29

I

1

DIAPERS
CAAWBELLANGETABLE

tligilL,.......ayk„$ 11 19 TISSUE.
*MARINA WHITE

B.B.Q. SAUCE

2 LB. BOX

wominiomm

$1 09
1302.

S*11

KRAFT

• •4*,ktA
STAR KIST CHUNK

VELVETTA

TUNA

6' - 07

BETTY CROCKER CAKE

looz. 1129 MIXES
KELLOGG'S IS OZ.

CORN HAKES
M-C FRUIT

CHEERIOS

CEREAL

15 OZ.$ 1 65

DRINKS

4 'oz.83

oz.691 ;74;k171•4 ;*

CASH POT WINNER
WANDA RAYBURN
$200.00
NEXT WEEK SI °HOC '

BLUE BARN 25 LB.

DOG FOOD.
torftir %

HEALTH Et BEAUTY AIDS

CREST
"G.'mitnr
TOOTHPASTE $1 47
6.4 OZ.

11

Hu...3/$1
Good Ority At Storey's
Exp. 1-4,82

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH $ 88
YORK
ASPIRIN

100 CT.

39

111111111/ MUM SIM VMS 111111116

TAAN i C
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NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARy
CH AR MIN

BATHROOM TISSUE

'H 1t11 TUES. JAN. 4 1983
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

1 ROLL PXL,

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

LIMIT ONE PER EAMILY
WITH S10 00 ADDIliONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO I. DAIRY PRODUCTS

e•PECIAL

4 Mang'
Juici

,TION FIGHTER

,

rokyv F GHTER

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS R01 EYE

ICABBAGE
09

STEAK
BONELESS CHUCK

SWEET

I FAMILY PACK SLICED SLAB
ANII

BACON

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS STEW

LEGS

PEARS

LB

594

LB 79'
L$ 69

DELI SPECIALS
ORANGES

PICKLE LOAF

:HAM It CHEESE SANDWICH994
011KKEN SALAD

BAKERY SPECIALS

FRENCH BREAD
SPICE BALLS
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THIS WEEK AT JCPENNEY

THE SAVINGS
NEVER STOP!
25% OFF
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
BRAS AND GIRDLES.

Officials protest possible annexation
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A proposal to annex six unincoregyated
areas in adjacent Jefferson County would, if approved, increase
Louisville's land area by
about 20 percent.
A map released Tuesday by the Board of
Aldermen showed the
potential increase in land
size, but did not determine the size of increases
in population or tax base
that would occur.
Don Cox, the city's attorney for annexation,
said that the annexation
process would take at
least months, and could
last for years if residents
protested.
City officials didn't
have to wait long to hear
protest from county officials, who would lose
some of their tax base if
land now in the county is
grabbed by the city.
"We vigorously oppose
annexation by the city of
Louisville, as we have in
the past," said Jefferson
County Judge-Executive
Mitch McConnell.
"I hope the mayor will
try to talk them out of it,"
he said.
Mayor Harvey Sloane
has opposed forced annexation in the past, and
a spokesman said today
that Sloane's position has
not changed. Sloane was
out of town and
unavailable for comment.
Louisville and Jefferson County voters
defeated a ballot issue in
November that called for
a merger of the two
governments. That issue
split the community, and
city and county officials
have been trying to mend

the wounds over the past
two months.
The healing could take
longer,now.
"I think it's a heck of a
way to start off a new
year, when the parties involved in reorganization
(of city and county
government) are trying
to resolve the differences
they have," said county
Commissioner Jim
Malone. "It's a shame
they have to to alienate
and divide the community this way."
McConnell said Sloane
might want to reign in the
aldermen to protect his
bid in the 1983
Democratic gubernatorial race.
"I can't think of
anything that would
create a greater opportunity for opponents of
Mayor Sloane for the
gubernatorial nomination
than to try to raise the
taxes of a substantial
number of citizens of Jefferson County," said McConnell,a Republican.
County Attorney J.
Bruce Miller said the
county would fight the
plan in court, if
necessary. He complained that the aldermen did
not approach county officials with the idea
before unveiling it.
Mike Carrell, president
of the board of aldermen,
said he believes the
panel's 12 members support the annexation idea.
But he acknowledged that
Sloane had opposed such
plans in the past.
After annexation ordinances are introduced
before the board, city officials must prepare and
distribute plans showing

bow the city would provide services to the elected areas. Two public
bearings would be held
for each area, and a final

annexation vote would
have to be made by the
akierznen.
Residents of the affected areas could file

Missile development monitored
WASHINGTON(AP)—
U . S . officials are
monitoring Soviet
development of four
types of advanced landbased missiles, but say
they lack enough information to tell whether
Moscow intend to violate
nuclear arms treaty
curbs.
Three of the missiles
are expected to be ready
for flight-testing next
year. The fourth failed in
a test last October, according to U.S. intelligence sources.
The 1979 SALT II treaty
allows the Soviet Union
and the United States
each to flight-test and
deploy one new intercontinental ballistic
missile. Both countries
have agreed to stay
within in the treaty's
terms, even though
neither country has
ratified it.
The State Department
has indicated it is
satisfied that the Soviets'
solid-fuel missile tested
in October came within
the limits permitted by
the treaty.
But Soviet testing of
any or all of the other
three strategic missiles
reported under development could raise serious
questions, said U.S.
government sources who
declined to be identified.
Government sources
said that two of these
untested missiles appear
to be advanced versions

of current Soviet
weapons, the powerful
and highly accurate SSles and SS-1Is.
If it turns out that these
missiles are improved
versions of current
weapons, officials said
that would not represent
a violation of the treaty,
provided the new versions did not exceed permissible limits in size and
some other
characteristics.
Government specialists
indicated that the definition of what is considered
a modification of an existhig missile is "fuzzy"
under the wording of the
SALT II treaty.
The other missile said
to be approaching the test
stage is particularly intriguing to U.S. governmerit officials. This is
described as a small
weapon powered by solid

Take 25% off all our bras.
It's pick and choose time again! On an
exciting selection of bras. All at savings!
Find sheer, barely-there bras in nylon
tricot. Full-figure bras with Lycra®
spandex for support. Plus crossovers,
underwires, contour or natural cup and
seamless styles that go from plain to
fancy. Some with adjustable straps, front
hook closures and more. At 25% off, who
can do without them?

Save 25% on every girdle.
Find brief, long leg or above-the-waist
girdles for firm control plus comfort
With little extras like lace trim, cotton
panels and soft linings. In lightweight,
stretch fabrics like poly/cotton/spandex,
()lane nylon/spandex. nylon tricot and
lots more At savings too great to keep
undercover
Sale prices effective through 1/8/83
Percentage off represents savings on
regular prices.

CPervtey

JCPenney
• 1982 J C Penny COn'opany Inc

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

retained access to many
of the tailings and used
them in the construction
of homes. It's a fine, dry
sand and was just perfect
for that use. It packs well
and It rias
The tailings still emit
gamma radiation and
under new Environmental Protection Agency
rules the Energy Department is charged with
cleaning up the sites.
"But the biggest problem was not how to
clean it up, but how to
find it," Berven said.
"There were no records
showing where these
houses were. We knew
the material had been used in and around homes,
but which homes?"
The national laboratory
built its van in 1979,
designing it as an easily
movable detection
machine with the kind of
sophisticated computer
equipment that would
allow pinpointing down to

streets, blocks and
houses.
So far, the van has
cruised areas in Utah,
Colorado, New Mexico
and Arizona, said Bob
Neal, a spokesman for
-Union Carbide Corp.,
which runs the lab. Some
spotting has also been
done in Idaho, Wyoming,
Oregon and Texas.
The monitoring units
inside the van are designed to sound an alarm
when high radium concentrations are detected.
As the van travels at 5
mph, its operators punch
cross streets and house
numbers into the computer.
Michael Blair, one of
the van's designers, said
the analysis results in a
computer printout of all
the concentrations of
gamma radiation that
are recorded.
"The computer does
everything, including tell
the driver if he's going
too fast," Blair said.

Dinner Served From 5:00 P.M. To 8:00 P.M.

Featuring: Home Style Clam
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast Shrimp,
Oysters on the Half-Shell, Breaded
Shrimp, Fried Oysters, Cod Fillets
Fried to a golden brown, Shrimp
Fried Rice, Breaded Ocean Clam
Strips, Assorted Hot Vegetables,
Salad Bar, Cheese Bar, and Dessert
Table:

Kenlake
State Resort Par

fuel.
"If they test another
new ICBM, that would
seem to be in centradiction to mutual restraints
each side is pledged to
observe," said one official.
He stressed there is no
treaty ban on developing
new missiles, only a limit
on testing and deploying
more than one new landbasedtype.
Government sources
said that preparations for
possible flight-testing of a
new mobile missile have
been observed, but that
there now is only what
they term "informed
guessing" as to what the
Soviets are planning.
They said they will not
know the characteristics
of the missile involved
until it actually appears
at the launch site and is
fired.

Most Americans get
news from newspapers,
survey data concludes

Van searches for gamma rays
OAK RIDGE, Tenn.
(AP) — A ;100,000
computer-filled van has
quietly prowled
neighborhoods and parking lots between Idaho
and Vezik in Search of
some Invisible leftovers
from the nation's push to
build the atomic bomb —
gamma rays.
Scientists say the van,
outfitted at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory for
the Energy Department,
may accomplish its mission by the end of 1983
after compiling, in some
cases, street-by-street
data.
Barry A. Berven, a
laboratory official, said
the problem developed as
uranium milling,
escalated during World
War II in the rush to build
the bomb, left a grainy
waste product called tailings.
"There wasn't much
concern over the fate of
the tailings," Berven
said. "The contractors

lawsuits to stop the annexations, which could
not tabe place until my
legal disputes had bean
resolved.

Most Americans get
most of their news from
newspapers, a professor
of communications, using
data from a 1981 survey,
has concluded.
The report by
Lawrence W. Lichty of
the University of
Maryland at College
Park appeared in a
special issue of The
Wilson Querterly,
published by the
Woodrow Wilson Interational Center for
Scholars.
Citing a 198r Simmons
Market Research Bureau
survey that determined
audience exposure to
advertising messages,
Litchty said that 68 percent Of'Ainarle&n.sidWts
read Ittt lead pail''or a
tieV/Sparer tech day; 12
percent read two or more
newspapers a day; on
any given day fewer than
one-third of American
adults watch TV news;
about 31 percent read a
newsmagazine; and
about 18 percent listen to
an all-news radio station
at least once a week.
Further, Lichty said,
only one percent of the
American TV households
watches the CBS Evening
News — the top-rated network news show — as
often as four or five
nights a week. In those
households that watch the

CBS Evening News at all
the set is tuned to that
program only an average
of five times a month.
Lichty's findings contradit the conventional
wisdom that Americans
get most of their news
from television.
Lichty said this erroneous belief is based on
a series of surveys by the
Roper Organization
dating back to 1959 that
asked the question
"Where do you usually
get most of your news
about what's going on in
the world today?"In the
latest Roper survey in
1981, 39 percent of the
respondents said television only, 22 peroent
answered newspapers only, and 20 percentsaid TV
and newspapers. When
multiple answers were
taken into condiseration
and all answeres tallied,
64 of the respondents
cited TV, 44 percent
answered newspapers; 18
percent said radio, 5 percent cited magazines,
and 5 percent said
"another person."
About all this proves,
according to Lichty, is
that most people just
think they get most of
their news from TV. In
fact, he said, the Simmons figures disprove
that.

Banks announce
change in personnel
OWENSBORO, Ky.
(AP) — A former officer
of a rival bank has been
named president of the
Citizens State Bank.
Carl Whitehouse, 60,
replaces Robert E. Hoptry, who was dismissed
as president on Monday.
Last Friday, Hoptry had
been fired as president of
Citizens First Bancorp,
the holding company
which operates Citizens
State Bank.
The dismissal is the
latest chapter in a fourmonth struggle among
directors of Citizens State
Bank, which began with a
split among board
members over two offers
to buy control of the bank.
Hoptry was among a
group of 10 directors who
had opposed other directors' who eventually gained control of the bank,
which has assets of $133
million.
During Friday's
meeting of the holding
company, 15 of 18 directors were dismissed. The
only survivors were John
A. Yager, who was named chairman, and two
men who collectively control 17 percent of the
bank's 269,250 shares of
stock, Raymond L Mitchell and Harry O'Bryan.
In turn, those in control
of the holding company
replaced 10 of the 17
members of the bank's
board. Remaining on the
bank board — along with

Yager, Mitchell and
O'Bryan — were William
L Wilson, Grady Harreld
Jr., J. Frank Hartz and C.
Don Thompson.
Last August,
Owensboro insurance executive Leonard James
submitted two offers to
buy a controlling interest
in Citizens State Bank.
The 10 directors who
were eventually ousted
had contended that
James' offers would have
paid more money per
share to directors than to
minority stockholders.
The other directors also
vetoed the control offer
by James but countered
with a proposal inviting
all shareholders to sell
their holdings for $50 per
share. That operation
was completed last Tuesday when First National
Bank of Louisville loaned
$6.6 million to Citizens
State Bank to buy back
130,750 shares of stock.
The reduction in the
number of stockholders
In the holding company
from 547 to 207 allows the
holding company to
withdraw registration
with the Securities and
Exchange Coommission,
which allows such
deregistration for companies with less than 308
stockholders. That move,
according to bank attorney George S. Wilson,
will save thousands of
dollars in legal and accounting fees required by
SEC rules.
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FormerSS chief's daughter tries to forget post
MUNICH, West Germany (AP) - Gadrun
Hinniater, only child of SS
Aid AWOL* Himmler,
ilits twitty40 years
burying her past. And except for a few ~es.it
stayed that nay in whet
she described as her first
face-to-face interview
ever.
"I don't want to discuss
patios. I was only 16 at
the mid of the war and
knew nothing of the concentration camps," she
said over tea and cabin at
her modest three-room
Munich apartment.
With her two adoleseent children listening intently, she spoke of her
father - an architect of
the Nazi concentration
camps where 6 million
Jews died during World
War II-and her mother,
Marge, who died in 1967.
"She never believed in

the stories about
genocide. She never
believed Jews were being
ostormikoated," the Styear-eld woman said of
her mother. "Until her
dying day she never
believed those reports."
Himmler's daughter,
who agreed to be interviewed on the condition
that her married name
not be disclosed, has tried
to conceal her identity
since she and her mother
were captured by U.S
troops in the Tyrol at the
end of the war in 1945.
Her father, who was captured separately, committed suicide.
"I was imprisoned for a
year and a half," she
said."I wasn't beaten but
It wasn't what you'd call
an easy life."
Unlike relatives of
some other prominent
Nazis who have .occa-

dinisily amide headlies,
lockolft HinmooNowdsighter. Ude. er
Rudolf Hess'lemily.Mee
thornier Ms stayed eat
of the publiceye.
She dinned =itt
:
3
y
times to keep her
secret, she said, and eves
her neighbors don't know
who her father was. The
whole family, her to
said, "acts like an
intelligence service" to
guard their identities.
The first crack in Miss
Hammier's privacy occurred several years ago
when Stern magazine
published a page from
her girlhood diaries.
Then came a recent
telephone call from a Jew
In Israel who said he had
her diaries and 700 letters
written to her by her
father.
Chaim Rosenthal, a 44year-old painter whose

relatives died In Nazi
called with a Met
for filmwises ihmighter. Rut be
wee se aim daring the
104ekolle eneversatioe
that he limb got any
words oat- all he radii
do was Melon as she begged him le and her espies
of the deemnsals mid ast
to publish elan.
"I cadd feel things
moving inside me," be
said later. "Here was this
woman, the daughter of
Hammier, pleading,timing, in that soft Bavarian
German, saying she had
children and did I have
children and couldn't I
understand how all she
wanted was to be left
alone."
Gudrun Himmler was
not left alone. The conversation was recorded
and broadcast by Israeli

7211.qamitan

Researchers pleased with experiment
PLAINSBORO, N.J.
(AP)-The first U.S. test
of a nuclear fusion reactor proved its superiority
to other experimental fusion designs and opens
the door to regular
testing of the pioneering
device in April, say
Princeton University
researchers.
The test of the $314
million Tokamak Fusion
Test Reactor was called
"a magical event" by
scientists Tuesday. As intended, it lasted only 50
milliseconds - barely a
blink of the eye.
But at a news conference, the scientists

said they were pleased
with the experiment at
3:06 a.m. on Dec. 24,
when the machine successfully heated
hydrogen gas to form
what is known as a
plasma,in which the electrons and the nuclei are
separated - a crucial
early step before fusion
can OCCUT.
"This shows superior
confinement qualities
than other experiments,"
said Harold P. Furth,
director of the Princeton
Plasma Physics
Laboratory.
Fusion, which some
scientists hope could

power the 21st century, is
the joining together of
atoms to produce energy.
It is the same process
that makes the sun shine
and is the opposite of the
fission, splitting atoms
apart, now used to
generate nuclear power.
The Princeton scientists said fusion could be
the energy source of the
future because its major
fuel, deuterium, can be
extracted from ordinary
seawater. It does not pose
a major nuclear hazard
and it does not burn
scarce fossil fuels.
In the event of an accident in a fusion reactor,

Pulitzer given custody ofsons
WEST PALM BEACH, believe it," said Pulitzer,
Fla. (AP) - After a 52, the grandson of
divorce trial laced with publisher Joseph
tales of drugs and sex, a Pulitzer. He and sons
judge granted newspaper MacLean and Zachary
heir Peter Pulitzer had been staying at his
custody of his twin sons 8,000-acre ranch north of
and gave only modest Lake Okeechobee since
alimony to his wife Rox- Sunday.
anne,saying she engaged
Mrs. Pulitzer, staying
"be"fiagrant" adultery.
Carl Palm
-1.1" eltrUtlit"'Judge
rne
'MM-per, who listened to 18-ed comment, said Pierdays of headline - rett,e Barr, a governess
grabbing, reputation- for the 5-year-old twins.
blackening testimony She said Mrs. Pulitzer
that ended in November, burst intcrtears.
offered little sympathy
"She was destroyed.
for Mrs. Pulitzer, 31, in She was absolutely
his ruling Tuesday.
destroyed," said Ms.
In a terse order blam- Barr. "She was in tears.
ing the former secretary, She said Judge Harper
21 years younger than believed all the lies."
Pulitzer, for the breakup
The trial rocked this
of the 6/
1
2-year marriage, Gold Coast resort comHarper said she had munity with testimony of
engaged in "flagrant acts cocaine abuse, extraof adultery and other marital affairs, incest,
gross marital miscon- lesbianism, menage-aduct."
trois sex and late-night
The judge ordered that seances.
Mrs. Pulitzer get her
According to court
jewels, valued at about documents, Pulitzer tried
$60,000; a black Porsche, earlier thia year to avoid
valued at $20,000; $48,000 the publicity of a trial by
in alimony spread over offering his wife the car,
two years or until she annual alimony of
remarries; and a $7,000 245,000, four years in
Interest in her husband's their home and a $200,000
74-foot yacht.
home after that.
"I'm so happy. I can't
She turned down the of-

fer, instead fighting in
court for a share of her
husband's fortune, which
she estimated at $25
million in international
hotels, orange groves and
other properties. He placed his wealth at a tenth of
that.
Harper wrote that a
larger4ettlement was not
justified,)saying, "The
wife "S ex orhttant
demands shock the conscience ... putting the
court in mind of the hit
record by country singer
Jerry Reed, which
laments: 'She Got the
Gold Mine, I Got the
Shaft."
Mrs. Pulitzer's legal
team was awarded a
lump sum of $90,000, plus
$12,500 awarded in June.
In a 19-page decision,
Harper ordered the
"primary physical
residence" of the twins to
be with their father. But
he said they must have
"frequent, continuing
and reasonable contact
and visitation" with their
mother.
Mrs. Pulitzer was barred from removing her
sons from Palm Beach
County without written
consent from her husband.

Kentucky news in brief
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP)
- Barren County JudgeExecutive Woodford
Gardner Jr. announced
Tuesday that there were
not bnough names on a
petition to require a
ballot referendum on
alcoholic beverage sales
in Glasgow.
To require such a
referendum, more than
320 signatures were needed, a total equal to 25 percent of the number of people voting in the last
general election. But
Gardner said the petition
presented for verification
had less than 320
signatures to begin with
and, he added, "There
were some duplications."
"There was at least one
who had died," Gardner
said of the names on the
petition. "There were in
excess of 100 that were
not registered voters."
Joe Grimsley of
Glasgow, who collected
the signatures for about a
year, said he would make
another attempt if the
current petition failed.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP)- A Louisville man
who had just returned
from a squirrel hunting
trip fired his doublebarrel shotgun to help a

police officer in a gun battle with armed robbers.
Daniel Hartlage, 20,
fired at two robbers after
seeing them shoot at
Louisville police officer
Carl Wilcox. The robbers,
who escaped from the
scene, took an undetermined amount of money
and narcotics from the
Oak Drug Co. at 332 Oak
Street in downtown
Louisville.
One of the robbers may
have been wounded in the
exchange; his knees
buckled and he grabbed a
nearby pole. But he
straightened up and
jumped into a car with
the other man.
Hartlage, who had been
hunting in Oldham County, said he started firing
because one of the robhers
was firing
every here."
"I thought somebody
might get shot, so I just
grabbed my shotgun and
took off after him,"
Hartlage said.
Louisville police
spokesman Carl Yates
said that Hartlage was
not charged for shooting
the weapon because he
was trying to protect someone.
"We don't want to encourage a Dodge City at-

mosphere," Yates said,
"but on the other hand we
have the deepest appreciation for someone
who came to an officer's
aid."
Wilcox was responding
to a hold-up alarm when
he saw the robbers. He
took cover behind a brick
wall and fired five shots
at the men, who returned
about eight or nine shots.
MOREHEAD, Ky.
(AP)- Seven people, including three from
Vanceburg, were arrested Tuesday as Kentucky State Police acted
to break up an alleged
burglary ring operating
in Lewis County,
authorities said.
Taken into custody
were David L. Burris, 26;
Michael K. Gilliam, 24;
and Timothy Gilbert, age
unknown, all of
Viinceburg, said KSP
Trooper John Lambert.
Also taken into custody
were Dennis L. Gilbert,
26, bomtown unknown,
and Pat Young, age and
hometown unknown, who
were arrested outside
Kentucky, Lambert said.
To others arrested in
the case were identified
arfjuveniles. Lambert added.

the reactions would end
Immediately and cooling
would begin, instead of
meltdown - which could
occur in fission reactors.
Scientists achieved the
Initial fusion reaction at
the odd hour because they
were working around the
clock, hoping for success
before quitting for the
Christmas weekend.
Their timetable had called for "achieving first
plasma" by the end of the
year.
Having proven that the
machine works, scientists now hope to stick to a
timetable calling for
"break-even" - a point
when the fusion process
will produce as much
energy as it uses - by
1986.
Furth said his group
hopes to begin regular
tests in April, slowly introducing changes such
as different types of fuel,
so that the amount of
power required to ignite
the reactor will decrease.
In 1993 or 1994, Furth
said, "the energy creation becomes large," if
experiments are successful. "By 2020, we
could see serious commercialization start," he
said.
The Tokamak is a
doughnut-shaped, 35-foothigh stainless steel structure housed in a concrete
building with 4-foot-thick
walls. It was built on
Princeton's sprawling
James Forrestal
Research Campus under
a continuing grant from
the U.S. Department of
Energy.
Furth said the initial
test did not produce any
significant energy, but it
was nonetheless "a
magical event."
In the Tokamak design,
atomic particles spin
around a cylinder with an
Inside diameter of 1.7
meters. Magnetic coils
prevent the atoms from
touching the cylinder
walls and cooling. The
temperature could reach
100 million degrees centigrade.

leirrisien Lefler, Himseises *bushier
Is an interview all!
Associated Preen
Himmier "a••er
discussed politics at
hams, aside trim the
general remarlui yes
could read is lb.
papers." Ids daughler
said.
"He certainly never
discussed the Jewish
question," she said, wing
the euphemism favored
by those who do not wish
to say that maims of
Jews were systosidactilly exterminated by the
Nazis
Miss Himmler was
born in 1920, the year her
father became head of
the SS, a quasi-military
unit of the Nazi party wed as a special police. She
grew up in Munich, near
Dachau. A 1941 entry in
her diaries describes a
visit to the camp where at
least 40,000 people died:
"Today we went to the
SS concentration camp at
Dachau. We saw
everything we could. We
saw the gardening work.
We saw the pear trees...
We saw all the pictures
painted by the prisoners.
Marvelous. And afterward we had a lot to eat
and each of us got a gift.
It was very nice. A very
big surprise."
Now, Himmier's
daughter will not talk
about the death camps,or
about her feelings for her
father, who was easily
the most feared man in
the Third Reich. "I don't
want to make any
political judgments," is
all she will say.
Miss Himmler says the
diaries and letters were
stolen in 1945 along with
her family's other belongings. They reportedly
were obtained by a
former SS man now living
in Mexico, and found
their way to Rosenthal
through documents
dealers.
Miss Hinunler's son,
14, and daughter, 12, watched as she took out a faded photograph of Himruler in uniform. one of
Miss HIvpm.feW remaining mementoes, of
her father. "Is that
granddad?" the girl asked.
Himmler's daughter
would like copies of her
diaries, and said she
might consider court action to block their further
use. But she also wants to
avoid the publicity any
lawsuit would bring.
"I don't think I'll send
her the photocopies,"
Rosenthal said. "The
truth is, she annoyed me.
Saying she was just a little girl then, and that she
had suffered enough, and
that I could surely
understand. As thougifre
were somehow partners
through it all.
"I'm not saying she's
guilty of anything. Of
course she was just a girl
then. But to tell me how
much she had suffered? I
can't help thinking about
all the other little
children who suffered
and didn't survive."

Guys ift Dolls
Famous
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ITS OUR GIANT WHITE SALE
AT JCPENNEY NOW!

THE SAVINGS
NEVER STOP!
15% TO44%OFF
SAVE ON EVERY SHEET IN STOCK!
ALL PILLOWS,BLANKETS, MORE

7

-.----.."----

Sale 24.99

Sale 10.99

Thrifty automatic

Thermal blanket.

Reg.$40; twin In machine
washable acrylic/polyester
Reg SOW
Full, single
$50 39.99
Full, dual
$60 47.99
Queen, dual . $70 55.99

Reg.$18; twin Warm, light
machine washable acrylic
Reg Sal*
Full .
$19 14.99
Queen ... $23 17.99
King
$27 21.49

Sale 15.99

25% off

Vellux,blanket.

Calico for beds.

Rag.$22; twin. Two layers
of nylon pile bonded to
polyfoam
Reg Sal.
Full
$27 21.99
Queen
$35 28.99
King
$39 31.99

A sentimental country
look featuring tiny flowers
and lace trim On poly/
cotton percale sheets, flat
or fitted
Reg Solo
Twin
999 7.49
Full
12 99 9.74
Queen
19 99 14.99
Pillowcases, by the pair
Standard .
9 99 7.49
Queen
10 99 8.24
Matching poly/cotton
comforter filled with
Astrofill* polyester
Reg Salo
Twin
$60 45.00
Full
$75 58.25
Queen ri
$90 87.50
Pillow sham
$25 18.75
Bedskirt,
twin..,$25 18.75

Sale $7
Solid color pillow.
$10;standard
Dacron,II polyestar has
poly/cotton cover to
match our bed coordinates
Queen Reg $13 Sale 10.99

Sale 8.39
r,

Price Sale
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Hwy. 641 N.
7S3-9680

Save a comfortable 30% on
twin mattress pad.

Sine prices effective through
Saturday, January 22nd.

Rag. 11.91. Poly / cOttOn matt/688 pad with Astrofill •
polyester fiberfill
Elastic
edge skirt keeps it fitting
smooth
Reg
Salo
Full
15 99 13.119
Queen
20 99 17.71

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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Ex-agent refuses film offers to rejoin FBIIH officials optimistic about
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Former FBI
agent Patrick Livingston
said his desire to rejoin
the FBI was the major
reason that he turned
down at least 25 offers to
buy his story for a pawnble movie,
Livingston was for 21
/
2
years on undercover
operator in a Miami pornography investigation.
Livingston holds out
hope he will rejoin the
FBI, which dismissed
him last year after he
was arrested in a suburban Louisville store and
charged with stealing
$157 worth of clothing.
The store agreed to drop
the charges after the
Justice Department asked that the case not be
pursued.
At the time, Livingston
said he had begun to confuse his real identity as a
17-year FBI veteran with
his undercover role as the
"invincible Patrick
Salamone," a high-flying
pornographer who
managed to infiltrate a
•
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Miami-based ring and
win indictments in 16
eases.
His role in Operation
Miporn,the Miami probe,
caught the attention of
writers, agents and producers who approached
him with offers, some of
them substantial. The
latest offer was from a
producer for MGM Productions in Hollywood but
it was turned down Monday, said one of Livingston's attorneys, Edward F. Horning of
Louisville.
"His story would be
like Serpico's — only better," Horning said, referring to detective Frank
Serpico, whose exploits
helped reveal police corruption in New York City
and were the subject of a
book and movie.
Livingston, 37, now
lives in suburban
Louisville. He said Monday that he still feels
bound by an FBI policy
that bars agents from
discussing pending cases,
regardless of how much
• •• •

N.•
01•11•••
•
•
•

money he's offered.
"I spent 17 years in the
bureau, and you don't do
that for the money," he
said.
Last week, U.S.
District Judge Eugene
Spellman in Miami
dismissed the indictments in all 16 Miporn
cases, including those
against nine people who
already had been convicted.
Spellman said that Livingston had a "serious
credibility problem"
because of his confusion
about his role. The judge
also said the government
had made improper
statements about the
defendants' organized
crime connections.
The government has
said it will appeal
Spellman's ruling.
To protect him against
the people he testified
against, the government
has offered to provide
Livingston with a new
identity and place him in
a federal witness protection program.

• 4
/

hoLw'evvgf:szPoistaPiL bond sale despite talks snag

a decision about entering
the witness program until
FBI Director William
Webster decides whether
he can have his job back.
He expects a ruling by
next month.
Technically, he was
fired for giving contradictory statements to his
FBI supervisors after his
arrest. Since then, the
FBI has agreed to investigate the contention
that the strain of five
years of undercover
work, including the
Miporn case, caused him
to snap.
Miami attorney
William Brown, who also
represents Livingston,
contends the FBI knew
Livingston was starting
to crack in 1980, before
the Miporn indictments,
but failed to act.
"He was a decent,
honest fellow, a perfectionist, who pushed
himself over the edge,"
Brown said. "You can't
lead a double life indefinitely without it getting to you.

•
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Pike family
offers reward

•or

•

hestnut Hills Shopping
753-0570

PEKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)
-1
— A Pike County family
40 •
is offering a $20,000
•
WITH THE LATEST IN VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT
reward for information
48
,
• °
concerning the shooting
IS NOW OFFERING
death of their son. The
family of Donnie Sullivan
of Blackberry made the
•• O
offer last seek in a
0
•
classified ad placed in a
oO
.0 Williamson, W.Va.,Specials Run From 6 p.m. to 12 a.m.
newspaper.
Hey Mom & Dad, Going To A Party? Let The
The victim's mother,
Kids
Mrs. Walter Sullivan,
Party Too! Adult Supervision At All Times.
Drop
says the family is offerThe Kids Off And Don't Worry About The
ing the money because
Babysitter. No Alcoholic Beverages Permitted.
they are unhappy with
progress made on the
case so far. Sullivan's
COUPON
1
0
body was discovered last
Good For 4 FREE Tokens
I
.
0
Aug. 23 in a wooded area
!
With $1.00 Purchase
Name
of Pike County. Police
®
I
•
said the victim had been
•
I
hunting and was shot by a
I Address
M
I
weapon other than his
—
I
limit One Per Day
..,
own.
il..
..
i
1 0
Kentucky State Police
••
• •
•
0.
10.....
Detective Claude Tackett
a
a ams1 1,444‘.
.
said he had seen the
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Kirin, 46,
I
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w
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the reward, but declined
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to comment.
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Friday, December 31
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ATTENTION RETAILERS I
We Don't
/SPRINKLE THE AREA...

WE
COVER IT!
WITH(TMC)
TOTAL MARKET
COVERAGE.

What Does
TMC Mean
To You?
message can reach (16,800

N

Your Advertising
households) throughout Murray, Calloway County and
six surrounding counties in Kentucky and Tennessee.
The Murray Ledger and Times has a daily circulation
of 7,800 and the Shopping Guide has a weekly circulation of 9;000. Ads may be purchased for combined low,
rates. Ask our advertising department staff about how
TMC "can ring your cash register."
WE GUARANTEE DELIVERY AND RESULTS!
the

Murray Ledger & Times

CHICAGO (AP) — International Harvester officials are confident that
a snag in negotiations
with Rock Island city officials over a bond issue
won't prevent a proposed
$7 million bond sale, a
company spokesman
sayd.
Plans call for the proposed bond issue to provide funds for the
transfer of a Harvester
production line from
Louisville, Ky. to Rock
Island, officials said
Tuesday.
The proposed transfer
would add about 500 jobs
to the IH manufacturing
and assembly plant in
Rock Island.
Under the proposed
bond issue, the city will
sell general obligation
bonds to investors and
turn the money over to IH
to help complete the
transfer of the transmis-

sion and axle production
line, official said.
The fern* equipment
manufactures, would then
have 10 years to repay the
principal and terest on
the bonds to the y.
Rock Islam
City
Manager J. Neil ielsen
said at a news conference
Tuesday that the bond
signing had been called
off at least until Jail. 3
because of questions involving the collateral.
"A combination cN
events and problems
not leave the staff (of
Rock Island officials) and
city council comfortable
with the agreement,"
Nielsen said.
Nielson made his
remarks in Rock Island
after city officials met
with Harvester representatives in Chicago.
However, a Harvester
spokesman said IH at-

torneys were confident
the disagreement could
be settled.
"We've been informed
there's been a
misunderstanding of a
highly technical matter,"
said spokesman Bill
Greenhill. "We believe
the transaction as constructed gives the city
more protection than
originally contemplated
and we trust it can be
resolved."
Greenhill also said the
company "stands reday
to close the deal at any
time."
Details of the collateral
dispute were not
available.
yor the past several
months, Harvester has
be4ip struggling to avoid
bankruptcy and is curren y undergoing a
mass1,ve restructuring,
Earli this month, the
firm Announced a 1982

loss of $1.114 billion\and a
record, fourth *Oster
loss of $1.01 billion, the
largest quarterly deficit
in U.S. corporate history.
One of Harvester's
largest production and
assembly plants is
located in Rock Island.
Greenhill said the
transfer of the Louisville
production line is designed to streamline the
operation so that axles
and transmissions for
tractors could be
manufactured at the
Rock Island facility
rather than being shipped
there for assembly.
The Rock Island city
council is scheduled to
meet Jan. 3 to discuss the
bond issue. In the meantime, IH officials will
meet with city officials in
an attempt to hammer
out an agreement,
Greenhill said.

Company turns Own offer;
bishop may continue efforts
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) — A Roman
Catholic bishop's attempt
to mediate an end to a
nine-month strike at
Jasper's Indiana Desk
Co. apparently has failed.
But there are indications Bishop Francis R.
Shea of Evansville is not
giving up.
Indiana Desk officials
turned down a proposal
by Shea to have an outside arbitrator settle differences between the
firm and Local 334,
United Furniture
Workers.
In a Dec. 15 letter to Mdiana Desk President
Stan Krempp and local
union officials, Shea suggested an independent
mediator because "so
many things have been
said and done, objectivity
is harti to come by" in the
diipute.
Ache proposal brought
an enthusiastic response
from Carl Scarbrough,
UFW international president, but company officials have refused.
Amos Braun, plant
manager at Indiana

Desk, said the offer was
rejected but he had no
details.
Several telephone calls
to Krempp were not
returned.
The refusal by company officials to go along
with the bishop's proposal may not end his efforts to settle the strike,
which has caused a rift in
Jasper, a heavily
Catholic community.
Larry Fendel, shop
steward for the furniture
workers, said he
understood a second letter from Shea was in the
mail, but he had not
received a copy.
Shea was out of town
Tuesday and could not be
reached for comment.
The attempt at mediation comes just when the
National Labor Relations
40ard has fil
unhiir labor
complaint.
According to George
Dick, an attorney with
the Indianapolis regional
office of the NLRB, the
most recent complaint,
filed Monday, alleges
Command Investigations

Bureau Inc. of Indianapolis, interfered
with the union's right to
strike and picket by
threats and coercion.
The security firM was
named in an earlier 4rnplaint by the NLRB on
similar charges but as an
agent of Indiana Deskt
Monday's complaint is,
against Command Investigations as a
separate entity, Dick
said.
A third complaint was
filed by the NLRB
against Indiana Desk for
failing to bargain in good
faith with the union,
which has been on strike
since March 29.
All three of those complaints will be heard at
one hearing, Dick said.
The hearing is scheduled
Jan. 17 in Jasper, but
problibly
Di -delayed until rate
'February.
Ivan Rich, a Louisville
attorney for Indiana
Desk, said delaying the
hearing was an attempt
by the NLRB to "drag up
more stuff because they
see they can't win on the

toviu

17th.
"The company's position is let's tee the ball up
and get it going," Rich
said.
Ron Jones, president of
Command Investigations, called the NLRB
charge "unmitigated
bull."
The union filed a civil
suit against the security
lirm, alleging guards
threatened and harassed
union pickets.
"If we had done all the
things they are charging,
we would all be in jail,"
Jones continued, calling
the charges "nebulous,
vague and unsupported."
He vowed to go to court
to seek compensation for
the damage done to his
company's reputation.
"We've had all the
slander and libel Ire
going to take,"
es
said. "I'll gef my pound
of flesh through the
courts."
About 140 members of
the union remain on
strike, and the company
has hired a similar
number of replacement
workers.

EPA report names health hazards
NEW YORK (AP) —
Thousands of contaminated pits, ponds and
lagoons around the country pose a health threat to
people who get their
water from ground wells,
according to an Environmental Protection
Agency report obtained
by The New York Times.
The report, which is yet
to be made public, is based on a study begun in
1978 in collaboration with
state governments.
It was made available
to the newspaper by Rep.

Toby Moffett, D-Conn.,
who accused the EPA of
delaying releasing the information for more than
two years, the Times
reported today. An agency spokesman denied the
charge.

fom cattle ponds to industrial waste lagoons,
were found at 80,263 sites.
Most of the contaminated
pools, according to the
report, contain sufficient
animal waste, nontoxic
and toxic materials to
Many individual homes create contamination.
and in some cases entire
Victor J. Kinun, direcrural and suburban com- tor of the agency's
office
munities get their'water of drinking
water, said
from ground wells, the parts of the report
were
report said.
already outdated. He said
The report says more state governments had
than 180,000 con- been given the informataminated pools, ranging tion and many of the

possible contaminated
areas already had been
cleaned up.
The report says the
federal government is using the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
to allow for better
monitoring of the
disposal of toxic wastes.
The EPA has a plan to
control the contamination
that will be sent next
month to President
Reagan's cabinet council
on natural resources and
environment for review,
the Times said.

Start Watching For

FREE CLASSES!

Corn-Austin's
Famous
Storewide Clearance
Sale

Make your own
Christmas Gifts
Early. Come see Us At

Men's Dept.

ANN'S CERAMICS
Now Located
2 miles West of
641 South on
Louring Road.

492-8869

We Will Be Open All Night

NEW YEARS EVE
BREAKFAST BUFFET
AT 12:00 A.M.
ALL YOUR FAVORITES
$125

ONLY *A
+ Drink & Tax
753-3149

////118111111111111M1
coo•all

ntra..

Murray, Ky.
g
309N 16th /1
I
Sun-Wed 6-11. Thurs-Sot. 6-2

ome to th
best party in
town!
New Year's Eve Dance
Jaycee Bldg.-Murray, Ky.
Time: 8:00 p.m.-? Tickets: $10.00 Es
All Refreshments Furnished

Tickets Available At:

Chuck's Music Store or
Sunset Boulevard
4
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IT'S A NEW YEAR
F AVINGSI

JI
ADA

Prices good dim
.4. 1 .
Tuesday. Jou9113
w.room*duo AO.to
ipoorallboo sod
amid Fobillos errors.

CHARMIN

SMOKED
JOWL

4 Roll Tissue
••IN...=-. 111."'"11

—

THE MICE —

Charmiii
"
411
1 —PrWir
Lb.

Limit One

THE MEAT
PLACE
THE PRODUCE PLACE....
JUST PICKED
FRESHNESS!

BAG UR OWN

YELLOW
ONIONS
b

WINESAP
APPLES

ib 191

NO.63 SIZE

SUM
/
1
4 COUNTRY

HAM
F1ELD1

6 89"
I2 99
6 F., 69'
5 f.r$11

LIMES

For

(1211#:46Ns

EMPEROR

CALIFORNIA • NAVEL

ORANGES
WHITE OR RUBY RED

GRAPEFRUIT

694
E. 59'
1.. 79'
u.

RED GRAPES

For

DELICIOUS

KIWI FRUIT
TENDER

ARTICHOKES

R f• • I

•

BRAUNSCHVVEIGER
Milt• WOW

PORK
LIVER
A•1201.
SLICED
BACON

Rog

Lb.$229
894
:594
$139
Lb

BEEF
s.0RTRIBS
S
u.H
0.01a
BONELESS
RIB EYE
STEAK
U.S.
SAVOY
STEAK

Lb. $

119

1 39

soh',
Lb. 4

arci
RA LEAN
STEW BEEF

Lb. $249*
$e fir,
Lb.

4 LB. CARTON
LARD

$2"

PIUS LIAM

PORK
CUTLET

FRESH

CENTER CUT
PORK CHOPS

c
!I

PORK
SAUSAGE

129

Lb.39

FIRM GREEN

CABBAGE

SPARE
RIBS

No 100 Count

150s

GUABANTIED
QUALITY AI
FININNIIIIS

Fresh Po(‘,

Lb. $23$

Lb.$ 1 69

Comport 0o4dIfy 4 Pr**

Jim Ad..i larks
Low Ground Seel
At A No Prills
Price. Compere!

Doublel
‘,Salmoo,
Bush • Fresh Shell

Boston Butt

fresh •Leen

PORK
ROAST

PORK
STEAK

SLICED
SMOKED

JOWL

U.S. Choke

CHUCK
STEAK
Beettioss

Double Q
IGA • 5 Lb

BLACK-EYE

PINK
SALMON

FLOUR

PEAS

!
79
°9
2
$
Lb.

Tall Can

179
GENERAL MILLS•701.

79'
98'
87'

BUGLES SNACKS
FRANK1• 1201.

LOUISIANA HOT SAUCE
LIPTON• 2 PK.

ONION SOUP MIX
HUNGRY JACK •3 PK.

$ 1 39

MICROWAVE POPCORN
Jumbo Roll

HI-DRI
TOWELS

KitAFT• NEW YORK or SHARP
*OZ.CHEDDAR CHEESE
BATH SIZE

1 49

DIAL SOAP 4 BAR

$1 71

IGA•303 CAN

59' POTATO
$ 1 69

PEACHES
GENERAL MILLS•1201.

S'BERRY SHORTCAKE CEREAL

CHIPS

Kraft• 1 Lb.

4t/1 Oz.•S Count

Ore-Ide

VELVEETA

PILLSBURY

CHEESE

POTATO

BISCUITS

Thins or Wedges
240z.• Frozen

59ct

IGA • 7 Or

5$'

Nature s Best
1 lb. Quarters

MARGARINE

PUREX
DETERGENT

79' ?749

For

RAGU
HONIESTYLE

$ 1 69

SPAGHETTI
Quart
SAUCE

CARNATION
12 PACK

BLACK-EYE
HOT COCOA
MIX
$ 1 39 PEAS

CARTON GENERIC CIGARETTES
Regulars

100's

$429

$4"

Warning. The Surgeon General Has
Determined That Cigarette Smoking
Is Dangerous to Your Health.

Coupons

DRIED• 1 LB.

1
Open rt-Asaipm
Box.

9 a.m.to 6 P•m•
New Year's Day u

FREE

SOUR CREAM

I

tij

7 a.m.-6 p.m. ,w•1'6' th " a
l ri"
New Year's Eve li l ":.4-747"..1-- ce-P"
.
""e I
MEI MIMI

WInutoctuters s

38'

%VW!

Doubk.

Dec.rsday
dan
wwth
Bi

JIM ADAMS WILL REDEEM_ YOUR MANUFACTURER'S
COUPONS AT DIOUBLE THE FACE VALUE.
uswole•c.••••• PIN itim
COUPONS NOT TO EXCEED SO' FACE VALUE.
As Specified
NO COUPONS ON TOBACCO,OR DAIRY PRODUCTS.
NO FREE COUPONS.
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President Reagan relaxing in Palm Springs
OBITUARIES
I Railroad tanker car,
LOS ANGELES (AP) the imam further study.
The president was Security adviser William
Former Hazel Nola Inman overturns in Ashland - President
Reagan haa
An administration of- unlikely to play any part
P. Clark_
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) Ashland city police Capt. completed his business in tidal, requesting in the announcement of
Reagan had no official
woman dies rites today
the
West
and
plans
anonymity, said that the commission's
- A railroad tanker car Tom Kelley said there
business
to conduct once
transporting liquid pro- are no homes in the area, several days of relaxa- former Defense makeup.
he
arrives
at "San.
on Tuesday at Benton
tion
Palm
in
Springs,
Secretaries Harold
pane overturned today but that workers at a
The only appointment nylands," the 100-acre
highlighted by a New Brown,

Mrs. Mary Aden, 81,
former resident of Hazel,
died Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
Jewish Hospital,
Louisville. Her husband,
William H. Aden, Sr.,
died in 1942.
Born March 6, 1901, she
was the daughter of the
late Robert H. Hart and
Betty Lamb Hart.
Mrs. Aden is survived
by one son, William A.
Aden, Jr., Radcliff; four
sisters, Mrs. Rubena
Blow,St. Louis, Mo., Mrs.
Lula Wilcox and Mrs.
Mildred Williams,
Murra, and Mrs. Novella
Ickler, Mesa, Ariz.; two
brothers, Kale Hart and
Fred Hart, Hazel;
brother-in-law, Ben
Goldberg, Louisville.
The Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel will be in
charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Rites today
at chapel
for Duncan
Services for Elvie Duncan are being conducted
today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
R.J. Burpoe is officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Leon
Duncan, J.C. Schroeder,
Richard Schroader, Jimmy Rutland, Robert
Overby and Gene Pritchett. Burial will follow in
McDaniel Cemetery.
Mr. Duncan, 81, Rt. 1,
Dexter, died Monday at
1:30 p.m. at Life Care of
LaCenter.
He is survived by one
son, James E. Duncan,
Lone Oak; two sisters,
Mrs. Milton Hill,
Paducah, and Mrs.
Autumn Hill, Almo; two
grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren.

The funeral for Nola Inman is today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Heyward
Roberts is officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Union Ridge Cemetery.
Ms. Inman, 87, Rt. 5,
Benton, died Monday at
11:55 a.m. at Shady Lawn
Nursing Home,Cadiz.
Survivors include two
nieces, Mrs. Wilma Jones
and Mrs. Edith Lovett,
Benton; three nephews,
Edward Jones, Almo,
Otis Jones and Otley
Jones, Benton.

when three cars of a
Chessie System train
derailed in downtown
Ashland.
Authorities at the scene
said there were no injuries.
The accident, the cause
of which was not immediately known, happened about 7 a.m. near
the intersection of 39th
and Winchester streets,
said Milton Dolinger, a
Chessie System
spokesman. No leaks
were found.
A representative of the
state fire marshal's office
had been called to the
scene.
Traffic was rerouted in
the area of the accident.

nearby plant, the Bernet
Solvay factory, a division Year's Eve party with
of Armco Steel, would be friends from the business
sent home while railroad and entertainment
workers transferred the worlds.
The president was flyliquid propane from the
ing
late this afternoon to
overturned car to another
Palm Springs, after a 27tanker.
hour visit to Los Angeles
The transfer operation for the recommissioning
was expected to last most of the battleship TJSS New
of the day.
Jersey and a quiet evenDolinger said in a ing at a hotel.
One of the few remaintelephone interview from
his Cleveland office that ing pieces of business the
the 26-car, east-bound traveling White House
train was en route to an may conduct while
Ashland Oil Inc. terminal Reagan is in the West will
at Leach. He said the cars be the announcement of a
involved in the derail- presidential commission,
ment were the third, appointed at the urging of
fourth and fifth units in Congress, to study possible basing modes for the
train.
MX missile.
Reagan's proposal to
officers spotted their car place 100 missiles in silos
at a service station near near Cheyenne, Wyo., in
a closely spaced "dense
Vienna.
pack" pattern met with
Both were charged with
two counts of robbery in strong objections in the
House and Senate, forcconnection with the
ing the president to agree
Paducah holdups and
were being held in the to name a panel to give
Massac County Jail in
Metropolis.
Faulkner said some
narcotics was found in
the car, but he did not
elaborate.

French poodle
pushes owner Couple arrest
ed after robberies
STRAS

BOURG,
France ( AP) - Police
say a French poodle
pushed its owner out of a
fourth-story apartment
window on Christmas
night, fracturing the 32year-old woman's pelvis
and thigh bones.
Officials said the
woman, Claude Reinert,
was in serious condition
Sunday at a Strasbourg
hospital.

METROPOLIS, Ill.
(AP)- A Tennessee couple was in custody in this
Southern Illinois city,
charged with robbing two
drug stores in neighboring Paducah,Ky.
Johnson County Sheriff
Elry Faulkner said Ronnie Daniels, 37, and Sarah
Reynolds, 42, both of
Madison, Tenn., were arrested Tuesday night
without resistance after

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
KL1NT KELLY - - MAYFIELD, KY. - - 247 0673 or 1 -800-592- 24P -

LOUISVILLE, Ky
API-USDA
Estimated receipts cattle and calves303 terminal and auction sales to 10.15
am.compared to Tuesday's dose
Not enough on offer of either
slaughter or feeder classes to accurately establish price trend
Slaughter steers Standard and good
1-2, 007-1170 lbs. 52.00-5300 Slaughter
heifers. Standard and good 1-2, 1430-906
lbs. 49.00 Slaughter cows. Utility 1-3,
34.00-36.75, Individual high dressing
40.75, package of excessively full discounted down to 3000. Slaughter bulls
Yield grade 1. 1575-1650 lbs. Indicating
80 carcass boning percent 54.00-54.50
Feeders-steers: Medium frame 1-2.

Hog market

417-525 lbs. 59 00-60 75 Large frame 2
hoLdeins, 015 lbs. 44.50. Medhun frame
1-2 bull calves, 812-870 lbs. 410045.50
Heifers: Medium frame 1-2, 370-52 lbs
42 00-5200.
Hogs: 1,000 (Hog estimate includes
600 feeder pigs) Hogs selling at auction
soles to 10:15 a.m. compared to Tuesday's close, Barrows and gilts limited
ogeringa weak to 25 lower. US 1-2 230
230 lbs. 57.00-57.05 US 2200.250 lba 58.5056.00 US 2-3 220 lbs. 56.50 Sovrs:
offerings steady to weak. US 1-2 375-500
lbs. 4750-41.90500-025 lbs. 43.10-41.2 US
3 and medium 400-500 lbs. 44.25-44.00
Boars: Over 300 lbs. 43.00 Sheep,
Untested.

Federal-State Market News Service
December 2,1612
Kentucky Furthers Area Hog Market
Report Inc-bidesISewing Stations
Receipts. Act. $45 Est. 490 Barrows & Gilts
16 higber Sows 1.00-200 higher hilly advancems ergts. over 500 Ins
USI4WISSalta
$54.25-5050
US 271/6411/Ma
$55.25-56.25
US 2 216-2110
25.75-58.2
US 2-3 50-211110.
94475.55.75
Sows
LTS 1-2 27020 lbs.
14100-4500
US I-3300-20 lbs.
$4250-45.50
US 1-3 450-500Ibs.
645.0046.50
US 145116461WA
948.50-49.50
U824180411.111..........
942.243 00
Boers M7.11181.11

GET THE HEIN= PERSPECTIVE

G

on the president's
schedule today was a
visit to his hotel suite by
his tailor.
"Nothing tonight,
nothing tomorrow,"
deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes
said on Tuesday afterPrices furnished by First noon.
of Michigan, Woodman
The president, who flew
Bldg.
to Phoenix, Ariz., Monday with his wife for an
lelemtrisiL.
overnight visit with Mrs.
Reagan's ailing mother,
AA- Prododo
6116wee
AireeleseMeles
7 arie
was joined Tuesday by
MORE
W% +6.
White House deputy chief
Maoism 7•144mat
il% -li
Masse
Che1281
of staff Michael K.
Duca
We +es
Ford
laki -9I Deaver and National

Stock market

G.A_F.
GeowalDpwwWw
!WM&
Gorri

estate of millionaire
publisher, and fernier
ambassador, Wafter Annenberg.
Annenberg, who was
President Nixon's envoy
to Great Britain, and his
wife, Leonore, have been
hosts to Reagan and his
wife, Nancy, for more
than a decade of New
Year's celebrations.
When he returns to
Washington Sunday,
Reagan will face a host of
decisions, including choosing a new transportation
secretary to replace
Drew Lewis.

UK -16
SI +16

Gamma The

We -4e
We -ii

Goodrich.
Goodyear
Gut Oil
I.B.M
J.C. PameeY
Jerice
[mart

1161 +46
314 -46
Wei +46
4
Si +SID
............,. ON aer
274613 SA

waryieycommodes

Posit
Quaker Osts
Tesece
US. Totem

we WA

Weady's .
Wetter..
C.E.F. Yleid

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

n% 4%

AP* -16
Ire -Xs
41% me
El% -16
Mt -Ifs
IPA +16
14% +16
111611 1001A
11.11

Start Watching For

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

Livestock market

who served in the
Carter admiultration,
and James Sehloalager, a
veteran of the Ford administration, were
"highly likely" to join the
commission.

Corn-Austin's
Famous
Storewide Clearance
Sale

1978 Blazer K5
4 speed, power steering, air

condition, AM-FM-tape.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
641 S. Murray

753-2617

Men's Dept
113ZZIF 44tEW

MOW

SAVE 54 VF SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE

BYRON S

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

)
R506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

YDAY

753-2 80

W PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Jr.1
,
11

ODA4
- 4AP

New Year's' 1
Resolution
Coupon
I

Crest

IlleCILEARANCE
ale Ends12/31/
8
its,

50¢ Off

I
Anything In The !
Store Through Jan.i

We Can Easily
Transfer Your
Refill Prescription
To Byron's
Discount
Pharmacy

Christmas
Decorations, Wrapping
Paper,Bows & Etc.

1/
AA

Aviik
We Honor

PCS,Travelers,
Medimet,
Ky. Public
Assistance
And Workman's
Compensation
erWrrYirrVAvvi`v^vv`wirv414P-

NyQuil
SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
SALE
PRICE

15510112 'Rockwell
P23575115 Whitewall
Titionao Moo
Power Streak 11 Ile 1478-15 WhiterreN
P19575114 Whitewall
Custom Polysteel
750-16 S Ply
Se Ni Miler
L78-15 White Letter
Tricker Pulse
pr55550113 Blackwell
Viva
Ceskien kit Blew 175 -1 5 Whitewall

Time*
10
20
10
4
92
6
12

$35.00
$61.110
531.00
S63.00
$71.95
$75.00
$39.00
55 1.35

Plus P.11-7
Me leads
moiled

$1.39
$2.93

$2.54
$1.15

SAVE
$45"
View (Men)

$3.54
$3.42

49"

$1.111
$2.11

P13511411 Illeelt.41
1.1.1 I S1 {el ti

'4%*

NO MADE NEEDED

Liberal Budget Terms... Low Monthly Payments!

Save Dollars
Instead Of
Pennies At
Byron's

Day Care
Cold Medicine

RAIN CHECK - U we sell out of your size we will issue you
a rain check assuring future delivery at the advertised price

*WAVY'reir vvAi
T ;t\rt
v"
"
' 14.11

Robitussin
v'ems
41
Night Relief
8 oz.
Formula 44131

FRONT-END AL/G
GAS
SAVER'

di

Front wheel
%. an
Orrve
d
Cbevertes extra
•
Parts ano
Inspe
ct
all four
aoott
Caster
ttres
services extra ifionat
camber and toe • Set
per
-on to proneedea
alignment
•
soon anti
Inspect
wen% systemssuspen
US
• Most
cars some
Imports

includes up
quarts
ma/or
brand
Oil
Fitter extra

1

•
rf
Chassts
needed
• In
• cludeslubhcation
and oil
loo t
Please call
change
for trucks
aOporntrrient

COMPARE THEN SHOP US FOR
.QUALITY •vALUE•PRiCE
TERMS
vOUR. GOODYEAR DIALER

90 DAYS SAME AS CASHRUDOLPH TIRES & ALIGNMENT
RUDOLPH TIRES lit ALIGNMENT 72.
;15roWs
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

..•

802.$3.891 $2,95
Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00-6:00
Sundays

"I' SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE 54 E SAVE SAVE

.."
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Mirrray Ledger it runes

Face host Alabama-Birmingham in finale tonight

Racers ram Fordham with 30-point win in UAB Classic
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
BIRMINGHAM,
Ala. — Murray State has
a chance to capture its
first holiday tournamen
title in 27 years after
Tuesday's impressive 9363 win over Fordham in
the first round of the
University of AlabamaBirmingham Classic.
"I was pleased with our
effort, we played as hard
when we had a 30 point
lead as we did at the very
beginning," said Racer
coach Ron Greene, after
seeing his team boost its
record to 8-1. "We kept
attacking but kept good
shot selection. We played
very unselfishly as a
team, what more can I
say?
"It's hard to find
anything wrong with the
way we played tonight."
Fordham coach Tom
Pender agreed: "In
terms of offensive explosiveness they are certainly the best team
we've faced." And Fordham has faced several STEADY
STEWART — Guard Brian Stewart slammed two dunks on his way to a stellar 19-paint perfortnen
Ce
name schools already In
the Racers convincing 93-63 win over Fordham.
this season. They recently lost to No.3 St. John's
get beat I guess this is the relatives and when I go junior guard Brian were never threatened.
74-66, plus they faced No.
best way to do it."
home I'd like to be able to Stewart. After being For the game, MSU shot
14 Syracuse, Mississippi
While Fordham, 3-6, brag a little bit about sidelined for much of the 59.2 percent, Fordham
and Brigham Young.
was looking to bounce beating them," he said. early season with a foot 46.4. David Maxwell was
"If Murray had a
back in the consolation "We all want to win this injury Stewart said he the high scorer for Forweakness good shooting
game tonight, Murray tournament and we think came topliry against For- dham with 22 points. No
covered it up tonight,"
was edgy for a shot at we can play with dham.
other Rams were in dou,
Pender said. "Except for
UAB Classic Champion- anybody."
"I was ready for them ble figures.
the lack of a dominating
ship. The Racers will
Hood grew up in Mon- tonight. Sitting on the
Fordham outrebounded
big man Murray is an exmeet UAB in the final tgomery, Ala., along with bench earlier kind of the Racers 35-33, as Maxcellent team."
tonight, which will follow sophomore
tearrunate made me hungry to well grabbed 14. Glen
Murray launched a 6-0
the 6:30 p.m. consolation Vada Martin. Both play." said Stewart who Green had 7 caroms, and
advantage by capitalizgame between Fordham graduated from Lee High hit 5-12 from the field and his 20 points placed him
ing on three steals and
and Alaska-Anchorage. School.
was tied with Lamont Ilth on the MSU all-time
one blocked shot the first
UAB walloped Alaska Hood was a little disap- Sleets with 19 points.
scoring list with 1,139. Lafour times the Rams
102-60.
pointed with his permont Sleets has 1,178
brought the ball down
Ricky Hood, who was formance blaming an At one point, Stewart ex- points and is 10th on the
court. Fordham was comrecruited by UAB when "off night" for his mere emplified his team's hot list.
pletely baffled by Murthe program was first 13 points and 5 rebounds shooting by hitting a
Sibitlethes
ray's 212 zone, a factor
started in 1979, said he against the Rams. He layup and three long IORDBAM 031
Fender harped on
Cooper 1 64 2, McCormick 2 3-7 6,$aw
was eager to face the said, "I'm looking for- goals, the shortest being 1 04 1, McIntosh 4 64 1, Maxwell I 44
repeatedly.
Blazers. ,
ward to a better game 17 feet, in a four minute 32. Illerny 4646,Debars 14 1,Hob
"Thlerflayed good
"I watt to play .UAB against UAB.^'
T1:
1 61
1J14 Airgle611
3041=
".1.
spin.
zone. . .quick zone, and
4110411. %$144a
beacause it win be in
One Racer who wasn't
The Racers shot 80 per- MURRAY IRATE at
we wanted to get ahead
front of a lot of my depending on future good cent fron the field in the Groan 611-10 26, MartinI 141. Hood/14
early and force them into
hometown friends and games Tuesday was first nine minutes and 11, Sloops 7 24 10, Stewart I 1-2 HI, Lo
doper 1 34 5 Preston 0 34 /
man-to-man coverage.
Youngblood 3 3.20. Ingrain 0040, CurBut they're the ones who
ren 1 2-4 I. Cams 0 1-4 1 1.021.21 3232-43
32.
got ahead early and they
Elsrlino — Murray State M. Farad=
beat us in every aspect of
HIGH MAN — Forward
31 Faded out Skala, Camper
Total feels
the game. If you're gonna
Fordham 30. Marrs,
free throw line.
State 13
LOS ANGELES (AP) ferently.
rebounds were a season
NCAA News lists — There was disagree"We've known Gray high. But he still concedment between coaches could play like this. We
Racer statistics
over who had beaten who just waited for him to ed that it had been a
tough fight.
The Dec. 22 issue of the after UCLA center Stuart show us," Farmer said.
"I saw the bottoms of a
By KEN RAPPOPORT
NCAA News reports two Gray dunked the ball in "He showed a great deal lot of tennis shoes tonight.
tell you, whatever
AP Sports Writer
Murray State basketball the last 30 seconds to give of confidence in the se- Those guys ( from
action a coach can take
When you play the officially, I'll take it."
players were among the the 5th-ranked Bruins a cond half.
Louisville) can really
Gray credited his jump."
Boston Celtics, you also
national leaders in two 76-72 victory over 13thForward Eddie
coach, teammates and
play their tradition.
categories for games ranked Louisville.
Johnson scored a game"Overall
we
played
Gray, who was himself.
The Kansas City Kings high 30 points to lead a
played through Dec. 20.
well, especially in the
scoreless
in the first half,
"The coach stuck with first half," said Crum. were thinking about that balanced Kansas City atRacer center Ricky
Hood had 79 rebounds put in seven consecutive me and the team stuck "We shot well and were in when they took the court tack. The Kings trailed
through seven games for field goals to total his 14 with me. I know when I control of the game. against the multiple Na- by as many as 10 points
an 11.3 average, good second-hall points. His had four fouls they tried Crucial turnovers in the tional Basketball twice in the third quarter
Association champions but chipped away at the
enough for 17th place in last basket put the Bruins to foul me out but I didn't second half beat us."
change my style," he
Tuesday
night.
Celtics' lead and took
,the NCAA. His mark is ahead 74-72.
UCLA came from 10
But Louisville Coach said.
"At first our players over for good on a basket
just behind Allpoints
behind
twice
in
the
"At halftime I said to second half to gain the may have been in awe of by reserve Mike Woodson
Americans Keith Lee, Denny Crum wasn't
Memphis State, and ready to credit Gray with myself, 'You're a big victory. It may have had the Celtics," said Kansas with 2:03 left in the game.
In other NBA action, it
Ralph Sampson, defeating his team Tues- slow center.' I don't mind something to do with City Coach Cotton Fitzwas Denver 155, Indiana
Virginia, who are both day night at Pauley it when other people say halftime words from simmons.
It or write it, but when I Farmer.
But once they got over 150 in overtime;
tied for 13th with 11.6 Pavilion.
"Stuart Gray has a lot say it to myself I get mad.
caroms per contest.
"I told the players at that awe,the Kings show- Milwaukee 113, Chicago
In the scoring category, of talent," said Crum, I play better mad. In the halftime if they didn't ed Boston something of 103; Atlanta 123, San
forward Glen Green's 53 "but we bat ourselves. first half I was thinking want to play hard the their own, and whipped Diego 113; Phoenix 118.
too much."
rfield goals and 37 free He did not beat us."
coaches would go out (for the proud Celtics 129-124. Trail Blazers 94; Utah
Bruin Coach Larry
Gray's 14 points were a the second half)," he
Boston Coach Bill 105, Detroit 96 in overthrows totqled 143 points
Farmer thought dif- career high, and his nine
Fitch,
who received two time and Philadelphia
(Continued on 2-B)
said. "We played tentative and I was embar- technieals and was 104, Houston 93.
rassed by our per- ejected in the last Nuggets 155, Pacers 150
Denver rookie Rob
formance. It booked like seconds of the game, was
we never played against unhappy with the of- Williams sank two free
throws with 36 seconds
a good team on national ficiating.
"I'm going to do plenty left in overtime to clinch
TV."
officially," Fitch said. the Nuggets' victory over
(Continued on 3-B)

UCLA comeback beats Cards 76-72

Glen Green led MSU with 20 potnts, going 7-7 from the

Kings shake off image, beat Celts

Our Hours On
Friday, December 31st
Are Changed To
9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Security Federal
Savings& Loan
NMI
Asso.

1300 Johnson Blvd

759-1234

CHARLES J. BOHLE,MD.
LARRY C. FRANKS,MD.
Announce the relocation of their
office for the practice of
GYNECOLOGY and INFERTILITY
effective December 27, 1982
As

GYNECOLOGY
ASSOCIATES,P.S.0
Medland Park
216 Berger Road
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Phone(502)442-7181 for Appointments

Indiana.
The outcome overshadowed heroics by Indiana forward George
Johnson, who forced the
overtime by sinking three
three-point baskets in the
final 30 seconds of regulation play, which ended
with the teams tied at 139
Bucks 113, Bulls 103
Sidney Moncrief. who
scored ZS points and Marques Johnson, who had
27, combined for 18 in the
fourth quarter to lift
Milwaukee over Chicago.
The Bulls, behind Quintin Dailey and Orlando
Woolridge, held a 58-56
lead at the half and kept
the game close in the
third quarter, trailing 64-

82 with 12 minutes remaining But Moncred
and Johnson helped the
Bucks pull away at the
end for their third
straight victory
Hawks 123, Clippers 113
Dan Houndfield scored
a season-high 33 points,
eight of them in a lastquarter Atlanta charge
which broke open a onepoint game, leading the
Hawks over San Diego
Dominique Wilkins added
30 for Atlanta, tying his
season high.
The hapless Clippers,
who lost their ninth game
in 10. were led by Terry
Cummings'25 points
(Continued on 3-BI

EKU falls to Penn
in Music City
By The Associated Press
There was little consolation for Eastern Kentucky in the consolation
game of the Music City
Invitational college
basketball tournament
The Colonels dropped
their sixth game in nine
starts this season, and its
second in as many games
in this tournament, when
Pennsylvania outlasted
Eastern Kentucky 83-70
Tuesday night.
"We played tonight's
game like a consolation
game." said Eastern
Kentucky Coach Max
Good ''Penn played
more determined than we
did. That was my fault. I
also take responsibility
for the technical foul and
the six-point swing in the
first half. That hurt us,
too."
Penn Coach Craig lAttlepage. whose team as 52, agreed that the
technical foul was a ma}or factor
"The six-point swing in

the first hall on the
technical foul was certainly a key," he said
The technical, called on
the Eastern Kentucky
bench, occurred as Penn
held a 17-16 edge The
Quakers used the opportunity to score nine
consecutive points in
building a 10-point lead
**I thought we played
well last night, but
tonight we took better
care of the ball." Littlepage said "This tournament can be a great experience for us down the
road. We hope that we
can build with this tournament
Senior Michael
Brown's 14 points led a
balanced Pennsylvania
scoring attack, which
also featured 12 points by
Avery Rawlings and 10 by
Anthony Arnolie.
Ervin Stepp led
Eastern with 16 points
while Kenny Wilson and
David Thornton each added 12.
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Gregg wants to beat Oilers
to gain playoff advantage

MHS wins 1st round in holiday classic
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
CAMPBELLSVILLE —
Tommy Wagner's sharp
perimeter shooting netted 20 points Tuesday
night to lift Murray High
to a 59-45 victory over
Grant County in the first
round of the Campbellsville Holiday
Classic.
The Tigers, 5-3, now advance to a semifinal
game against undefeated
Taylor County, which
beat McCreary County,
63-58. Taylor is 7-0, and
after seeing the team
play one half, Tiger coach
Cary Miller said,
"They're a good basketball team. . .there were
no weaknesses that we
could see." Grant County
dropped to 7-5.
One thing Murray probably will have to improve on is free throw
percentage. The Tigers
hit just 7-20 from the
stripe, and did not score
on a foul shot until Roger
Dunn canned one just
before the end of the first
half. '"'We made the
game interesting," Miller
said. "We should have
won it easily if we hit our
free throws."
Miller will also be looking to get the ball inside
to Jim West who scored
10 points but possibly
could have had more if
the Tigers could get the
ball through Grant County's sagging zone
defense. If the zone can't
be penetrated, the coach
said he looks for the
guards to put it up from
the outside.
"Their zone collapsed
in on us," Miller said,
"and Wagner shot well
from the outside. That's
what we want our guards
to do." He added that his
team also has to "show
patience to get it in
there" to West.
While the Braves zone
seemed to be working,
the Tigers' was working

The Tigers semifinal
game starts at 4 p.m.
CST, and a win would put
them in tonight's championship against the winner of the Campbellsville
- Washington County contest. The host advanced
on a 61-59 win over
Spencer County, and
Washington County — the
tourney's defending
champ
Statistics
MURRAY — McCunton 4 1-3 9; Wagner
10 0-2 20: Wells 4 0-1 8: Parks 0 0-0 0;
West 50.3 10; Rutledge 1 1-33, Dunn 1 35 5, Billington 0 2-2 2; Johnson 1 0-22:
Houston 00-0 0; Wells J.004 0; Dailey 0
0-00.
G. Dunn 0 0-0 0;
GRANT
Parks 7 5409; M. Poole 3 1-2 7; K. Poole
1 04 2; K. Simpson 1 1-2 3; J. Simpson 1
1-43; H Simpson 0 2-2 2; Stith 4 1-29
Halftime — 29•23, MliS.
Fouls — Murray 12, Grant 14.
Technicals — McClinton (MOOS, Grant
County bench.

cowry -

Kentucky High School
Scores
By The Associated Press
Tueaday Games
Tournaments
Ashland Invitational
Pule 54, Rummell 56
Laurel Co. 74,EaN Carter
Beachwood Invitationel
Walton-Verona NI, Dayton 40
Campbellsville FUSON Classic
MURRAY 50, GRANT CO. 45
Tillier Co.0,McCreary Central 54
Milk Invitational
Covington Holy Cross Ti, Bellevue 62
Pendleton Co. 42, Ludlow 61
EWE Co Choo Cho Clank
Championship
Eatill Co. 71, Poland Co. 61
Coneolatko
Jadnenc.511,
46

By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Cincinnati Bengali Coach
Forrest Gregg has changed his tune about the importance of this week's
game against the 1-7
Houston Oilers.
Last week, Gregg told
his players to concentrate
on beating the Seattle
Seahawks to clinch a
playoff berth so they
could relax in their last
regular-season game.
That they did. But with
the American Conference
playoff picture still
scrambled, Gregg is
stressing the importance
of winning this Sunday to
Improve Cincinnati's
home-field prospects for
the playoffs.
"That's big," said offensive lineman Dave
Lapham. 'That's one of
the first things that was
mentioned after the game
(a 24-10 victory over Seattle). Forrest said, 'I told
you guys during the
week, let's just win this
game and go down and
have a lot of fun in
Houston.'
"(After the Seattle
game) he said, 'Let's go

even better They denied
the ball inside throughout
the game against a slightly smaller opponent, and
jumped out to an early 6-0
lead. From there it was
all Murray as they went
to a half-court trap, producing turnovers and
Tiger points.
With the score 39-30 and
3:31 left in the third, Murray went to a spread offense which opened the
way for some backdoor
buckets and provided the
Tigers with a significant
winning margin.
Defensively, the standouts for Murray were
West, who blocked four
shots and grabbed 10 rebounds, and David McCuiston with 12 boards,
many off the defensive
glass. McCuiston had
nine points. Third in rebounding was sophomore
Jamie Johnson with
seven, and Miller said he
and fellow 10th grader
Steve Rutledge are coming around.
"Our sophomores are
all improving," he said.
"The younger players are
starting to feel at home
and make a contribution."

Fayette Co. Invitational
Lea. Lafayette SS Scott Co. 53
Lax. Henry Clay 75, Shelby Co. 52
Fort Harrod Classic
Woodford Co. 67, Lincoln Co. 47
Carroll Co. 72, Harrodsburg 70
Franklin Co.0,Garrard Co. 38
Frankfort W. Hills 65, Mercer Co. 59
Leslie Co. Invitational
Owney Co. 11, Beckham 57
Knott Central 74, Evarts 02
Montgomery Co. Xmas Tournament
Bath Co. 58, Maysville St Patrick 57
Montgomery Co. 47, Ashland Holy
Family 44 30T
Newport Catholic Invitational
Newport Catholic 76, Covington
Holmes 64
Erlanger Lloyd 75, Newport 56

naming-Neon

(Continued on 3-B)

young team that hasn't
been in the playoffs that
much."
"Nobody's talked about
.the Super Bowl," said
linebacker Glenn
Cameron. "We're talking
about winning next week,
and going from there."
Offensive lineman Max
Montoya said the 74-10
victory over Seattle, clinching a playoff spot for.
Cincinnati with a 6-2
record, will make things
easier in this week's
preparation for Houston.
"It takes a lot of
pressure off your back,"
Montoya said. "You don't
want to go into the last
game with everything
banking on winning that
last game. You never
know what can happen.
"Houston's a very good
team, and playing in the
Astrodome — it's always
tough to play in the
'dome. It's difficult to win
just about anywhere in
the NFL"
The Hengelo blasted
the Oilers 27-7 in their
season opener. But they
haven't won in the
Astrodome since 1976.

753-1331
Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday & Sat.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
OUTSIDE WORK — Tiger guard Tommy Wagner can drive to the hoop, but his
real strength is in perimeter shooting as he canned 10 field goals against Grant
Co. as Murray advances to the semis.

Tenn.Tech.needs no ERA
COOKE VI .F, Tenn. Tom Deaton.
(AP) — Denette Kolbe, a
"At first, I felt a little
men's basketball out of place," she told
coaching assistant at The Knoxville NewsTennessee Tech, says the Sentinel. "I'll tell you the
pauses on the other end of truth. I was scared. I
her telephone ike sonie
*hither I'd
getting used to.''''
"tie adtittttierhy"'6biltheS;
When she uses the players or community."
phone to conduct team
She picked up the game
business, the men too as an eighth-grader at
often get confused, think- Danberry High School in
ing she wants the Lakeside, Ohio, where
women's coach.
eighth-grade boys' coach
As a graduate assistant Jim Renaldo encouraged
at the Ohio Valley Con- her to play.
ference school, Kolbe
"Mr. Renaldo became
keeps an eye out for the the girls' coach and we
fundamentals of the started a team the year I
game — ball handling, was a junior," Kolbe
free throws — and she said. "We went 11-7. The
joins assistants Frank next year, we were 20-1."
Harrell and Ricky Byrd
Recruited by Delta
on the bench with Coach State and Ohio State,
Kolbe chose the Golden
Eagles in Cookeville,
where she played four
years. Finally, she said,
Harrell helped convince
Deaton to sign her on as a
graduate assistant.
"It was in April, a Monday night. Coach Deaton
was working late. I went
to his office. He said the
decision was mine, that
he'd be pleased to have
me.
"I thanked him, said
I'd do it and left as professionally as I could. When
I got on down the hall, I
let out the loudest
'whoopee' you've ever
heard," Kolbe said.
"In the beginning, they
gave me limited responsibilities. I had recruiting

Breakfast
under a

NCAA
(Continued from 1-B)
• in seven games for a 20.4
average. This total was
good enough for a tie for
47th with John Revelli of
Stanford.
Among Ohio Valley
Conference opponents,
Green has just one competitor so far, but he is a

Scramb
Eggs, Sausage,
Hash Browns and
English Muffin

mailouts. Then I started
making travel arrangements on the phone.
I was breaking down
film. They said I could
he ont:this, door," she

Stie-rodalled once making a recruiting telephone
call to a junior college
coach. After a pause on
the other end of the
phone, the coach said,
"You want to talk about
one of my players? I
coach the men's team."
"I finally convinced
him who I am and what I
was doing. He laughed
heartily and said,'This is
a first.' He turned out to
be very helpful," she
said.
Another time, she
telephoned an upcoming
opponent to let an administrator know when
practice was scheduled.
Checking his list, the administrator insisted that
no women's game was
scheduled.
"She is a student of the
game," her colleague
Harrell said.
"She has a great sense
of fundamentals. She retains every little detail.
I'll come back from a
week of recruiting and
see something different
on the floor. I'll ask
Denette why we are doing
something a certain way.
Every time she has
known the answer," Harrell said.

Last night's games
SASKETSALL
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Musk Calv hentellionel
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Poesiivene 83 Easter?' 6., 70
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Las voiles 11S. Maps 96
Cesie 137, Wisconsin 112
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significant one. Akron's
Joe Jakubick, a junior, is
second in the nation with
a 26.9 average. Through
seven games,Jakubick —
who the Racers face at
home Saturday, Jan. 8 —
has hit 72 field golas and
44 foul shots for 188

Repair Ikon
Arkansas 52, St Peter's-N.J. 4
Aurora-W. 64, CaHltiverside 46
Charelnadet-Howall 105, Cal St..
Hayward 71
E. Canino 73. New Harershire 64
hit. 165, Mo. Ban. 9
maine 16, Fairfield 84
Manion 113, CCNY 54
Ono St. 14. Entere Mich 54

Las Miges=v Clank
(Mira Roved)
Tennessee 56 San Jose St 43

4
5
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Milwaukee at Washington, 795
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Family Problems?

23 to

[Es

j We Also Rent Ryder Trucks 753-7362

problems on the job, financial pro-

Drinking Problem!

Regional Alcohol Resource
a proven treatment Concept

for further information Contact:

Now any
McDonald's breakfast
entree is less than a dollar. A
good, solid meal. At a good low
price

Regional Medical Center — Madisonville, Ky.
Offftr Extosi641 Dee
Ti Pepeler Demand

(502)825-5100 Ext. No.648
or(502)683-0133
Mo lar Medical Insurance and Medicare Accepted

14
166
hi

emormh
Formerly Amoco Car Wash

blems, can't remember at times, legal problems.. many times these ore a
result of a
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Egg

107 N. 12th
753-5548
Murray, KY

down there and win and
get a home-field advantage."
The Super Bowl tournament will feature eight
teams from each conference, with the top four
getting home-field advantage in the first
round. Cincinnati's last
regular season game in
Houston this Sunday is
important in determing
the Hengelo' first-round
opponent and borne-field
advantage should they
win their first game.
"If we win (in
Houston), we'll be seeded
no worse than third (for
the Super Bowl tournament)," Gregg said.
"Then we would play the
sixth team. Try to figure
out who the sixth team is
going to be. We won't
know until Sunday
night."
The Bengals had the
home-field advantage
last season, when they
beat Buffalo and San
Diego in Riverfront
Stadium to advance to
Super Bowl XVI.
"It was obvious how
much it helped us last
year," Lapham said.
"Especially if you're a

We are not encoareging you to drink
daring the holidays, 1st...11 you or a
friend have too such to drink mid no one
to drive for you, cal us.
753-1621 City
753-3151 County
We will dispatch a car to take yea
home - anywhere in Calloway Comity and will not proseaste you for pooh& intexication.
A joint project to save lives.
Calloway County Attorney's Office
Murray Polk' Department
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
This offer geed fres 100 p.m. Friday, December
31, 1982, yeti 600 a... Seat*, leneery 2,
1183.
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Paul "Bear" Bryant
The '82season

His career

By HERSCHEL
"My teams have
1111:Reall8L
"I had 11 serviceman
NISSENSON
always gene cheek-towith me from North
NESSENSON
AP Sports Writer
cheek and jaw-to-jaw, AP Sports Writer
Carolina Pre-Flight and
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP) and we didn't have a lot of
MEMPHIS,Tenn_(AP) they probably knew mon
— The final chapter will that this year," Bryant — The lined face grew football than me."
be written tonight to the said. "But when it hap- even more wrinkled and
But who knows more
most successful coaching pened was not this year, his gaze seemed to drift football nowadays than
career in the history of but last year. If last year off to some faraway time the Bear? Lordy, he has
college football.
was 15 years earlier, I'd and some long-ago place seen just about
At the age of 69, Paul have gotten rid of six or as Bear Bryant, barely 24 everything there is to see
"Bear" Bryant is calling seven guys right quick.
hours away from his last and coached just about
It quits after a 38-year
"Last year, two or- hurrah, tried to recall every place there is Is
head coaching odyssey dinary teams beat us, and where it all began.
coach and won just about
that took him from that hadn't happened but
For sure, it was more everything there is to
Maryland to Kentucky to one time in 15 years. I than a half-century ago win. The record as a colTexas A&M and finally thought this year's per- when the game of football lege player, assistant
back to his beloved alma sonnel would be around and Paul William Bryant coach and head coach is
meter, the University of the top fighting for the na- began to work their 363-100-25 and 45 of
Alabama, a quarter- tional championship. I wonders together at For- "Bear's Boys" have gone
century ago.
thought it would be a dyce High School in the on to become college or
Whether Bryant bows great team late in the Arkansas bottomland.
professional head
out with 323 victories or year.
"I'm not sure, but I coaches themselves.
the 322 he now owns— he
"But the year is over think I played two games
"So many years and so
passed Amos Alonzo and we only played five in one week," the great many teams," Bryant
Stagg's mark of 314 last games like we're suppos- Alabama coach said said. "The 1950 Kentucky
season — is inunaterial. ed to play and we lost one Tuesday as he lounged in team, you couldn't hardly
And whether Alabama of those( Auburn)."
his hotel suite and tried to score on them, but I don't
defeats Illinois in
So Bryant realized it dismiss tonight's Liberty know how they'd do now.
tonight's 24th annual was decision time. Two Bowl game against Il- I thought the team I
Liberty Bowl game or weeks ago, he announced linois, his final bow,from played on was the best
suffers a fourth con- his retirement — he will his mind.
then, but I couldn't make
secutive defeat for the remain on as athletic
One thing of which he is anybody's team now. The
first time in Bryant's director for a few months certain is that the first 1956 Texas A&M team (9reign, the Bear will leave — and Ray Perkins, a game in which Bear 0-1) was just awesome. I
a standard for success former Alabama star Bryant played was the tied the one game, they
which many will strive now coaching the New first one he ever saw.
didn't do it. The 1961
for but few, if any, will York Giants in the Na"I had never seen a full Alabama team, nobody
reach.
tional Football League, is football game, but I slip- could score on us (25
From 1971 until this to succeed him.
ped in and saw part of points in 11 games). The
season, Alabama lost as
"I don't really know one," he reminisced. "I 1966 team might be the
many as three games on- when I made the deci- played guard, but I didn't best I've ever had; they
ly once. This year, the sion,'' Bryant said. really know what position had such speed and great
Crimson Tide lost four "Probably after the I was playing.
balance. We had a heck of
times and Bryant decided Southern Mississippi
"But I remember my a team in 1979 and great
! to pack it in. A 7-4 record game (a 38-29 setback first practice before I teams when Marty Lyons
might be utopia to some between losses to LSU played in a game. I wore and all those guys were
coaches; not Bear and Auburn).
street clothes and my on- playing (1977-78).
Bryant.
ly pair of shoes. Before
"I always said Pat
Bryant had never the game, I went and had Trammell was my
"If we were winning,
I'd still be coaching," he before considered retir- cleats put on those shoes. favorite player because
said Tuesday, shortly ing from Alabama, They were nailed on and I he died so young, but I
before his last practice at although he came close to couldn't take them off. I have so many favorites I
the helm of the Crimson leaving once before the was so proud of those couldn't point out who
Tide, followed by an emo- Miami Dolphins hired cleats. You could hear they all were. Little Pat is
tional farewell speech to Don Shula. And now that them clomp when I was in school at Alabama now
the troops during which his last hurrah is at hand, walking. I had to wear on an all-around scholarthe crusty old Bear and if his last squad them all the time, either ship and he made the
reportedly broke down meeting is any indication, that or go barefoot."
dean's list this
and bawled a couple of Bryant apparently is
Since the Alabama semester."
starting to feel the emo- team arrived here Suntimes.
Memories are made of
With Alabama's tion he says he doesn't day, the 69-year-old this. Memories.
poorest record since 1970, want his players to feel. Bryant has been Mem"Heck, I don't know.
than jio.t. IYPieal Bear Earl*Jo ttie week, he
main attraction. Everybody asks me that.
Bryant team. Nor was called -ft 21just another Cameras and gatikers This might surprise you,
last year's squad, despite game." It isn't And he are everywhere ' and but the first team I had at
knows it.
a 9-2-1 mark.
everyone wants to cast Texas A&M that won only
their eyes on the winn- one game,I'm awful fond
ingest, most famous of them. So many times
coach in history. The they could have quit, but
(Continued from 1-B)
final tally sheet will show they hung in there and
Rod Foster ended up while Dennis Johnson had either 322 or 323
victories lost some games by only
with 16 points for the 14 points and Kyle Macy for the old man,
who an- one or two points. When
Bruins, while Kenney
11 as Phoenix won for the nounced his retirement you've been in it as long
Fields got 15 and Darrin
sixth time in its last nine two weeks ago after 38 as I have, it's really hard
Daye added 12.
years as a head coach, to pick out things. If you
games.
Louisville center
Portland, led by the last quarter-century do, you forget something
Charles Jones put in 18
Darnell Valentine's 20 at Alabama, his alma and hurt people's feelpoints and Milt Wagner
points, lost its second meter.
ings."
added 15.
Bryant played there in
straight game.
Highlights.
UCLA crept to within
1933-34-35 and then served
"Beating Auburn for
Jazz 105, Pistons 98
two points, 54-52, before
Darrell Griffith scored as an assistant under the first time, beating
Louisville went on a 10-2
eight of his game-high 32 Frank Thomas for four Oklahoma in a bowl
blitz to take a 64-54 lead
game. But the closest
points in overtime as years.
with 11 minutes to play.
His first head coaching thing to a No. 1 highlight
Utah rallied to beat
UCLA turned the tide and
job was at Maryland in was at Texas A&M in
Detroit.
scored nine points in a
The Jazz had trailed 1945 and his first game 1955. We were playing
row to tie the game at 66
much of the game, but was against Guilford at Rice in Houston and we
all with 9:22 remaining.
were behind 124 with 3:27
tied it at 83 on a free College Park, Md.
Jones gave the Car"I remember that well. to go and they had the
throw by Danny Schayes
dinals a 72-68 lead with
with 43 seconds left in The Green Bay Packers ball. We won 20-12 and
4:44 remaining. It was
regulation. The game were in town to play the were about to score again
Louisville's last point of
went into overtime tied at Washington Redskins and when the game ended."
the night. The Bruins
He leaves the game
85, then Thomas took George Marshall, who
scored the last eight
charge to help the Jazz owned the Redskins, was continuing to insist that
points of the game.
snap a three-game losing a good friend of mine. He "I don't know if I've congot me the Maryland job. tributed aything to footstreak.
He invited Don Hutson (a ball. I've had an influence
76ers 104, Rockets 93
Philadelphia's Julius Packer star and Alabama on a lot of young people's
(Continued from 1-B)
Erving poured in 29 teammate of Bryant) and lives; some was good and
Suns 118, Trail Blazers 94 points and Moses Malone me to dinner the night some wasn't. But I could
Walter Davis and added 24 points and 17 re- before.
coach people; I've known
Larry Nance led a bounds as the 76ers whipF,‘
"I heard Guilford had a that for a long time. I just
balanced Phoenix offense ped Houston.
bunch of ringers from the don't coach people as well
with 22 points apiece as
A sellout crowd of service, but Hutson said, as I used to."
the Suns rolled past 15,816 turned out to see 'If you have to worry
Portland.
Will Grimidey is on
the return to Houston of about beating this team,
Maurice Lucas added Malone, who was traded you better get out of this vacation.
13 points and 10 rebounds to the 76ers.
profession.'
4

UCLA

NBA...

THE FUN DOESN'T STOP WHEN
YOU HAVE PICTURES...

Happy Holidays To All...
From Amvets Post 45
THE
REGULAR
PRICE
OF
DEVELOP
AND
PRINT
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35mm AND DSO
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New Year's Eve Party Music
By "Twice As Nice"
Champagne and party favors
plus a big breakfast.

LOOSE BALL — lechigaa football coach Be lichumbachisr.
Ink and UCLA conch Terry Donahue promote
their teams' meeting in the Jan. 1 Raw Bowl. AP photo

Kid boxer followsdad's footwork
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) — Clarence
Richard "Bones" Adams
II has no intention of
becomirig a professional
boxer, even though his
amateur record over
three years — 33 wins in
M fights — may point in
that direction.
Adams insists boxing is
"only a hobby. I'm not going to make a career out
of this.
He's got plenty of time
to decide. Bones Adams
Is only 8 years old.
His father, Richard
Adams, of Henderson,
Ky., says trading boxing
has come naturally to his
youngest son.
"Either he was made
for boxing or boxing was
made for him," says
Richard Adams, the
youngster's father.
Dad is always nearby
when Bones steps into the
ring.
"If I see him take a
really hard punch or if I
see he's scared, I'll throw
It in," Adams said.

Thus far, it hasn't hap- anytime"
Twice a week. Adana
"He hasn't even had so takes Bones and his other
much as a bloody nose," son, 13-year-old "Tank."
Adams said of his
across the Ohio River to
pound son. "Don't let him the Boxer's Den, an
make you think he's a Evansville gym which is
tough guy, though. I've little more than a baseseen him take some hard ment MOM.
shots without betting an
At the den, Gerald
eye.
Rice, Pat Roll and Greg
"But then I've seen him DeVoy train the Adams
get a little bitty cut CIO his boys and 20 other boxers.
hand and he'll cry like the
Rice, an Evansville
dickens," Adams con- police officer, won three
tinued. "He's still the local Golden Gloves Utles
baby of the family."
and was undefeated in six
Despite the bad publici- pro bouts. His father,
ty recently given profes- Garfield, was an Indiana
sional pugilism, Adams lightweight champion.
does not fear for his son's
Rice calls the ;4ung
health when he steps into Adams, "extraordinary
the ring.
for his age. I haven't seen
"Boxing is the safest anyone as young as he is
sport, no matter what you as good as he Is.
hear," Adams said. "It's
Bones has also imJust been given bad pressed crowds that have
publicity; things have watched him from St.
been blown out of propor- Louis to Memphis.
tion.
"People really rake to
"How many kids have
- at the exhibihens,u
you seen paralyzed from Adams said. "They love
football? I'd rather have him. He's their darling."
my kids boxing
In conversation, Bones

it jilt

your average I.
year-old. All that
changes, however, when
he enters the ring
"He's a Jecityll-iindHyde," said his father
"His whole personality
changes He's all
business."
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Some of the ways to do business with us are changing.

But we're still as
close as your phone.
The telephone industry is changing - reorga
nizing.That means more options::r
s=
sAnd
some changes In the way you do
with us.11 you've done business with us lately.
you may have gone to one of our retail outlets.
Now if you need help with phone service,
call us &ACM•South Central Bell service representative if you saint to
-order new phone service.
-change your existing servkx.
-disconnect
service.
-ask a qur.tkm about,our bill.
-=change or return sets purebred
or leaned from South Central Bell.
Rik carmot •.Wmtv or take back
sets purchased or1nd from
other suppliers.)
0111South Central Bell's repair service if
you have trout* with your service or with a
set thst is leard from South Central
or service or repair at phone meta that
itc;awin -whether they came from South
Bell or another supplier- you should
follow the warranty kistructions or other
maintenance arrangement made at the time
of purchase.)
lbull find the phone numbers Sr your
service representative and repair service in
the fn3nt ofthe South Central Bell phone book.
Wben you call us.in many CMGS well be abie
to complete your burliness or solve your probiem while you're on the phone ln other cases.
we may offer to nue uukpment or parts to you.
Or you may be iru1tea phone company
service center to compiete your transaction.
so well tell you where the nearest one is
and wben It
.
. open.
Some things wont change. During 1983
South Central Bell will still plteeldt You with
dependabie local and long amunce phone per
vice-%WU continue to be responsible Sr
phones that residence and business canton
as now lease from us. And well continue to
Mame telephoner land to sell some selected
phoaeal aslong as they're smilable from in
motor,(Mb neguirtory approcal. we cio pi
to oiler single-tine residence arid business

=T
m

V

Members must have reservations.
Call 901-642-8690
kiiroftillfteR*41401104Millftli,

customers the option of buying telephones
that are now leased from us.)
There'll be more changes in the tale
Industry in the coming year or coo as
Central Bell and other BeU
companies are separated from Alrg
aring
td raw
Into regional companies.This change
ortrzed
ganiration.to take place in 1964. will
ailed significantly how rai get and use
teletxxrununiciatkes services.
But no matter bow things change.South
Central Bell is committed to seeing that cm
Lain things rennin the mac Vitll stIll haw
good.dependable people and the same gold
powiding you with the best moat schemed
telephone service at rearionabk rates.
VS11 keep you informed. But in the
meantime.if you have any questions about the
changes in the industry or about how to do
business with us now call 1 800566-5000,toll
tree. 10 a.m. 11 pm..Central Time.Monday
throuip Friday Or Witt kw a tree broc:hure.
"Let's bilk About Change:

=
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WE DELIV
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BECAUSE WE VALUE OUR
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WEEK WHO SPECIALS
Hyde Park
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arket 4/4 hrmiture
In Paris, Tn.

Invites you all to visit us
New Year's Day for

Black Eyed Peas
And Hog Jowl
A Traditional Good Luck Treat

OPEN NEW YEAR'S
DAY
CLOSED FRIDAY, DEC. 31st
We are marking down
everything in the store

25 T060°A

OFF

STOREWIDE SALE
Ladies bring your husband to our store and while
you shop he can sit in our Lazy Boy Recliners and
watch TV and enjoy his favorite bowl game. We'll
even feed him cold drinks, popcorn and hog jowl,
while he rests in front of the TV.

FREE
$1 ,000
IN PRIZES
To Be Given Away
No Purchase Necessary
Just Register

Just Received
50 New Lazy Boy Recliners
$1 9900
& Up

Everything Is Specially Priced
For This Day Only!

DON'T
MISS THIS SALE
[
hillosterCorld
........... iiiill

iMarket

"The Store With
The Low Overhead"

414 hrifiture

Geraldine & Terry Sykes, Mgrs.

414 North Market Street, Paris, Tn.
Phone 642-6996

Mining year full of tragedies
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — If accidents
teach safety, 1982 was a
year for harsh lessons in
Kentucky's underground
coalmines
Tragedy struck early.
Seven men died in an
explosion Jan. 20 at the
R.F.H. Coal Co. at
Craynor. Just the month
before, eight had died in
an explosion at an Adkins
Coal Co. mine at Topmost.
The eastern Kentucky
accidents gave miners a
vivid reminder of the
danger of their work.
And, adds state Mines
and Minerals Commissioner Willard Stanley,
they led to the spending of
$930,000 on new state
safety programs.
Kentucky has had 38
mine fatalities so far in
1982, mostly in individual
accidents, up from 36 in
1981.
But Stanley said safety
efforts and miner
awareness are having an
Impact, though accident
risks are down because of
idle mines, closed by
market slump.
"I don't want to be real
boastful," Stanley said in
a recent interview. "But
we got this program in effect in mid-July and
began to enforce it real
soon.
"In November we had
one (non-explosives
related) fatal. In
December we haven't
had any, and I beat on
wood, but I can see a big
trend," he said. "To my
knowledge, we haven't
had a person even injured

from the carrying or
handling of explosives
since June 1."
State mine regulations
were reviewed by a commission appointed Jan. 211
by Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. Stanley said its
recommendations included "several things that
really updated our law."
Shot-firers, who handle
explosives, must now
have a year's experience
underground, take a
course and pass a test for
certification.
Previously, 90 days experience was required,
Stanley said. "That certainly was a weak part in
the law."
A new sampling program allows an inspector
to have mine-dust
samples analyzed at a
regional Mines and
Minerals office rather
than send them away,
which can take months,
Stanley said. "He can go
back in the afternoon and
issue a citation and get it
cleaned up."
Mine operators are required to submit blasting
plans and obtain permits,
Stanley said. "We take a
good look at the blasting
patterns."
The eastern Kentucky
explosions apparently
happened when lack of
"stemming" material let
flames from blasting
charges shoot out into the
mines, where the air was
laden with explosive coal
dust, Stanley said. Coal
dust can be controlled by
spreading rock dust In a
mine.
Stanley said an improv-

ed annual reporting
system will help deal with
those problems. Mines
must report their purchases of rock dust, explosives, and stemrniog
material, and the amount
of coal produced.
"We can compute and
tell if they're doing a good
job of rock dusting or using the amount of stemming they ought to be using, just by the purchases," Stanley said.
For example, he said,
"You ought to be using
about 10 pounds of rock
dust per ton of coal mined."
Another step was forming a task force of seven
state mine inspectors and
four state troopers to
seek out illegal "wildcat"
mines — those operating
without either the required Natural
Resources Department
permit that governs
reclamation or a license
from the Mines and
Minerals Department.
Licenseholders must
make severance tax and
workmen's compensation
payments to the state,
and are subject to safety
inspections.
Eight fatalities occurred in illegal mines in
1981, and just one this
year, Mines and Minerals
Department figures indicate.
There have been no
fatalities since the task
force began operating in
July, said the commander, state police Lt.
David Whitehouse.
Operating on tips from
Inspectors and public

complaints about
destruction of ;Tapley,
blasting damage to wens,
truck damage to reads
and other mining side effects, it has closed nine
mines and seised equipment valued at more dna
$2 million, much at wig&
will be auctioned to help
pay for the progrum,
Whitehouse said.
Whitehouse said the
number of wildcat mines
must still be estimated in
the hundreds, but he and
Stanley agreed the
presence of the teak force
is persuading many to
"go legal."
"We are in a slump,"
Stanley said. "The
economy is clorn. But we
still licensed about 300
more mines this year,
which is indicative of how
many illegal mines we've
put into the fold."
A United Mine Workers
union safety officer said
he had seen inzprovements in safety
precautions, "especially
around solid blasting."
Union safety committees are essential to remind miners, if
pressured for production
during hard economic
times, "that you don't
take shortcuts on safety
regardless," said the
safety officer, who asked
not to be identified
because he feared it
would jeopardize his
employment.
But he said, "In the
mines I've been in, I can
see they've upgraded it."
Since the accidents, he
said,"It's on everybody's
minds."

Beavers making presence known
MORGANTOWN, Ky.
(AP) — Nature's
engineer, the beaver, is
making his presence
known on the tributaries
of the Green and Barren
rivers throughout
southcentral Kentucky.
"It's hard to say what
the population is," said
Oscar Hunt, the Butler
County game warden, but
the beaver is spreading
throughout his county.
The area is a natural
habitat for beavers, but
now there are few natural
predators to check their
growth and the population is on the increase,
Hunt said.
"We're seeing more
beaver throughout our
district," said Wayne
Riley, district supervisor
for the state Department
of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
Hunting the beaver is
legal in Kentucky from
the third Thursday in
November through the
end of January, but the
demand for beaver fur is
slight and few people trap
them anymore, Hunt
said.
"It takes an exceptionally strong trap to
hold a beaver and for
most trappers in the area
it is not worth it," Riley
said.
Migrating up the Green
and Barren rivers, the
beavers have found a
home on their tributaries,
Hunt said.
The adult beaver will
build a colony and then
leave it to build a new colony after raising the
young. The young
beavers will have a new
generation and then leave

to build a new colony farms about 120 acres
after they are raised, ac- near Kentucky 79 near
cording to Riley.
the Little Indian Camp
Usually staying in Creek in the Flener comremote areas, the beaver munity of Butler County,
chooses sites for its col- recently had to dig out a
onies near a wooded area, beaver dam on his property.
Riley said.
Butler County farmers
The beaver is a shy
imimal that does most of have seen an increase in
its work at night and beavers in the last year,
poses little danger but Howard said.
their dam building can be
The beavers build a
a problem to farmers who dam across the creek
are having their fields backing the water into
flooded by the darns, the bottomland, Howard
Hunt said.
said. Living up to their
Eugene Howard, who reputation as one of

nature's finest builders,
little water passes
through the dams
although some might spill
over it after a heavy rain,
Howard said.
Farmers have to use a
backhoe to dig the dams
out of the creeks, Howard
said, but the beavers
usually rebuild their
dams in a few days.
Before farmers destroy
the beaver dams, they
should first contact the
county game warden or
the fish and wildlife
department for permission, Hunt said.

Mattel to unveil new video games
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Mattel Inc. plans to
unveil its new children's
video games with HannaBarbera characters for
dealers next month in Las
Vegas, with retail
shipments possibly beginning in May.
"The explosive growth
of home video electronic
games in recent years
makes this an unusually
exciting opportunity for
Taft" Broadcasting Inc.,
said Donald Stapleton,
general manager of the
firm's merchandising
group.
Taft and Mattel have
reached agreement for
the characters like "The
Flintstones," "Yogi
Bear," and "Scooby-Do."
But the "Smurfs,"
Hanna-Barbera's new
Saturday morning cartoon hit, will not be included.
"Mattel is a leader in
the video games industry,
bringing years of

marketing expertise and
sales success to the proposed partnership with
our cartoon characters,"
he said.
Stapleton said the
characters licensed by
Taft would be used in
games designed for
children ages6 to 12.
Taft and Mattel hope
that children will be more
likely to play video
games if they involve
familiar cartoon
characters.
"The prospect of seeing
them in combination with
video games especially
designed for pre-teens
represents a tremendous
sales potential,"
Stapleton said. "It provides Mattel with a
distinct product advantage in an increasingly competitive market."
The games will be
primarily for Mattel's Intellivision system. But
some will be developed
by Mattel's M-Network,
which markets cassettes

that can be used on competitive game consoles,
such as Atari.
Stapleton is hoping the
partnership will mean
profits for Taft. However,
the video games market
has been off somewhat
recently.
Mattel officials said
they expect to post a loss
for the fourth quarter.
Atari Inc., owned by
Warner Communications, doesn't expect to
meet its original profit
goal forecasts.

Road closed
BURLINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Boone County
Judge-executive Terry
Roberts says the newly
opened Richardson Road
Bridge will remain dosed
until Monday after an approach sank 5-10 inches.
The $252,0e0 bridge,
which connects Boone
and Kenton Counties near
U.S. 42, was jointly
financed by those counties.

Start Watching For

Corn-Austin's
Famous
Storewide Clearance
Sale

WELCOME WAGON
WANTS TO
VISIT YOU

Men's Dept.

JOHN'S SAYING CENTER
Come in today and see our selection
of workshoes, workboots, western
boots and converse athletic shoes. We
also have plumbing and electrical
repairs and hardware.

WITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS
And i'h bring helpful information plus cards
you can redeem for more gifts at local businesses. My visit's a friendly call at no cost
or obligation to you. Just engaged'? New
parent? Moved? I'd like to visit you at your
convenience.

HOSTESS

Kathryn OrtIond 753-3079
Mary

JOHN NANNY Owner
2206 Coldwater Rd.

753-2320

492-$348

*

/1. List.
'
753-5571

Uncle Jeff's Health
And Beauty Aids
Wintuk Yarn

Leber* Gel
Far Closer Shave
Regular, Lime, Special &
Medicated. 7 ex. Can

Reg 1.39 Sole

Vicks NyQuil
Night Time Cold Medicine

$ 1 69
New
Liqua 4
Skin Cleansing
System
2.5 or.

1116Boots

6 es Sae $229

Chloraseptic
Lozenges
For Sere Threat Pei
Menthol or Cherry
11 Lumps

Sok 44

Men's Insulated

Head & Chest
Cold Medicine
111 Tablets
12 Capsules
Sale Your Choke
$ 1 56

Luggage &
Footlockers
On Sale

25%

Off
Boy's Long Sleeve

Gillette Atra
Cartridges
Pecker of 5
$139
Sale

Fast Action
Low Sodium
120z. Liquid
100 Tablets
Sale Your Choice $1 79

By Gorilla
Reg. $34.88
Sole

Secret Roll-On
Anti Perspirant

$1
Ladies Dept.
254.,n

88
9

Sale Price

Off To I

Pullover Shirts
1/,
1/,
J Off To
A
Special Selection

Off

Ladies Dress Pants steepweor
Ladies Blouses
Ladies Robes
,LadiesSwegaters
Ladies Denim Jeans4aranimals
Girls Denim Jeans
Z. Off

Ascriptin
Asprin With Maalox
100 Tablets

Vicks
Formula 44
Cough Mixture
$988
6 oz. Sale

AID

G.E. Electric sa,
Skillet
"•*
Stich'
Sselecs
CistA
Coorfrocliso For
boo Nest

Sole

$33.117
-4.00

Le Pot Replacement Pot

$1 97

so.

Vicks
Formula 44D
Decongestant
Cough Mixture

$219
6 oz. Sole

110

G.E. Automatic
2-Slice Toaster
s,$13.9
Sole
9
Comport Stylise
mi._
Trey toil. newie-3.00

swig one crime

Your Final
Cost
Model T-17

$

099

10 Cop, Fits Most Al
Astaire* Coffee lAokors

No. D11,- 1 0 Sole $299

it0001311%

Boost
Gas Line
Anti-Freeze
& Dryer
Rog. 79'

Mead Spell-Write
Steno Notebook

Windshield
Washer &
Anti-Freeze
Solvent

Union Camp
"Electric Gems"
nos« look, Oohs
Of Beth isms,
Spots lurrogiors Or
Asteroids & Mon
OIL 524001

Engine Starting Fluid
For A Fist Start Oe Cold Days

2050.$1 39

Mead Flex 3 Siam
wed.'ca,_..2
ttpuriable Pram%
And 3 Mime
listobook
Com
111012 Valero
Cloosmr
140339

Preston.
De-Icer
With
Scraper Top
$1 47
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by Sochi', hart
Time running out for Edmonson County ambulance service observations Potter
C.J. airs our dirty linens
in the front yard
Rains force closing of bridge

BROWNSVILLE Ky
(AP) — There's almost
no chance of meeting a
• Friday deadline of raising $105,000 to help
finance a new emergency
b ambulance service in Ed,. monson County, subscription drive organizers say
Just 10 volunteers at•
tended a meeting Monday
t• o organize for a final
I. push before the deadline,
•
id Sandra Potter a co-

chairman of the subscription drive.
"I think the chances
are nil right now for having a service," Mrs. Potter said. "We just didn't
get the response that we
had hoped we would get."
County voters on Nov.
10 rejected a proposal
that called for a 10-cent
per $100 levy to finance a
county operated service.
the subscri•tion drive

BIO JOHN'S
BRICK OVEN

.
I

I.

BAKERY
APPLE
FRITTERS

5, 994

E OF THE WEE
8" DOME $149
CAKE
COFFEE
RINGS

•

•
•
•
•

FRENCH
BREAD

•
•
4
:
4.
4

694

CC

SOW,sot 141 The
al Joh. Bakery Awl
Sip Yow CP/Adron Up
For Our Cookie Cord
Big John's

EU

•

DEUCIOUS FOODS PREPARED
FRESH DAILY!
'WWI Trap Pad Chow Bells Foe
Your Mow Yews Partin

POTATO
SALAD
1r
11.•

99'
RE N FR IN BIG JOHN'S BRICK OVEN

Y

4.

TURKEY
BREAST
SNACK-PAC

Rot

$399

99•

ffAWV1 BEEF
SANDWICH $149
FRISS FROM Ms JOSS'S SNICK OVEN SAINT

AO NOM

•t•

"• .

A, •
'
44

smor 918 NiAll N

V

•••

fails, Mrs.
said
The county operated collected WAX, which
another try at the ballot service ended last month. would be returned if the
box might be considered
Volunteers 80 far have drive fails,she said.

Perhaps it's human
nature to put our best foot
Bridge.
ly.
forward and sweep under
Boone County ConnateHe said recent rains the rug things we want to
sioner John Weaver said caused the dirt to settle hide. That tendency caussettllng of fill dirt used in several inches, and of- ed some to resent the prothe approaches has been ficials feared cars would file that columnist John
a continuing problem, be damaged by the drop- Ed Pearce presented of
and that dirt had to be off at the end of the Calloway County, in the
hauled in twice previous- bridge.
Magazine section of The
Courier -Journal
December 12.
After I recovered from
seeing my picture that
COVINGTON, Ky.
U.S. Magistrate Barry showed me as being
(AP) — Two men ar- Wehrman said the move shelved, I read the story
rested at the Greater Cin- was subject to approval very carefully more than
cinnati International Air- by federal authorities in once and I came to the
port on Dec. 14 with Ohio.
conclusion that it por$121,000 in a suitcase
trayed our community
have agreed to return to
Richard Alsop, 42, and and even me as others see
Ohio to face charges in Ralph E. Moor, 39, were us.
connection with a bank indicted on federal bank
With the exception of
holdup in Springfield.
robbery charges.
two instances, and one
may have been a
typographical error, the
story is accurate. He
reported the Coldwater
point of interest as "Cook
Stove road." It should
have read Cook's Store
ending
road..." Also, Nathan B.
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
7 Crowd
Stubblefield, inventor of
8 Do the crawl
radio, is not the father of
MCC =OM COO
9 Cake mix
CCM COMM UDC
the late Congressman
10 Be in debt
EICIDUCC UM DED
Frank Albert Stub11 Weight of
MUD =OHO
India
blefield. Well not exactly
OUGIUDEION OU
16 Group of
true — He gave me too
MEMO EICEI CUM
scouts
much credit. But I'm glad
18 Hit lightly
CU CLIMICUO 121:1
he reported me
20 Sorrow
DOU UOU BMOC
favorably. In fact, I wish
22 Frolic
DU CUCCUMUC
23 By oneself
more local people had
MOO UMW
25 Prankster
MO DU MUOCUU
been mentioned — Max
perhaps
UM ODUCI GUM
Hurt for instance. I would
27 Capital of
CUIEJ UMOU MUM
he has received
guess
Morocco
more honors than any
28 Practical
other living resident.
30 Dandy
the track
56 Period of

ing words as his tools. Murray since World War
"Why didn't he use pic- D when be was an officer
tures of the pretty homes In the Naval Cadet Corps
Instead of one that was stationed at Murray
primitive as far as elec- State.
tricity and running water
His reference to Dr.
conveniences," many Hal Houston's conversaasked. He had a reason.
tion about Harmony LanHe shows history
ding made me think that
He came to Murray the place was located on
loaded with statistics on Kentucky Lake, but Hal
the history of Calloway explained this was the
County — all from the name of a point in the
historical archives, Louisville Country Club.
Frankfort. These facts
Calloway honored
show a trend of opposition
with publication
to progress by listing all
Even though we don't
the "No" votes of the past like to face the truth and
— one he neglected to see our dirty laundry
name — that of the aired to the public, sitting
negative ballot that on the fence and seeing
would have united the ourselves as we really
county and city schools. I are, is good for us and
still think we should have puts us in the mood to
voted favorably.
continue improving.
Listing the miles of
gravel roads, and "twolane twisters" may be
just the aid we need to get
the attention of the
powers that be in the
State Highway DepartACROSS
1 Pile
ment. Who knows — that
4 Bits of gossip
may be the shove that
9 Genus of
will get highway 641 comcattle
pleted. Then we can have
12 Time gone by
easier transportation in
13 Hurl
14 Reverence
and out of the county.
15 Improve
The good
17 Tart
Frames Drake
side
pictured
19 Dart
In
his
close-style
FOR THURSDAY,
21 Small rug
writing, he mentioned all
DECEMBER 30,1982
22 Roman
the quality things that we What kind of day will tomorstatesman
24 Nod
boast about. He showed row be? To find out what the
26 Llama land
that he admired the coun- stars say, read the forecast
29 Reserved
ty and denied the reputa- given for your birth sign.
31 Dine
tion that we have in33 Rodent
herited as being a "red- ARIM
34 River in Italy 32 Hindu
45 Tree
time
I consider John Ed the necked-hick town." (Mar.21 to Apr. "
35 Dad
cymbals
47 Excavate
57 Tear
19) CA
37 Sal of song
best columnist I follow. Clearly and consicely he You've reached
36 Dance step
49 Trapped
59 Actor
a turning
39 Twice: Prefix 38 Lothario
He is an artist and paints stated "A hick town it is point regarding a career
Wallach
52 Wan
mat40 Goat
41 Jeopardy
60 Tatter
54 Peel
Interesting, accurate, not." He ought to know ter. Visitors may act in ways
42 Crony
43 Once around 55 Container
63 Man — man
educational pictures, us- because he has followed that you hadn't anticipated.
44 Restricted
1 2 3
4 5 8 7 8
9 10 11
46 Peruse
Be flexible.
48 Algonquian
TAURUS
12
13
14
50 Ballot
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ti‘C,
15
1
51 Pinch
18
17
SUPERIOR, Wisc. befarbehind.
The picture changes too
53 Document
Oakes 'said he spotted rapidly to make a busines,s
19
21
20
(AP) — A Kentucky man
55 Supplicant
found out Tuesday what a snow drifts about 4-feet to commitment. Come to a deci58 Collect
22 23
24
25
28
27 28
61 Exist
Wisconsin winter can be 5-feet deep, and people sion regarding study and self31
30
33
2
62 Liquid
"
living along U.S. 2 improvement.
like.
measure
34
35
37
Ray Oakes of Louisville counted just two cars on GEMINI
39
38
64 Guido note
9
was visiting the corn- the road in a three-hour (May 21 to June 20) 11$1
40
41
42
43
65 Long fish
44
45
Either you.or a loved one is
munity of Maple, located period this morning.
66 Lyric poem
frir
48
47
48
49
50
Oakes said no one was inclined to be careless about
67 Outfit
in extreme northern
Wisconsin along Lake moving about much money. Make that resolution
51
52
DOWN
Superior, -which received because the reads were. toget youraccounts4honslez.
57
58
II
I
1 Catch
about a foot of snow Tues- so bad and the drifts so CANCER
2 Mature
81
82
83
64
day. The National high. But he said it would (June 21 toJuly 22) e(:)
3 Baked item
Weather Service be just a matter of time Important domestic deci4 Roman road
85
88
87
5 Pulsate
predicted that up to before people started dig- sions are in the offing. Don't
procrastinate on the job. Be
6 Comparative
another foot of might not ging out.
careful about details.
LEO
(July
23 to Aug.22) 4244A
THAT'S ONE MORE
*THREE TIMES 15
A hectic social pace may inTHAN A RECOMMENDED
TOO MUCH
terfere with peace of mind.
DAILY ALLOWANCE!
You'll profit by some
moments of privacy. Enjoy
quiet pursuits.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 toSept. 22)
The spotlight is on romance.
You'll make a decision about a
MM.
child's welfare. Friends now
• -••••
are a distracting influence.
a.,
'-,
if 0
0 0
LIBRA
0 0,
°0 0
0000
.
,..,
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
o
0 0
00
0- ‘ 1° 0 0o0
You'll make little progress
O 0.
00
trit 0 0
regarding career endeavors,
0
O0
0 0
but should attend to a
0
0
0thi
lj
0
domestic matter. Scrutinize
I
*
..t.,0.
4
.
business proposals.
0„,,(cw„.
0
„L.
0
c 0 .... :
o 0o
SCORPIO
...,i.4::,. .:„...
00
OFF
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
o,
IIIV -'
THE
Unexpected expenses may
o''
'
'
:
' .•'7::::::':"),•;.
1! k:
-arise in connection with
4
0o
o0
0
...., 0
0
° SNOW00,
travel. Perhaps you've been
00
-' 0 .300o000 o --0
000 00
o
co o
o
relying too much on another's
0
0
)
o o
,-.
•••••
o
0 0 0 0
0 ..,
0Inc.
oec -z• 0 o
advice. Be yourself.
1982 United Feature Syndicate,
0 0
a•••
----------0 0
0 AI•mc-L•spcy
°
- 0C
SAGITTARIUS
X HATE TO
BEAUTIFUL MORNING,
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) )
tiV
PO You WANT A
START OFF
Watch credit-card expenMISS BUXLEY! Wi4AT
GLAZED POLIGPINUT
ditures. Your inclination is to
WITH A REAL
GREAT DECISIONS
OR A CI4EESE DANISg
be extravagant or to take
BIGGIE
PO YOU HAVE
FOR YOUR
needless risks with your
LIKE TI4AT
WAITING FOR ME .
COFFEE
resources.
BREAK c•
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72toJan. 19) WO
Re-examine the purposes of
a relationship. You and a loved one may have been partying at the expense of other important considerations.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You need to be more attenYOU'RE ALWAYS
UT DOESN'T IT TAKE
COOKIE, I KNOW
tive to job performance. Do
PI5HIN6 POR
A GREAT PERSON
011-4AT VOUR
not let others tempt you to
COMPLIMEN75
TO ADMIT IT?
PczobLEM 15
waste valuable time today and
in the near future.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Mixing business and
pleasure could lead to some incorrect moves. Social life is
active and you'll make some
new friends.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
flair for self-expression, but at
times can be fixed in opinion.
Do not let yourself become
TAKE OFP
self-satisfied with your acTHAT 4RNIOR,ULR10-1,
complishments. Also be willAND GIVE ME THE
ing to learn more and to
RE5T OF IT
LYING ON THE
broaden your viewpoint.
GROUND.
You'll succeed in sales, advertising, public relations and
writing. You also may be
drawn to law, banking and
politics. You have management ability, but once in a
while you can be lazy. Birthdate of: Sandy Koufax,
baseball star; Rudyard Kipling, author; and Jack Lard,
Mau

FLORENCE, Ky.(AP)
— A bridge connecting
central Boone and Kenton
counties in northern Kentucky was ordered closed
Tuesday because heavy
rains had made approaches unsafe.
Boone Judge-Executive
Terry Roberts said the
wooden span would be
closed until engineers examined the approaches
and found a way to correct the settling, which he
attributed to week-long
rains.
The bridge off U.S. 25
had been in use since early October, when it was
put into service to replace
the old Richardson Road

Two face charges

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Your Individual
Horoscope

Man learns about weather
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1. Leal Nem
ORDINANCE NUMBER 773, BEING AN
ORDINANCE ANNEXING TO THE CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY CERTAIN
TERRITORY ADJACENT AND CONTIGUOUS THERETO AND DESCRIBING
SUCH TERRITORY BY METES AND
BOUNDS.
WHEREAS, at a regular meeting held on
the 21nd day of October, 1942, the City Council of the City of Murray, Kentucky heard a
reading of Ordinance Number 772, which
was an ordinance declaring the need,
necessity, desirability andw intention of the
City of Murray, Kentucky to annex the territory hereinafter described,said Ordinance
Number 772 defining accurately the boundaries of the territory sought to be annexed;
and
WHEREAS, at another special meeting
held on the 25th day of October, 1962, another
reading of said ordinance Number 772 was
heard; and the City Council of the City of
Murray, Kentucky enacted Ordinance
Number 772 hereinbefore referred to; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the requirements
of ICRS 81A.420 a full, complete and correct
copy of said Ordinance Number 772 was
published in The Ledger and Times
newspaper, to-wit: On the date of October
26, 1982. The Ledger and Times is the daily
newspaper published in Murray, Kentucky
having the largest circulation in said City;
and
WHEREAS, at least sixty (60) days have
transpired since the date of the final adoption of ordinance Number 772.
NOW, THEREFORE,BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY,KENTUCKY AS FOLLOWS,TOWIT:
SECTION 1: That the following described
territory lying and being in Calloway County, Kentucky,to-wit:
A 68.681 acre tract of land, known as
Canterbury Estates Unit 2 and Unit 3 and a
part of the Henley and Homra Development
Corporation Property (Deed Book 138, page
24), located on the City of Murray South City
Limit, approximately 750.00 feet South of
Highway 822 (also known as Wiswell Road)
in Section 3, Township 1, Range 4 East of
Calloway County, Kentucky and being more
particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the.Northeast corner of the
herein described tract of land and the
Southeast corner of Canterbury Estates Unit
1;
thence, South 03°55'07" East - 2036.39 feet
with the E.A. Lassiter West property line
and the H.T. Waldrop West property line and
the H.T. Waldrop West property line to a
point in the Howard Brandon North property
line, said point in the Howard Brandon
North property line, said point being the
.Seutiteast • corner of the- herein --described
tractsf land and the Southwest corner of the
H.T. Waldrop property;
thence, South 84°14'20" West - 1333.28 feet
with the Howard Brandon North property
line and the James Billington North property line to a point, said point being the
Southwest corner of the herein described
tract of land, the Northeast corner of the
Marvin Hill property and the Southeast corner of the James Billington property;
thence, North 03°48'40" West - 1359.11 feet
with the James Billington East property line
to a point, said point being the Southwest
corner of the Henley and Homra Development Corporation Property (Deed Book 138,
page 24) andthe Northwest corner of the
James Billington property;
thence, South 86°41'20" West - 267.61 feet
with the Henley and Homra Development
Corporation property (Deed Book 138, page
24)to a point;
thence, North 03°48'40" West - 715.55 feet
with the Henley and Homra Development
Corporation property (Deed Book 138, page
24) to a point in the City of Murray,South City Limit;
thence, with the City of Murray, South City Limit and with the Canterbury Estates
Unit 1 South boundary line, the following
bearings and distances:
North 86°41'20" East - 267.61 feet
North 87°00'00" East -195.00 feet
North 03°48'40" West - 3.90 feet
North 8700'00" East - 123.25 feet
South 62°15'08" East - 117.35 feet
North 55°49'22" East - 115.94 feet
North 87'00'00" East - 296.50 feet
South 62°15'08" East - 117.35 feet
North 55°49'22" East - 115.89 feet
North 87°00'00" East - 173.25 feet
North 03°48'40" West - 20.00 feet
North 87°00'00" East - 140.82 feet
to the point of beginning.
PLAT BOOK REFERENCE Plat Book 3,
Page 62
Plat Book 4, Page 38
DEED BOOK REFERENCE: Deed Book
138, Page 24
THIS DESCRIPTION WAS COMPILED
FROM OTHER SOURCES BY F.T.
SEARGENT AND ASSOCIATES.
THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO ALL
PREVIOUSLY CONVEYED RIGHT-OFWAYS AND EASEMENTS.
SECTION II; This ordinance shall take effect from and after the date of its final adoption by the City Council of the City of Murray, Kentucky.
ADOPTED ON FIRST READING ON
THE 27TH DAY OF DECEMBER,1982.
ADOPTED ON SECOND READING ON
THE 28TH DAY OF DECEMBER,1902.
CITY COUNCIL,CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
BY: Holmes Ellis
Mayor,City of Murray,Ky.
ATTEST:
Jo Crass
Clerk,City of Murray,Ky.
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Rudolph
Tires &
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5. Lost and Found
$200 REWARD
No
questions asked for info
leading to the return of
the black and tan
German Shepherd lost
on Neale Road. Dog is
10 yrs. old, male, and
was wearing a red
collar. Call 753-1M8.
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bedroom furnished
C
garage apartment 1606
In Miller
No pets
Couples preferred 75.3
1203
Available
slam owes.non
December X
%yen Ni.beresawie
Two bedroom apt Call
1144114 bombe Om IOW
753-1108 after ap.m
1911 Cidiseeer Owed
Two bedroom
imeniby 45971
townhouse apt'. Carpet.
LPN wanted' millview
(lit)7134115
range. refrIger•tor,
N ursing Home,
dishwasher, disposal.
Iteedwe
Dresden, Tenn
Good
washer and dryer
/04 L MIRO
salary and benefits
34.
hookup, central air and
beim
Call for appointment
SOO Arnold Palmer heat Also two bedroom
ihnowd Isiid
901-364-35116.
Sport Coats, Curie. garden apt.. Hamlet
OIL CO. OPENINGS. Suits. Save 40-60 per' North apts. on Stadium
OH shore rigs. No cent. Clarks, 1100 N
View Drive. 753 ISSO or
experience necessary. 13th. Paducah.
istALToits
MISS".
Start Immediately. $35,
CARS $100! TRUCKS
000 plus a year. For
$75! Available at local 33. Rooms
information call 1.312govt sales
Call sleeping rooms, re
920-9364, ext. 17748.
Extra sharp. 1919
(refundable) 1 312 931
friperator in hall, privROOS WINO
Mustang. 6 cylinder.
Sales management 5337. ext. 17748 for your ate entrance, washers
excellent ,as mlieoge.
trainee. Expanding directory on how:. ti) and dryers available
MOO 111111111111111
at
12th
M
S
extras Call 753 MN
Pepsi Cola Firm has purchase. 24 ra
Zimmerman Apts S
TELEPHONE 753-1881
opening for sales man- Clearance Aisl. through 16th. I53-6609.
/I years esporiumos.
agement oriented in- Saturday. 1/2 price items
bind Nom ono
44WeiffiVallets usda
United
Ministry
Center,
dividual. Person selec- over stocks. Don't miss
1977 Dodge. 4 wheel
1611 Olive St. 11 block
opsokert.
cseemisse
e.
year
Ey
ted will train
these great buys. Coast behind Granny's
drive, good condition
Porch)
actual working condr.
fell
sales
time
unde
to Coast Hardware 753- $295 Spring Semester.
Cali 71999.5.
MIAS
tion as well as in the 8604.
associates 'Teeing 19/7 GMC Sr ton pickup.
Girls. Rooms available
MINI CO.
classroom. Sales and/or
454 motor. very 0000
Atari Cartridges. We In Dec. at end of this
*nos.
334-6127
direct employee super
have special buys on semester. House has
condition 753-05,35
McCarty
lass
Mall
vision desirable. De
many popular games. kitchen, study room. TV
1962 Chevy Truck with
gree in marketing busMinns IWO 7537770 equipment.
Need work on rigor
1.0611 miles
iness administration or Star Raiders $24.99, with cable, gas apYars Revenge and pliances and air conIlya lam" MON never been licensed trees? Topping. prun
other related field is
up, owing. complete
ditioning. 753 3531 or
required. Excellent Haunted House $19.99
7$3-2517 Call 753 3573
Coy Spas
removal and more. Cali
opportunity for advan- We have ET., Donkey 753-67$3.
15)44T1
lam hisara
60VER'S TREE
Kong and many more
cement. Good starting
Houses
SERVICE for Pro
34.
for
Rent
Coast to Coast Hard
pay and and benefits
fissional tr•ii care
ware 753-8604.
Nice
Send complete resume,
two bedroom brick
7530335.
including salary history FIREWOOD. Seasoned duplex, 3 miles east.
Tree trimming and
oak
and
hickory
IV
and
Stove, refrigerator and
and references to 3000 S.
removing hedges and
water furnished
B eltline Hwy. 27'. $29 a rick, Green
$175
srwubs Pros *stow atm
plus deposit. Call 753Paducah, Ky. 42001, wood. $25 rick, de
753 5471
livered and stacked
1513
Attention Tim Elder.
753-9600.
Three bedroom house
51 ,;El
Wanted ladies to speed
type in their home. P.O. Firewood, delivered near Ky Lake, washer
Cribs Cs.
Box 221, Murray, Ky. and stacked, $25 per and dryer included,
ore for your
loin mg OW
rick. 489 2231 or deposit required. 75342071.
money in this newly
tufts Iris soli
345-2519.
1964 after 5p.m.
renovated 4
9. Situation Wanted
Helium Balloons for Three bedroom in town,
Waist. Call INN II
bedroom, 2 bath,
Responible mother New Year's Eve. 753- appliances included,
NW IBM
„.
0017.
brick veneer and
near university. 3 bed•
wants to babysit in her
frame home. Elechome. 5 minutes East. Raw Fur Hite Fur & room, in town, $275. 3
WIII liabyllt In my
Root Co. Paducah, Ky. bedroom, 2 bath, newer
759-1692.
tric heat, carpeted
home, have references.
home, heat pump, near
443-6139.
througho
ut
Plot
shady
meal served No X.
10. Business Opportunity SEASONED town, $330. 2 bedroom
Shady Oaks Trailer CI
lot, near hospital,
lake view, fireplace,
APPLIANCE SE R
Earn extra money! FIREWOOD. Call John basement and deck,
VICE
Kenmore, WIII do plumbing, hest
shopping center,
Home mailing pro- Boyer, 753-0338.
$250. Century 21,
Westinghouse, ing, carpentry, painting
etc. Immediate
gram, start ImWhirlpool
Loretta Jobs Realtors
20 years and roofing Call 713
possession. Some
mediately. For details
753.1492.
oxoori•oco Parts and 7111
27.
Mobile
Home
Sales
a self addr
owner financing
service. lobby Hopper
Two Isepupm brick
lkid envelope tiPlf4x60 Trotter,
ApplIeweer Sirr
availa
home,
ble
basement. 1
I
-WO'. Box 37, Frankfort, condition. See • Orendon block
-vice 202 S. 5th
t
from
Hospital
and
qualified
buyer.
Dill's
Dill at
Trailer Ct
Ky. 40602.
753.4872. 753 $4$6
Middle School
$225
KOPPERUD
Two Fina Service X. Mobile
Home Rentals Available Jan 15 Cali REALTY 753-1222. (home)
Stations for lease or
753-6900.
sale, fully equipped and 12x65 Trailer for rent Two
Red
to 29 900.
bedroom house, 121
pumps. $500 each per See Brandon Dill, at West
of
Stella,
available
MOSLEMS?
month. 443-1020 or 443- Dill's Trailer Court.
1st week of January
Homesfor
2127.
A two bedroom, newly Large garden spot
furnished. Call Shady 153.3404
By owner, or rent, low
Need o second *13. For Sale or Trade
Oaks. 753-5209.
Two bedroom house,
aloe?
Wild -op or
payment
4
blocks
to
For sale IBM Correct- Nice two bedroom partially furnished
Residential. local
ing Selectric Typewri- trailer near Murray, no house in county near Court House, single
ter with maintenance pets. Call 489-2611
Ky. Lake, $115 a month family, 5 bedroom, 2
references. Cal nigh
bath or duplex, 9 rooms
contact. Call 753-1292.
with small deposit
759171$..
Oottrd,
29. Heating-Cooling
1
acre, 2 car
436-5439.
garage, fruit trees
733.5476.
14. Want to Buy
Ponderosa Fireplace
Will haul white rect,
Owner financing. 753
.Pets-Supplies
sand, lime, rip rag led
Raw furs, raccoon, red Insert with fan. Call
4307 or 436.5409.
Applianc
service
e
mesonery sand. coal
fox, gray fox, muskrat, before 5p.m. 759.1047
AKC Registered 11/2
Cramped, need room? Washer. dryers. Call Layton Hutson
mink, coyote, opossum,
years old, good with
refrigerat
freezer,
or,
There
lots
of
room
in
30. BUSifleSS Rentals
753454$
beaver. Owen Mc
children, male this Ai
bedroom home electric heat, and
Ciellan, P.O. Box 63,
Dachshund. House located
microwave All brands Will sharpen hand SOW%
in
KIrksey
area,
Pulaski, ill. 62976, Wanted, furnished apt. broke. 7534998.
circular saws, and
an older home with serviced. 759 1322.
Phone 618.342-6316.
or house for new faculty Mlnature Dachshund modern decorating.
chain saws ?Um&
Want to buy table saw. member. Need by Jan. puppies, I weeks old, large dining room, den,
11. Contact Dr. Bob had shots and wormed, living room. Has large
Reasonable. 436-5830
McGaughey, 762-6874 or $50 each. 753-1308 after closed in front porch.
753-5063.
15. Articles for Sale
4p.m
best of all is priced only
INTERIOR
$21,500. Morgan
For Sale: New ship
EXTERIOR
Trevatha
n and Gun
ment of desks, chairs,
PAINTING
Realtor, 753.4000 or
and file cabinets. Ross
400-2266.
& Sons Salvage. Martin,
ALLPAPERING
If you're an energy
TN 3 8 2 3 7 .
miser, check on this Appliance repair work
Phone:901-587.2420
So111.N1110.0
excellent buy on all brands Specialize In
Tappers. Call 7535311 or
16. Home Furnishings
Highway 732. 3 bed
A•
3S4 6956 Earl Lovett
room, 1 Y2 baths
Canopy bed, white
fireplace in living room
French Provincial full
tint.mo one
753-3715
wipes logs, woodburn •Hand
size, box springs and
ing fireplace in den, •oil work is dom.
753-5212
mattress included.
nice garden spot and
right in our
'
* •ftga a••.e -c•
Matching dresser with
lots of fruit trees. Price •Come see
mirror. $200 or best
reduced to $46,000
offer. Also wood work
stimpiPs
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Si Fru Came
ing equipment. 753-1301.
CARTER STUDIO •
753-1222.
Free puppies. 524 S 4th
Sparkling dream home
•
19. Farm Equipment
Street
in Canterbury Estates.
Now Is the season to
This home has "every
prepare that Ag &
thing" or in other words
Industrial Unit for the
all the "extras" that
coming spring. For
spell comfortable and
front to back overhaul.
convenient family liv
irig for its proud owners
Call 436-2361. Try us for
the best buys in
Priced in the 570's
undercarriages.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222
Two bedroom with gas
heat, big lot, needs
repair inside, will sell
cheap
406 S
10th.
7504620

HIscellamovs

for Rent

a Used Troda

SI Wyk's World

0 PE RI ()
7531222

HOUSE
MOVING

lervIms011srol

Ills Pontiac Growl N-•5 Memo sausresso.
Priv
51.15111
gook nosse. if years MOM*
Iwo 57.506 Plemls 04Per'mice. rolin00111
xi Mee 44404414 ?IWO
0111IMMIN
tam r53era sr 7$3 MM. work meows, MOW*
goageol
ma No Jolt
Mem &anaemic* Call

We do any typo
of cleaning.

ROOF

le.

Runs on electricty. Runs 8 hours before
needs recharging. Runs 35
m.p.h. Good condition.

Call 753-4092

Sole

PAINT IN(1

Public
Notice

Thursday. January 6 1983
will end our Double Stamp Day
Promotion at Big John in Murray.
Watch for our newspaper ad in
January for detail of our t xciting
new promotion.

For Sale

MIN BIKE
For Sale.

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE

New or Used Pinball
machines. Video games,
pool tables, Juke boxes,
cigarette machines.

1531211
1

Sorry Folks

41. Lind Cars
1972 LTD, UM 753.4972
after 6 00p m
1973 Super Beetle VW,
excellent condition 7591047 before 5p m
1974 Monte Carlo Lan
dau
Power steering,
Power brakes, swivel
seats Best offer Call
7501795
1974 VW Station Wagon.
motor, Interior, exterior
excellent, original paint,
same body style of 19011.
77,000 miles 753 053 or
7504003
1975 Mercury Comet,
p0.. p.s., ac. $1,101. Call
436-2245 after 6p.m .
1175 Monte Carlo, P S.,
P.B., air, tilt, cruise,
swing out bucket seats.
AM-FM stereo cassette,
14,016 miles. 753-4134.
1977Tori
-T-rr. 1571M
miles. Call 790-4194.

We is est service serciaodise tint kas bole palmed fro
tko so called distort stores or
set of We purchases, is please
le met brim tbis type rercbmilse
tees.
We've bees ie hastens n
years, so we nest I king
semetbiet rigit. If we're est god
eleegb te bey fro, we're is
geed eesegb to service you.

"World of
Sound"
mst12

3311111
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ACES®
School board to phase out weekly Bible classes
BOBBY WOLFF

NOW!

•

As a general rule, the
were concerned about the
"The state can man- Cave decisions, you're Merry Gentlemen," he
The New '83 Front Wheel
most successful man in life
By TOM Mc(X)RD
date a great deal if it's going to lose," Lynn said. "They learned that
is the man who has the best Associated Press Writer programs.
•
song in a public school
information " — Benjamin
A supporter calls the "We don't look at the within the traditional Johnson said.
Drive 626 Mazdas
by
directed
were
they
and
Bible
hoped
or
he
Bible
the
of
framework,"
Issue
said
Disraeli
Kistner
academic
Bible classes taught in
Tennessee's Tr -Cities cLasses," he said. "We he said. "Once you meet such Bible cLasses will a band leader paid from
D.
Hove Arrived At...
public funds.
schools for up to 40 years look at the Constitution or those standards, there's a continue,
•
say
may
they
would
"Next,
We
Rights.
of
Bill
our
at
flexibility
of
night,
other
deal
great
"The
"well-rounding," but an
Declarer has enough education official says be concerned here with with what you can do with Christmas parade, the it's illegal to learn
band played 'God Rest Ye Christmas carols."
information available to defending the courses in separation of church and the rest of the program.
"But boards of educamake today's touch and go court would be a lost state."
Lynn Johnson said Ten- tion don't really cherish
game — East's opening bid cause.
Come By•See•Drive
COVINGTON, Ky. bank robbery charges.
tells him where all the key
As a result, the school nessee's school boards, spending the public's
and
Vance,
38,
Noah
cards are. Those who make board in Kingsport, Including his in money on things you're (AP) — U.S. Magistrate
153 8850
use of the information win Tenn., plans to phase out Kingsport, retain discre- going to lose. It takes a Greg Wehrman has Marcus A. Cixon, 44,
Ch..nut St Murray
the rubber; those who forget the hour-long weekly Bi- tion in deciding who may tremendous amount of ordered two men return- were arrested Dec. 20 by
FBI agents and Newport
the bidding go on to the next
ble classes for 4th- and enter public school money to litigate. And ed to northern Ohio in
deal
police.
.
Supreme
federal
recent
classrooms.
with
the
with
connection
next year.
The first key decision 5th-graders
a
been
has
class
"The
comes at trick one. Should
declarer cover West's dia- historic type of class, not
mond jack, hoping that West a religious class,
****************************************
has both the jack and 10? If although it has dealt with
WPM/
this is the case, dummy's Christianity, as opposed
nine can be developed to Hinduism or comeebler Zesto
immediately to eliminate a parative religion," Lynn
club loser for South. With no Johnson, chairman of the
Saltine
club loser, the defense gets Kingsport school board,
only two spades and a dia- said Tuesday.
mond and declarer gets his "We have gotten a lot of
pressure to continue. In
10 tricks.
This line of play loses but our system, it is volunit's not a really poor plan. tary. Parents have to
1 Lb. Box
Nevertheless, there is anoth- agree to allow their
Save 56`
er plan that's better. The children to participate,"
trick is to keep West off lead he said.
"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"
while declarer develops the "But we judge that if
club suit.
We Reserve The Right
we were challenged (in
Hours:7AM-8 PM
With $10.00 Additional Purchase
The diamond jack is not court) about the course,
To Limit Quantities
Tobacco & Dairy Products
Excluding
covered at trick one and we would lose because of
Gladly Accept Food Stamps
or Drinks on Special z2222=ZZG'"
declarer wins the ace. recent Supreme Court * We
Declarer's trump eight is decisions."
See Our Display Of
led to dummy's 10 and a low The courses have been
club from dummy brings taught in four jurisdicZip-N-Go Luggage!
Kitchen Kraft
East's queen to South's ace. tions within the Tr -Cities
Fresh Blackeye
The club 10 goes to East's area: Kingsport;
Open Saturday
king and the defense is now Sullivan County, Tenn.;
finished. East can cash his Bristol, Tenn.; and
New Year's Day
spade ace and diamond king Bristol, Va.
//
to hold declarer to 10 tricks "We've taken a definite
303Size
or he can refuse to give up
going
what's
in
interest
29'
Save
and allow declarer to make
Hyde Park
Johnson of
Bill
said
on,"
an overtrick.
Note that it would be fool- the American Civil Liberties Union in Memphis.
!us PAles
$
NORTH
12-211-A
"From what we've been
Or Doposiv
•K4
/6 oz.8lottio Carton
•K 10 6
told, they're not looking
Bog
Lb.
1
Save SO'
•Q 9 3
at the Bible as a work of
Save 20'
•J 6 5 4 2
they're
but
literature,
/41/IP/I/1/17011/
EAST
,WEST
Reg. 1.69Save 30'
Libby's Beef
teaching it as 'the Bi7
39
)
*Q 8 6 5 2
10
*A
9
ble."
V 5 32
•7
24 oz.
But Lynn Johnson said
Flav-O-Rich Save 20'Reg. 89'12oz6
* K 10 8 6 4 2
,J5
9C
history
the courses stress
+973
4K Q 8
2.09
Reg.
Fosweet
Liquid
and are taught by
SOUTH
Save 20' 12 oz.
teachers paid by church
*J 7 3
•AQJ984
groups. Children whose
•A7
parents don't want them
4 A 10
Ajax Dishwashing
to participte are excused
Hyde Park Golden
24's
Size
Lipton
Family
12 oz.
Cream Style or Whole Kernel
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer from class.
Save 50'Reg.89'$749
Gene Kistner, who
East. The bidding.
directs Bible Teaching in
Save 19'303A
East
North
South West
the Public Schools, said
Reg. 2.03Save 80' 4`1
Aqua Net
10'
1*
2,
11/
Save
Pass
Faygo Reg. 89"
23
4th-and 5th-graders in the
Pass
411
All
9
Size
Say*
'
Old
95
16`
Peso
Reg.
El
Bristol, Va., system have
2 Liter
pass
4h Oz.Size
had weekly Bible classes
Opening lead: Diamond jack for nearly 42 years.
Valley Gem White Save 11`
"I think it's wellTexsun Pink Grapefruit
14 oz.
Save 20'46 oz.
ish to try to develop a spade rounding," Kistner said.
Sealtest
09
1
'
'
Reg
proit
trick. East's opening bid "I'm proud that
Save 21`8oz.
Visine
earmarks the spade ace and vides a little Bible study
Reg. 2.29 Save 96' $1 33
Reg. 1.09
Koehler Vanilla
the best chance is to find for kids who aren't in
Hyde Pork Pinto
Save 10'12 oz.
East with both club honors. Sunday School. What that
individual does with that
Save 11'300Size 3/
$1
Bid with The Aces
study is up to him."
One part-time and two
001/
/41,
d'Al/M,/,/ ZIO/017
South holds: 12-29-B
full-time teachers are
trained and paid by
est Pure
•A 10 9
Kistner's group to conay's Ruffle Potato
•7
in
duct one-hour sessions
*K108442
40KQ8
the Bristol, Va.,schools.
"They do a lot of
memorizing of
South North
characters in the Bible.
Reg.$1.29
24
1*
Reg.$1.29
And they do some
Save 40'
singing. We don't have a
Lb. Bog Save 30'
•
ANSWER:Three clubs. prayer time," Kistner
Rebidding a six card suit said. "We have a permismay be tempting but it's sion slip from 97 percent
FR4
in=
more descriptive to raise of the students whose
Save 50'
be
to
them
want
80:.
parents
partner with such a strong
exposed to the Bible."
club holding.
hrirowil/mirtreArAr,,,,,, 1,11/
._
/10,1,I1.0,11/1/0/
But Bill Johnson said
Send bridge questions to The Aces, the ACLU has been in
P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
parents
wIth self-addressed. stamped envelope touch with some
in the Tr -Cities area who
for reply

CARROLL MAZDA

Two to be returned to Ohio
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Crackers,

9

SUPER MARKET

?

R.C. Cola,
Diet Rite,
Sundrop & New
R.C. 100

Coffee

Stew

"
1

Teo Bags

79c
89C

Drinks

Juice

$ 89

Sweetner

4,179c
79c

Corn

Taco Shells

2/89`

Yogurt..

Waffers

Cottage Cheese

Hair Spray

Hominy

4/89`

Eye Drops

yz oz.

flower
esi orn

Beans....

?rrange

Chips

Juice
3

59

Liquid

Meal

89

99
:....***********************.....,....***************************
MEAT DEPT

FROZEN FOODS

* Frosty Acres Broccoli

Spears
1
Sticks
bles
:Vegeta
*
:Peas

c tU.S.D.A. Choice

59 :Round Steak

Reg. 69'Save 10'S oz. Box

Frosty Seas Fish

1
* Frosty Acres Mixed

Try Our New
Dry Cleaning...
Pick-Up & Delivery Service

25%

*Frosty Acres Crowder

*
$1 59 *
*
Reg.$1.73Save 14' 16 oz. pkg.

*
*
c*
*
_ Rog.610eStiv• /0' /0 oz. Pkg.59 *

All Dry Cleaning
Thru January 31st

Bel-Air Laundry
8 am.-10 p.m. Everyday 759-1613 Bel Air Cuter

79c

Minute
Steak

69C;

29
Lb. $
2

Leon

L**********Rumm********1Ground Beef
I

7C'abbage
1111 Lettuce
Potatoes
Oranges
Calif. keburg

:
C
16.19
*
*

c*
49 **
si

boad

No. 1 Russet

Texas hike

(2.
't

, :;,tap.

10 lb. bag

Field's Finest

Wieners
or Bologna

1

$

Armour
Chicken Fried

Steak
$

Lb.

Reg. 79'Save 10' 1001.
*
ret*********************************4 Fresh

1111111111111 ,S

Play Our Video Games While Yoe Wash

Jowl

;

* New Green Texas

OFF

Leon Tender
Smoked In Chunk

59

Lb.

Family Pock$/
3Lb. or More

Metzger Smoked

Pork
Chops

191*
/6. *

4
*

Field's Finest
Sliced

*

)
Bacsoln49I

39

i 1 Lb. Pkg.

39*
*

12 Oz. Pkg.

:Small Tender
$149
5..,,,,,$1
Ribs

/Al
, 1 11
111.1!.
1
..:0$ II

49ISpare

*
‘414(eT4
-4
*
111111111iiiiillis..._.
...e.._...1111iiii11111111 Ic***************************************

•
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Co KrOgarilig

erTER

Item end Mem be Oh effective
December Mb dere km. 46. Is

MURRAY;KY.

Par YOWIllOOPINIPCSAW/111041C0

OPEN NEW
YEAR'S DAY

tighle mesnped. Non add 14 deism.
Carpet% 1463. The Rrepr Ca.

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
Each of these items is respired to he readily avediable for
sole in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in
this ad. If we do run out of an advertised it.., we will offer you your choice of a compisOile it.., when available,
reflecting the same savings, or a Ron Check, which will
entitle you to purchase the advertised item it the advertised prices, any time within 30 days.

7dic
Center-Cut
air Pork Chops
Mb or Loft

TrairQtrs. or
Leg Quarters

USDA Seal

••
sg
Vata Half -

lb

$278

Ent,
ShOrritiliffifir

MIS

a $1149

. ' •-ft.44•.4a.s.J.,.
.111sra.

it

Pork Loin --

4.1.4A Mks Oaf

Boneless Top Sirloin
irs..savers 112 el. ...
Mexican Cheese Dip

tub

5129

Hot Dogs

12et

6Breakfast Pork Chops a $199

138 rOtt

9isc pork

Fresh Mask

•
2
68 j
ail;
e

ego

as

Roast

roristeas

""* ;
4411.8

$1411

Smoked Pork Jowls
iii

la 1194

WOO Pond Raised

Whole
Catfish

. 09
h Seafood

Pox
'
Deluxe
dt

S
M
er
kir

29

100z.

0141-

89c .79c
i pazIr=uwa...Numami.
n.
Luncheon Meats

ROM Peel Weld

CAM

$329

ItiKs No IIimaits or

Sausage & Biscuits

i
l mosra Dogs

km as..

iaiSls,s

Breaded Shrimp
Pisres
s -Shore Shrimp
e

•31$.CMS MAI
•3 M.PIN SUM
•4115. MaSKIMS
•41$.SAMS MOAN
(Ord,'r of NOW
•3 la.MONOIli

Be
Liver

Pizza

Gard
Pre5"

•NM IMMIKE•

Mad

.459 Lunch Meats
MEog Slaw NW 12ix MagPin srI
I:: —a— variety Pak

rikiii"B;ro;n7

19-

mem rem re

Stif

•FRIUStlillIf•
arfain4040111441111100411114111111.
MIIIMMIN lel NUM
MKS WIN Mt
"
Wgiref
arldir.P
...111.
arter
0101011111/
OVT.
oqu
4111101111
ILL
For
O

•••
umet .1io

Si le

s.

6.

"Isteashun

12 at.
OS

Sipe

*pip

ozzszammeazz
;
j
ig
.olcricriuarts

i9•
Il. $

L1
L
4
:
0114;;Pir

la ealli

W1467E17Mulder
aCRCIGIER COST CUTTER ECONOMY MEAT BUYS

Meaty Turtall

Wingsor
Drumsticks

.49c

Cost Cutter
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..99c
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Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the price
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AT KROGER
Ars

Cutters

Sprite; Tab or

Double Luck Cut

Coca
Cola

Green
Beans
16 oz.cans

for

Assorted Drink litizers

Holland House
Hunt's

Sauce
89c

Plain,Bar-B-Clue,Sour Cream &
Onion,Bacon & Sour Cream

Ruffles
Potato Chips

99c

8 oz.
bag
•
COST

e

Pork &
Beans

Richtex
Shortening
$139
42 oz.

3$1O0

15 oz
cans

can

Save10%to

Pride of Minis Whole Kernel Of Cream Style
1702.
CNN

79c
315oz. $100
CMS

2

Yellow Corn
Bush's OMEN Of

Cream Peas
MRCS Whole

141/2

Tomatoes

$109
oz.CNIS

5 lb.
bag

Hunt's Peaches
Tomato Ketchup
White Howse

Apple Juice

With Jalapenos - Trappey's

Instant

Wyler's Bouillon
Post Cereal

40% Bran Flakes

411k\\/\INIWVilir

Peanut

$119

Butter

89c
24 oz. 5125
bti
Men. 5169

46 oz.

Tomato Juice

Bake A Peanut Butter
Pleasin'Holiday Treat!

2902.

Kroger

Blackeye Peas

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
Thet Cigerene Smolig Is Dangerous to Your Health.

soil00

02. 5109
Bush's Horn my..414%Cans

Hunt's

carton
Lights 14 mg 'tar 1 1 mg
nicotine Ultra Lights 6 mg "tar"
0 7 mg mconneav perogaretteby
FTC Method

16 .
cans

White or Gold

carton

100'S
$525

2usse..139

Pretzels

Bush's
Peas

Halves or Slices

carton
COST CUTTER LIGHT MENTHOL,LIGHT

II9
5

The Light One

KING SIZE
5505
KING SIZE
$505

plastic gallon

Kroger Flavor Soft

Corn Meal

COST CUTTER LIGHTS, MENTHOL UGHTS

Country Oven

$111119

Aunt lemima White
COST CUTTER ULTRA LIGHTS

Milk

Blackeye or Purple HUH

Tomato

8 oz.
cans

Plus
Dep.
254
141.

k Low-Fat

4.100

16 oz. bottles

81

Kroger 1/20/0

15% ez.

ca.

99c
55c

75c
1502. 5133
box

This.
MI

3lb.
pail

Pam;
oxt cam Fasidos Waffle&
Mix
Martha White Yellow

Corn Muffin Mix
Kroger Decaffeinated

4;1 $229

Instant Coffee

$349

Peanut Butter
Chocolate Drop Cookies
1 Cup Sifted All Purpose flour
1/2 Tsp. Baking Soda
1/2 Tsp. Salt
/
1
4Cup Butter or Margarine
/
1
2Cup Kroger Peanut Butter
(Smooth or Super Crunchy)
6 Tbs. Granulated Sugar
2 Tbs.Packed Brown Sugar
1/2 Tsp. Kroger vanilla Extract
1E99
1-6 oz.Pkg. Kroger Chocolate Chips
Sift flour with baking soda and salt. Cream
butter, peanut butter and sugar together until
light and Huffy. Beat in egg and vanilla. Fold in
flour mixture, mixing well. Stir in chocolate bits.
Drop by teaspoonful on greased Cookie sheet.
Bake (375° Fl 10-12 minutes. YIELD: About 4
dozen cookies.
RECIPE PROVE=ST T1* PEANUT ADVISORY ROARD

65c
7/
1
2oz. 0
3c
box ia
2
1

General Mills

Wheaties
Cereal
18 oz.
box

$1149

Satisfying Snack

ar
lbag $149

Snickers Candy
Cost Cotter In-Juice

Pineapple

20 or.

Bush's Best

15can0, 29c

can

Chopped Greens

55C

SPECIAL COST CUTTER SAVINGS

MILK PRODUCTS

14 Ct.Overnight or

Kroger Spread

Sour Cream
Dips

Fresher Breath

12 Ct.Toddler

Nice IN
Cheesy

Close-Up
Toothpaste

Huggies
Diapers

2 slop

8oz.
tubs

83c

4.6 oz.
tube

box $
7
9
2
St. Joseph
Whipped Margarine

Kroger Regular

Cottage Cheese

nib $129 Chiffon
Fullmoon Colby

Assorted Flavors

Kroger Sherbet

"al 5119
24 cm
tib

FOR CNILOREPI

Children's
Aspirin
36ct 59c

479
•

14 oz. 5119

Ban
Roll-On

Kroger

2Lobis 794

Rolls

%it 139C

Gillette

Atra Razor

ad

21/20z. $229
btl.

5359

Gillette Room Pack

Atra Blades VI$359
•

Anti-Perspirant

5129 Pimento Cheese

Assorted Flavors

Esprit Yogurt

Kroger Cheese

12 CR.
Pkt

Kroger Spread

Kroger

Sour Cream

1 M. CSC
Olt LP

24 oz.

ST.JOSEPH'
ASPIRIN

01

71/2 OZ. AerOSOI Or
a Oz.Non-Amoroso.

White Rain
Hairspray

•

each

67
s1
•

LET'S GO KROGERING FOR THE BEST
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Save you more!
;kr

Homestyle or
Assorted Grinds

Kroger
Cofb.fee
can

KBuio
g
tenn
Biscuits

99c

1$149

Saltine

Tissue

Towels

Crackers

assq $1100

1 b.
box

ft roll

Country Oven

4:31.49c
°et'.

99C
12 Ct.

box

25 Ct.
bti.

$11

79c

Cost Cotter From
12:
81.

Orange Juice

79c

39

22es
bottle

$II55

With

btett$229

Softener

Kroger

Vegetable Soup

3lays 89c

Hot Cocoa Mix

12 oz
pkg

5129

1201.

5149

7 01
far

$119

Detergent

1 89c
2441.

Pancake Syrup

box
C°7-

39
2

Deodorant Seautv Dar

NNW

Zest

52 Si.

Sweet Pickles

Bath Soap

For holiday Saki',

Hilicrest Cherries

59c

s;i 694
1
2oz.
5/
bar

Assorted Amor

Cost Cotter

Seltzer

Wesson Oil

Green Olives

';a

Alka

Liquid

Brow Stiffed

Donuts

20c

Speedy Relief

59c

Armour Treet

Cake

Embassy

Strawberry Preserves

Dawn

had for the Star

10 Count

Eatmore Biscuits

Mix.= $129

lbw

Cost MeiNom a Pions

Mushrooms

T

All limmtabk

BRANDS!

and other
Sooper Cost Cutter items

99c

Mozzarella Cheese.•$259

Swansoft

99c
40% withcosT CUTTER

A

MX

Bathroom

4 roll
pkg.

1/2 gallon carton

ISPCMUR
PIM

mow min mot

Nooso

Grape Jelly

Orange
Juice

oz. package

99c

Instant Coffee ni4139

's
Par
Pizz
ty
a
101
/
2
110t1110

6 pack of8oz.cans

199

Assorted

Fresh From Florida!
'Crow Chilled

Snack Crackers... . Veni

79c

Thousand Island or Italia.

Chef Boy Ar Doe Chose
15 5/B oz. $125
Mix

Pizza Mix

ta oz

Wishbone Dressings

5i59

Fruit Drink

(

Cost Cutter

Cheese Puffs

"boa; 694

Nome Pride 9 Ounce Size

DRoas
Peanuts

Cold Cups

la $179
250g.

Adult Aspirin

$109

cal

Sheets

Nifty Tall

"bc,
o,, 5131

Kitchen Bags
booKinelacos Dog Food

Cost Cone

160z.

9
$17

nc
re
lI
es
en
i
on

44 Oz 89C

Hawaiian Punch

ry Cost Cutter

25 lb $1.99
bag

Gravy Train

Oct
box

39
2

jar

THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE STORE
2 Ct."C" or "D" Cell
or 1 Ct.9 Volt Alkaline

Home Pride
Battery
Your $11 27
choice

rri

Intercraft 16" X 20"

Picture
Frame

"AA" Cell Alkaline

2 ct.
pkg.

Kodak
Film
$227

Refillable 2 Pack

‘\'

$177
each

51129
bai

C-110-24 Color

pkg.

Erazer Mate
Pen

Ore-Ida
Tater Tots

97c

$547
each

Frozen

Home Pride l‘r
Battery

P510 Kodak

Instant
Print Film
single s77
pack

iv/

Pilisbory nails or Battered

Saadoldi

Rol

Microwave Popcorn"
/
1
24$129 Kroger Bees
nowt Assorted

Cookie Bags.

Know haft

2

89C

elute Mallfame

Oraige Juice
Jen s Pongroo
t I imago
lulls
ChefsPiza

Pasta Snacks

2•••:-

Rye Broad

woo

isaf
59c

maw NW
6ciale 59C
.

Cottage Rye

`p4 89c Fruktroppod Rolls

20 Si. 79C

"Si
89c

OF EVERYTHING INCLUDING THE PRICE
PAO( THREf -2

eER
IDE/Carer
a
isseritilarg
l
Sunkist Seedless 113 Sire(Bag of 10 for $1.29)

Navel Oranges
Temple Oranges
Idaho Potatoes

ea:13c

New Crop Florida Site 100(Bag of 10...$1.29)

eath 113c

U.S. No. 1 "Genuine' (5 lb. bag....S1.19),(10 lb. bag...$2.29)

2
69

Juice Oranges

'Floral Shopp
For special occasions or
anytime at oil, the Kroger
Floral Shope has a largo
selection of plants, fresh art
flowers and accessories at
affordable prices)

Fresh

Green Broccoli
Yellow Onions

Colorful Blooming

Mild Medium

Mums

$299
4inch pot

Green Onions or

Red

ishS
36 ISM TOffill Pole

Pothos Plants

large 79c
bunch

99
ill I3

3 lb 69C
bag

California

Celery
Hai

Cucumbers or

Florida
Tat

$

Kitchen Fresh Shredded or

Fried Chicken

Save $1.10 per lb. On
Springdale Farms All Beef

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the price
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